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ABSTRACT
During the past two decades, industrialized countries increasingly onented monetary

policy towards reducing and maintainhg low Mation. A few of them, including Canada,
adopted forma1 inflation targets. Like many other countries, Canada's forma1 adoption of
inflation targets at the beginning of the 1990s coincided with an economic recession and
subsequent sluggish recovery throughout the h t half of the 1990s.

Some analysts have attributed this poor economic performance, relative to the United
States, to the Bank of Canada's low-inflation policy. More recently, a number of
empirical studies have M e r suggested that structural factors, including downward
nominal wage ngidity, contributed to Canada's persistent high unemployrnent during the
first half of the 1990s. Although the empirical literature shows evidence of these policyinduced recessions, there is no consensus on their magnitude or degree of persistence.
The intellectual debate on low-inflation policy remains intense after nearly a decade of
formai inflation targeting in many industnalized countries.
The thesis constructs an annual model based on the Bank of Canada's Canadian Policy
Analysis Mode1 (CPAM). In the context of this model, the thesis contributes to the
current monetary policy debate by investigating how lowenng the inflation target affects
the level of econornic activity in the short-nin and in the medium- to long-m. The thesis

extends the analysis by incorporating the downward nominal wage ngidity assumption
into the model, and then investigates how downward nominal wage rigidity influences
the rnacroeconomic effects of inflation reduction.
Lowering the inflation target reduces real economic activity in the short run, but has little
effect in the medium- to long m. Setting the inflation target very low increases volatility
in some sectors because achieving those targets requires relatively restrictive monetary
policy. The assumption of downward nominal wage ngidity generally intensifies the
recessionary effects of inflation reduction, particularly at low inflation rates. However, it
does not appreciably affect macroeconomic stability.
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CBGPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
During the past two decades, most industrialized countries adopted policies to reduce
inflation. A few of them, including Canada, adopted formal inflation targets. Germany's
inflation targeting dates back to the middle of the 1970s.' New Zealand, the United
Kingdom, Sweden, Finland, Australia, lsrael and Spain adopted forma1 inflation targets
during the first half of the 1990s. Canada fomally adopted inflation targets on February
26, 1991 following a joint announcement by the Bank of Canada and the Department of

Finance to focus Canada's monetary policy on pnce stability. Other countries such as the
United States and Japan, which have a history of relatively low infiation, continue to rely
on a general qualitative commitment to low inflationSome analysts view the increasing commitment to pnce stability by a number of
industrialized countries as the result of an emerging consensus that activist monetary
policy leads to higher inflation in the long run without real output and employment gains.
A number of intellectual developments and actual events corroborate this view. One of

the earliest observations that contributed to this understanding relates to the long and

variable lags with which monetary policy influences the real economy. According to
Milton Friedman, " We simply do not know enough to be able to recagnize minor
disrurbances when they occur or to be able to predict either what their effects will be wirh
any precision or what monetary policy is required to offset their efle~ts."~
In this regard,

activist monetary policy could potentiaIly exacerbate fluctuations in real output and
empIoyment.
Secondly, a decent amount of research on the long-run Phillips curve have produced
results that do not corroborate the views previously held about the long-nui trade-off
between inflation and unemployment. In the long run, expansionary policies cannot

'

Although Germany does not target inflation directly, the Bundesbank explicitly communicates the desired
long-term path for inflation to the public. and sets targets for the growth rate of the Central Bank Money
(CBM) accordingly.
Milton Friedman (1968, p. 14)-

'

generate higher output and employment by raising prkes because businesses face
capacity constraints and agents eventually build higher price expectations into future
contracts. On the other hand, higher inflation tends to persist as agents build them into
pnce expectations. In effect, attempts to exploit the short-nui trade-off between output

and inflation may result in higher inflation without the benefits of higher output and
ernployment. The third intellectual development relates to the observation that agents'
expectations about future monetary policy tend to influence the wage- and price-sening
behaviour in the economy. This time-inconsistency problem is based on the view that
policymakers who care more about output than inflation performance will try to pursue
rnonetary policy that is more expansionary than expected. However, such a policy cannot
produce higher output on average because agents eventually learn the monetary
authority's strategy and adjust their inflation expectations accordingly.
Finally, Iow-inflation policy is generally perceived to promote economic efficiency,
especially when it involves formal inflation targets. A low-inflation target can improve
economic efficiency for a number of reasons. First, it improves credibility, particularly
for central banks that have not successfully produced low inflation in the p s t . A credible

inflation target anchors inflation expectations and thereby reduces the cost of
economizing on non-interest bearhg money (the so-called shoe-leather cost of inflation).
Secondly, it promotes more productive investment by preventing unproductive
investrnents in inflation hedges. Thirdly it promotes efficient long-term contracts by
reducing market uncertainties. Moreover, low-inflation targets reduce the misallocation of
capital that arises from the interaction of high inflation and a tax system that is not fully
indexed. Some researchers have also pïoduced evidence that lower inflation reduces

inflation volatili~and increases economic growth.
AIthough analysts fkequently refer to inflation targeting as a rnonetary policy mie in the
context of the conventional rule-discretion dichotomy, Bemanke, Laubach, Mishkin and
Posen (1999) have argued strongly that in a practical sense, inflation targets are neither
rules nor discretion. Rather, the authors refer to them as conszrained discretion in the

sense that on one hand, the explicit inflation targets increases accountability and therefore
reduces the risks associated with the so-called time-inconsistency problem. On the other
hand, the inflation-targeting framework improves discretion by allowing the target to be
specified as a range, by distinguishing between temporary and permanent inflationary
pressures and allowing monetary policy to respond to them differently, and by similar
features that the fiamework c m conveniently accommodate. In their words, " by imposing
a conceptual structure and its inherent dbcipline on the central bank, but withouf

eliminating ail frexibifity, inflation targeting combines sorne of the advantuges
traditionally ascribed to rules with those ascribed to discretion." The experience of most

inflation-targeting countries clearly demonstrate the usefblness of constrained discretion,
particularly for central banks that did not have the benefit of good record on inflation
control pnor to adopting inflation targets.
After nearly a decade of low-inflation policy in major industrialized countries, there are
still important questions to answer regarding the optimum inflation target and the exact
nature of the costs and benefits inflation reduction impose on society. The literature
associates the costs and benefits of inflation reduction with the design, timing and
implementation of the policy. By implication, different countnes may realize significantly
different net benefits fiom inflation targeting, These issues underlie the on-going research
to detemine the design and strategy for implementation that produce maximum net
benefit to society. In general, the current monetary policy debate focuses on cl&-g

the

appropriate definition and measurement of policy targets, the role of transparency and
accountability in the design of modem monetary policy, and the appropriate degree of
flexibility in pursuing the inflation targets. In Canada, researchers have paid particular
attention to such issues as the optimum monetary rules for low-inflation targeting, the
effects of low inflation on economic behaviour, and the implications of changes in
economic behaviour for efficient monetary policy rules. More recently, researchers are
devoting increasing attention to structural factors such as downward nominal-wage
rigidity and non-linearities in the output-inflation trade-off, and what these structural
features imply for the formulation of efficient monetary policy rules.

A number of countries, including Canada, originally announced price stabiliv (Le. zero

inflation) as the ultimate goal for monetary policy. In his 1988 Hanson Lecture that
inaugurated low-inflation policy in Canada, Governor Crow argued that pnce stability
would be more credible, and hence more efficient (and productive) than any policy that
involves some positive rate of inflation.' Both price-level targets and inflation targets
imply a targeted path for the price level. However, the latter allows the pnce level to
change over time because it does not requise misses on the infiation target to be offset in

the future. On the contrary, price-level targeting does not allow such "base drifts". In
practice, however, these countries have invariably pursued positive inflation targets rather
than price-level targets due to practical considerations including potential errors in

measuring the target variable and concern for stability of real output and employment
growth in the face of destabilizing aggregate supply shocks." The general acceptame by
central bankers (at least in practice), of some positive inflation corroborate the view
expressed by Alan Greenspan, chairman of the US Federal Reserve System. According to
Greeenspan (1989), price stability does not mean literally zero inflation. Rather, it should
refer to pnce levels suficiently stable as not to make expectations of change a major
factor in key economic decisions.
The Bank of Canada exercised caution and explored conventional wisdom in pursuing its
monetary reforms. As in the case of New Zealand which adopted formal inflation targets
one year ahead of Canada, the Bank of Canada engaged in a prolonged campaign between
1988 and 1991 to educate the public on the virtues of pnce stability before it ultimately

adopted inflation targets on February 26, 1991. Consequently, Canada, like most other
inflation-targeting countries, formally adopted inflation targets after substantial
disinflationary pressures were already evident. The effective communication of the

' Crow (1989, p. 21-24)

' Inflation measures typically have a net positive bias because of innovations and changing tastes. Crawford
(1993) estimates the bias in Canada's CPI inflation within 0.5 percent at an annual rate. Similar estirnates in
the United States put the positive bias in the CPI inflation between 0.5 to 2.0 percent at an annual rate. Sec
Shapiro and Wilcox (1996).

Bank's future policy reduced uncertainty about the course of monetary policy and allowed
the public to adjust inflation expectations in a way that may have reduced the potential
recessionary effect fiom the policy. Moreover, the Bank of Canada jointly announced the
inflation targets with the then Minister of Finance, Michael Wilson. This gesture created a
general perception of close cooperation between the two entities that could influence
monetary policy in the country, and therefore boosted credibility of the Bank's policy.
Since the public generally understands, uses, and forecasts the Consumer Pnce Index
frequently, the Bank of Canada chose the consumer-pnce inflation as the target variable
in order to improve transparency and accountability. The new monetary policy h e w o r k
gained fixther credibility fiom the existing institutional arrangement where the entity that
rneasures the consumer pnce index (Statistics Canada) is independent of the Bank of
Canada who implements the targets and assesses past performance. The Bank of Canada
took further steps to improve transparency and accountability, including the publication
of the Monetary Conditions Index (MCI) to serve as an indicator of monetary policy
stance to the public. The Bank also modified its Annual Report to provide more nontechnical information to the public including reviews of monetary policy and the success
of inflation targeting. The Bank undertook similar innovation in its quarterly Monetary
Po licy Report, including the publication of monthiy s ~ ~ ~ l e r n e n t s . ~ *

In countries Iike Germany and the United Kingdom which speciw their policy as point

targets, substantial output losses c m occur when the economy experiences negative
supply shocks. The Bank of Canada deals with this problem by stating its inflation target

as a range rather than a point target, often with greater emphasis placed on the bands than
on the midpoint. The Bank of Canada engages in further discretion by paying attention to
the differences between inflation in the Consumer Pnce Index and the underlying trend
The rnonetary conditions index is a weighted sum of changes in the ninety-day commercial paper interest
rate and in the Group of Ten trade-weighted Canadian dollar exchange rate; the weights are three to one.
To the extent that the Bank of Canada uses discretion in deciding how to respond to various inflationary
impulses in the econorny, the Monetary Conditions index may not correctly predict monetary policy. In

this regard, some analysts have criticized the Bank of Canada for publishing the MCI,and have called on
the Bank to discard it. See Mishkin (2000).

inflation that excludes food and energy prices - two components of the CPI that are most
volatile, and whose short-term dynarnics often do not reflect structural factors in the
domestic econorny. The distinction between the two inflation measures allows the Bank
to avoid reacting to erratic short-term movements in the target variable without
compromising its credibility. The substantial operational flexibility has led some analysts
to view Canada's inflation targeting as "a way to help dampen cyclical fluctuations in
economic activity"'.
In some countries, for example New Zealand, consensus emerged rapidly about virtues of
the monetary refoms, including the adoption of formal inflation targets. Therefore, the
monetary policy debate focused on implernentation and control problems. In other
countries such as the United Kingdom where the central bank was not completely
responsible for setting the monetary policy instrument, the Bank of England was not
subject to a great deal of criticism.' Contrary to the experience in these countries, the
Bank of Canada faced intense criticism for focussing monetary policy on inflation control
and for setting low inflation targets. Drawing powerful arguments fiom the economic

recession that coincided with the introduction of the policy reform, and the sluggish
recovery that lasted nearly half of a decade, critics made a case for reducing the Bank of
Canada's autonomy.
Indeed, the empincal literature shows evidence that inflation reduction causes some
output and employment loss. However, it does not indicate a consensus on the magnitude

or persistence of these costs. Most analysts tend to view the costs to be relatively short
Iived and the benefits to last must longer. As this chapter indicated earlier, the literanire
shows that the specific approach adopted in designing the policy h e w o r k goes a long
way to determine the nature of costs and benefits that arise fiom infiation reduction.

' MisMcin and Posen (1999)
Gordon Brown,the Chancellor of the Exchequer for a newiy-elected Labour Governrnent granted
operational independence to the Bank of England on M a y 6, 1997. The govenunent, however, retained a
"national interest " clause that would allow it to overrule the Bank's policy if it deemed such action
necessary. See Bemanke et.al. (1999).

Some analysts have also raised concems about the potential for structural factors to
intensiQ and prolong economic recessions in a low-inflation environment. in this context,
analysts have particularly stressed the potential effects of downward nominal wage
ngidity and possible non-lineanties in both the short-terni and the long-term Phillips
Curves.

This thesis contributes to the clarification of the ways in which downward nominal-wage
ngidity influences the output-inflation tradesff. Based on earlier research, it assumes that
the Canadian labour market exhibits some degree of nominal-wage rigidity? It
incorporates the downward nominal wage rigidity assumption into a relatively large and
sophisticated macroeconomic model, and then uses the model to snidy how inflation
reduction affects real output and employment, with and without the assumption. The
model is a simplified, annual version of the Canadian Policy Analysis Model (CPAM), a
quarterly mode1 used by the s t a n at the Bank of Canada for policy analysis.1° In the rest
of the thesis, the Model, or the Baseline Model refers to the version of the model that does
not incorporate the downward nominal-wage rigidity assumption, and the Nominal-Wuge

Rigidis, Model refers to the version that incorporates that assumption. The mode1
introduces the downward nominal wage rigidity assumption in chapter 6. The discussion
in chapters 1 to 5 refers exclusively to the baseline rnodel.

The rest of the thesis is arranged as follows: Cbapter 2 contains a brief survey of the
pertinent literature." Chapter 3 describes the structure of the mode1 without the
downward nominal wage rigidity assumption (Le. the baseline model). The thesis
calibrates the model. Macroeconornists are increasingly relying on the calibration method
to parameterize their general equilibrium models because of potential difficulties
See Forth (1996), Cameron, Simpson and Hum (1998), and Crawford and Hamson (1997). Crawford and
Harrison cautioned that this phenomenon may not be significant at the aggregate level for a number of
reasons. Chapter 6 discusses the theoretical and ernpirical literature on this topic.
"See Black and Rose (1997). CPAM incorporates the key properties of the larger and more disaggregated
Bank of Canada's New Quarterly Projection Model (QPM). See Duguay and Longworth(l997); Poloz,
Rose and Tetiow(1994) ;Black, Laxton, Rose and Tetlow(1994); and Coietti et. a1 (1996).
" Chapter 6 extends the literature review to cover theoretical and ernpirical discussion on downward

associated with estimating the large number of parameters involved. Chapter 4 discusses
the calibration of the model and derives the structural shocks required to perform
stochastic simulations in chapters 5 and 6. Chapter 5 discusses simulation results on the
effect of reducing the inflation target fiom 7 percent to one percent at two percentage-

point intervals based on the baseline model. Chapter 6 incorporates the downward

nominal wage rigidity assumption uito the model, repeats the simulation exercise in
chapter 5, and compares the results with those derived in chapter 5 based on the baseline
model. Chapter 7 contains the summary, conciusions and extensions for the thesis.

nominal wage rigidity,

8

CHAPTER 2 A SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE

Economic analysts have little difficulty justifjhg a policy that reduces inflation from
high levels; for example, 20 percent, 30 percent or 50 percent. Research and real events

show that high inflation imposes real cost on society through several avenues. High
inflation causes the financiai system to expand excessively as agents try to find inflation
hedges. English (1996) shows that in the United States, a 10 percent increase in the
inflation rate would increase the share of GDP produced in the financial sector by
approxirnately 1.5 percentage points. Furthexmore, inflation produces a fkgile financial
system since financial institution must obtain, and fiequently update, large volumes of
information. High inflation causes excess volatility in pnces, distorts relative prices and
reduces eEciency in al1 markets, Hall, Walsh and Yates (1997) find that time-dcpendent
pncing rules are more widespread arnong U.K. companies than state-dependent pricing
niles. Therefore, high inflation rates c m significantly distort relative pnces and reduce
market efficiency. Moreover, high inflation increases the cost of doing business since
businesses have to monitor and revise prices fiequently. High inflation reduces the value
of savings, and thereby reduces the incentive to Save. Moreover, high inflation imposes

excess taxes when tax brackets are either not indexed or only partialiy indexed. Feldstein
(1996) estimates that a two-percentage points increase in the inflation rate fiom 2 percent

to 4 percent may reduce real GDP in the United States by 2.0 percent annually given the
imperfect indexation of the tax brackets. Although the individual sources of cost
described above may be small, the overall effect on the economy can be very significant.
Thus, there is a strong case for inflation reduction when the rate of inflation is high.

On the other hand, it is difficult to justi* a policy that reduces inflation fiom moderate or
low levels. For example, Barro (1995) fin& little relationship between inflation and
economic growth at inflation rates below 10 percent although he shows evidence that
higher inflation rates significantly hinder economic growth. Judson and Orphanides
( 1996) and Sarel ( 1996) reach similar conclusions. This distinction is important given the

fact that whereas most countries expenenced high inflation rates in the 1970s and 1980s,

most industrialized nations had reduced their inflation to moderate or low rates by 1991.
It stands to reason, therefore, that central banks that adopted forma1 inflation targets
expected benefits other than large output and employrnent gains. For example, New
Zealand was running inflation below 6 percent for three consecutive years before it
formally adopted inflation targets in March 1990. Canada was running 4-5 percent
inflation during 1986-1991, and had actually brought it down to 3 percent by 1990, before
it formally adopted inflation targets in February 1991. Similarly, the United Kingdom had
brought inflation down ikom a peak of 12 percent in 1990 to about 3 percent by the time it
formally adopted infiahon targets in October 1992.12Johnson (1990) suggests that most
of the inflation targeting countries were historically relatively high inflation countries;
therefore the real gain for the dation-targeting coumies is, perhaps, the nominal anchor
the inflation targets provided for inflationary expectations.
The aggregate data reflect the net cost (or net benefit) fkom disinflation. When monetary
policy focuses on keeping inflation low, the effort to manage inflationary pressures to that
end may result in a relatively tight monetary policy and high interest rates. Fortin(l996),
for example, provides some evidence for Canada, showing that the Canada-U.S. real
short-term rate differential averaged 3.6 percent between 1989 and 1996 compared with
0.9 percent over the period 1980-88. The higher interest rates raise the cost of borrowing,

and thereby reduce private-sector investment and consumption expenditures. In a study
on how a permanent change in inflation affects the user cost of capital in the United
States, Cohen, Hasset and Hubbard (1997) concludes that inflation significantly ïncreases
the user cost of capital even at the existing level of about 4 percent. They also note that a
percentage-point reduction in inflation results in a larger marginal investment gains when
inflation is low. The decline in aggregate demand due to lower investment and
consumption expenditures reduces real output and employrnent, resulting in the so-called
"recession flect"

l3

h m inflation reduction. Moreover, the lower real investment

expenditures cause a cumulative decline in the stock of capital and produce a ''capital

'' Bernanke, B.et. al. (1999)
"

See Simpson, Cameron and Hum (1996).

stock effect " that tends to prolong the decline in output and employment-

Higher interest rates aiso increase the cost of servicing the public debt. When the policy
succeeds in keeping inflation low, the lack of adequate increase in the general price level
may inhibit smooth adjustrnent of relative prices, potentially increase nominal rigidities
and create market distortions. There may also be interest parity problems when trading

countrïes are not maintainhg comparable rates of inflation at the same time. Although the
empirical literature shows evidence of these policy-induced recessions, there is no
consensus on their magnitude and degree of persistence.14
Proponents of low-inflation policy justiQ the policy on the b a i s of potential benefits that
a credible low inflation regime can generate. These benefits include a potential increase in

productivity due to improved resource allocation as agents eliminate the costs of inflation
hedges (the so-called "allocation eflect" of low inflation). There is also the potential for
real output to grow faster due to increased efficiency in resowce allocation (the so-called
"productivity growth eflect" of low inflation).''

Society also benefits from less frequent

financial transactions (lower shoe-leather costs); less frequent adjustrnent of prices (lower
menu costs); lower costs fiom the interaction between inflation and unindexed (or
partially indexed) tax system; less confusion between changes in relative prices and the
general price level; and less uncertainty about future prices.'6
A number of researchers have attempted to quanti@ the real effects of inflation reduction.

In rnost cases, analysts measure the real effect of disinflation in terms of the sacrifice
ratio. The sacrifice ratio measures the output (or employment) loss that a permanent one

percentage-point permanent reduction in inflation imposes." Using the Bank of Canada's

'' See Ragan(1998), O1Rei1ly(1998),Fortin (1996), Selody(1990), Howitt(l990), Meyer and Rasche(l980),
and Feldstein(1979). Selody (ibid.) provides a good survey of earlier research on this topic.
l5 See Mansfield(l980). It has been diflicult, however, to fmd strong empirical evidence to support the
view that low inflation raises productivity growth. See for example, Cameron, Hum and Simpson, 1996' 6 OYReilly(1998)
contains an extensive survey of the empirical literature. Selody (1990) surveys the earlier
Iiterature.
" Black, Coletti and Monnier (1998) have developed an alternative measure based on the concept of

early econometric mode1 (RDXF), Selody (1990) calculates the sacnfice ratio for Canada
to be 3.4. Howitt (1990) uses data fiom the 1981-82 recession and the subsequent
recovery to estimate a sacrifice ratio of 4.7 for Canada."

Based on an equation that

relates innation directly to output gaps, Cozier and Wilkinson (1991) use an expectationsaugmented Phillips c u v e over the p e n d 1964-1988 to estimate Canada's sacrifice ratio
at 2.0 using inflation measured by the GDP deflator. Ford and Rose (1989) estimate
Canada's sacnfice ratio to be 2.6 percent based on two sample periods, 196741-8544 and
19674 1-8144. Bal1 (1994) estimates the Canadian sacrifice ratio during 1981-85 at 2.4.

The above estimates put the pre-targeting Canadian sacnfice ratio in the range of 2.0-4.7.

Palle Schelde-Anderson (1993) ranks Canada poorly (at tenth place) among OECD
countries with respect to sacnfice ratios calculated to the 1980s.

Some analysts have argued that benefits fiom disinflation are relatively subtie, and
therefore conventional estimates of the sacnfice ratio based on output and employment
measures do not adequately reflect them.19 There have been several attempts to quanti@
the benefits of inflation reduction. Using a partial equilibrium approach and allowing
inflation to interact with the non-indexed tax system and distortions in money demand,
Feldstein (1996) estimates that the benefits fiom a 2 percentage-points decline in inflation
fkom 4 percent to 2 percent amounts to one percent of GDP each year." Since these
benefits accrue into the fbture, their present value could be very significant. An earlier
work by Fischer (198 1) estimated that a 10 percentage-point reduction in inflation fiom
I O percent to O percent would increase real output in the United States by 2 percent each

year under similar circumstances. Bakhshi, Haldane and Hatch (1997) apply a similar
method to the United Kingdom and find that a 2 percentage point reduction in inflation

increases real GDP by 0.2 percent each year. Todter and Ziebarth (1997) estimates that a
-

-

--

Equivalent Variation. Rowever, the sacrifice ratio is, by far, the rnost popular measure.
'' Although the estimates by Selody (1990) and Howitt (1990) cover the same period, the former assumes
that part of the increase in unernployment that oçcurred after 1981-82 is attributable to factors other than
monetary policy and therefore does not contribute to the cost of reducing inflation; the latter, on the other
hand, includes al1 the increase in unemployment during and after the recession.
l9 See Chnstopher Ragan (1998).
'O Although this estimate sums benefits from al1 major sectors of the economy - consurnption, housing,

2.0 percentage-points reduction in inflation raises real output by 2.0 percent annually.

The review to date clearly demonstrates a lack of consensus on the empirical size of the
net benefit society derives fiom policies that focus on inflation reduction. A survey of the
literanire by Black, Coletti and Monnier (1998) confirms that the wide variation in the
empirical estimates discussed above characterizes the exiting estimates in general. The
differences in these estimates reflect, among other factors, differences in inflation levels
pior to the disinflation, the size and speed of the disinflation, and specific assumptions
about structural factors includuig various elasticities and the way inflation interacts with
the tax system. In the case where the monetary authonty formally cornmits to pre-

announced inflation targets, the sacrifice ratio will also be influenced by the extent to
which the public perceive the announced policy to be credible, and the degree of
discretion built into the design of the policy. O'Reilly (1998) notes that partialequilibrium estimates of the (net) benefits of disinflation are sensitive to the specification

of the money demand function. Similarly, estimates based on general equilibrium models
depend on elasticity estimates, the calibration of the model, and assumptions about
economic g-rowth."

The assurnption analysts make about the aggregate relationship bebveen pnce inflation
and the unemployment rate (Le. the properties of the Phillips curve) most likely account

for a large portion of the differences between their estimates of the welfare effect of
disinflation. Recent studies suggest a number of factors that may have influenced the
inflation-unemployrnent nexus in Canada. Rose (1988), and Fortin (1989) suggest that
changes to the unemployrnent insurance act, increase in payroll taxes, higher employmnit
costs due to union power, and other developments during the 1980s may have raised the
non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment (NAiRU) between the 1980s and
money demand and governrnent debt, many analysts thùik it overstates the true benefrts-

' Studies based on partial equilibrium analysis typically use the deadweight loss under the (compensated)
demand curves for various sectors of the economy as proxy for the welfare loss due to higher inflation. For
studies based on general equilibriurn models, the parameters o f the models are typically obtained fiom the
literature and are usually calibrated to the economic characteristics of the country they are supposed to
represent.

1990s." Fortin (1991), Poloz and Wilkinson (1992), and Jones (1995) suggest that
persistent actual unemployment rnay have exerted diminishing effect on inflation over
time (Le. unemployment hysteresis). Ricketts and Rose (1995), and Fillion and Leonard
(1997) argue that changes in monetary policy strategy between the 1980s and 1990s may
have changed the process by which agents f o m expectatïons about inflation and other
relevant variables. Finally, the observation by Fortin (1996), Simpson, Cameron and Hum
(1998), and Crawford and Harrison (1997) that wage settiements have different dynamics
in moderate- and high-inflation penods than in low-inflation penods suggests that
downward nominal wage rigidity may have shaped the Canadian output-inflation nexus
in an important way.

Fortin (1 997) tests and rejects al1 the above conjectures except for two:

- a structural

break for the period 1974-91, and nominal wage and price rîgidities. Fortin (1996) argues
that downward nominal wage rigidity has played an important role in Canada's
experience with persistent high unemployment throughout the f ~ shalf
t of the 1990s. The
work by Fortin (1996, 1997), Simpson, Cameron and Hum (1998), and Crawford and
Hamison (1997) set the stage for chapter 6, which incorporates the downward nominal
wage rigidity assumption into the mode1 to investigate the potential effect of this
phenomenon on the output and employment effect of disinflati~n.~

Bernanke, Laubach, Mishkin and Posen (1999) consider whether the countries that
adopted inflation targets did, in fact, lower their costs of disidation relative both to their

own past and comparable countries that did not formally adopt inflation targets. They
calculate the sacrifice ratios for the four major inflation-targeting countries (New
Z e a h d , Canada, the United Kingdom and Sweden) for disinflations prior to adopting
inflation targets. Then, using as regressors the initial inflation level prior to disinflation,
changes in inflation during disinflation, and the length of the disinflation penod, they
2' Fortin estimates that the NAIRU may have increased fiom 7.5 percent to over 9 percent during this
period.
" Chapter 6 extensively reviews the theoretical and empirical iiterature on the causes and economic effects
of downward nominal wage rigidity.

estimate a regression equation for the sample of sacrifice ratios. They use the estimated
equation to forecast the counterfactual sacrifice ratio for each country's post-targeting
penod. The authors repeat the same process for five countries that have not formally
adopted inflation targets (the United States, Australia, Italy, Gennany and Switzerland),

and compare the sacrifice ratios between the two groups. They find that for al1 the
infiation-targeting countnes except Sweden, the actual post-targeting sacrifice ratio was
not only higher than the average level in previous disinflations but also higher than the
forecast (counterfactual) sacrifice ratio. Among the five countries without formai inflation
targets, Italy and the United States had similar characteristics as those for the targeting
countries, However, Germany and Switzerland had lower sacrifice ratios in the 1990s
than their respective forecast values as well as their respective averages in previous
disinflations.
A number of studies have identified a positive relationship between the level of inflation

and inflation uncertainty. Ball and Mankiw (1995) find inflation to be positively related

to the skewness of the distribution of relative price changes; Ball, Mankiw and
Romer(l991) show that average inflation, by infiuencing the interval between price
changes, affects the output-inflation trade-off. Amano and Macklem (1997) find a
relationship between inflation and the asyrnmetry in the distribution of changes in the
relative producer price. Holland (1995) shows that higher inflation precedes increases in
uncertainty but not the reverse; thus suggestion a causation fiom the level of inflation to
inflation uncertainty. Ricketts and Rose (1995) find evidence of a systematic relationship
between higher levels of inflation and higher inflation volatility among the G-7 countries.

Evans and WachteI (1993), Engel (1983), and Lucas (1972), among others, find similar
relationships. To the extent that greater inflation uncertainty is costly to businesses and
households, lower inflation produces benefits by reducing these uncertainties. Hess and
Morris (1996) find that inflation uncertainty, variability of real growth, and relative pnce
volatility rise together as inflation nses fkom low to moderate levels.
As discussed earlier in this chapter, studies based on the first half of the 1990s do not

show that countries that adopted formal inflation targets benefited fkorn lower sacrifice

ratio^.'^ For example, Debelle (1996) estimates the Canadian sacrifice ratio between
1981-85 at 2.0 percent. However, he obtained an estimate of 3.5 percent for the early

post-target penod (1990-93). Moreover, Canada's sacrifice ratio was higher than that of
New Zealand, the other early inflation-targeting country. He attributes Canada's high
sacrifice ratio to the tighter monetary policy necessary for the Bank of Canada to achieve
credibility for a monetary reform that lacked the kind of institutional support enjoyed by
the Reserve Bank of New ~ealand?However, this poor performance may only reflect the

well-documented ostensible transitional cost of disinflation, especially when the central

bank tightens monetary policy excessively in seekuig to influence the public perception
about policy credibility. Thus, the medium- to long-terrn cost of disinflation may reflect
the net gain ~ o inflation
m
targeting better.
Bernanke, Laubach, Mishkin and Posen (1999) test for short-term gains fiom formal

inflation targeting by comparing estimates of inflation rates and inflation expectations
among inflation-targeting countries (New Zealand, Canada, the United Kingdom and
Sweden) with those from the countries that did not formally adopt targets (the United

States, Australia, Italy, Germany and Switzerland). They do not find evidence that
inflation targeting reduces inflation variability or inflation expectation. It is important to
note, however, that this study includes data up to only 1993, and therefore the results

reflect short-term dynamics in the post-targeting period-

The mode1 discussed in chapter 3 incorporates three important features from the empïrical
results discussed in this chapter First, it incorporates an asymmetry into the short-term

Phillips curve equation that determines trend inflation. The asymmetry causes trend
inflation to respond more strongly to excess demand in the short run than it responds to
See Bemanke et. al (1999), and Debelle (1996) for example.
New ZeaIand's rnonetary reform was accompanied by a fiscal reform that reduced the govemment
deficits and effectively addressed the national debt. It was also accompanied by the Employment Contract
Act aimed and eliminating labour unions and decentralizing wage contracts. The monetary reform also
involved greater accountability, making the Governor of the central bank subject to possible dismissal by
the govemment if the target was breached.
24

excess supply in the short m.

In the long

nin,

the trend inflation depends on

expectational dynamics and extemal shoch channeled through the tenns of trade; it does
not respond to the output gap. Secondly, the model resûicts the weight on the central
bank's inflation target in agents' inflation expectations to only 20 percent. The small

weight reflects the lack of significant difference in inflation expectations between the
inflation-targeting countries and the non-targeting countnes. Finally, the model
incorporates the downward nominal wage rigidity assumption in chapter 6, and studies
how that labour market imperfection affects the net benefit fiom inflation reduction
through forma1 inflation targets.

CHAPTER 3: STRUCTURE OF THE MODEL
3.1

An O v e ~ e w
of the Model

The model represents a small open economy with a well-defmed steady state. The

structure is based on the Canadian Policy Analysis Model (CPAM), a quarterly model
constructed by Richard Black of the Bank of Canada and David Rose of QED Solutions?
However, the model is unique in many important respects. First, it is an annual model
while CPAM is a quarterly model. Second, the mode1 rebuilds the structure for relative
prices in the non-traded sector and simplifies the stnicture of relative prices in the traded
sector. Third, the model simplifies the term structure of interest rates to make the
interaction between the financial sector and the test of the model, including the effects of
rnonetary policy more comprehensible. The model also introduces a time-varying risk
premium to make the model more realistic. Finally, chapter 6 extends the original model
by incorporating the downward nominal wage rigidity assumption.

The mode1 presents four major sectors: households, f m s , the (consolidated) government,
and the monetary authority, The supply side is endogenous in that finns choose the

optimum levels of capital and labour. The principal components of aggregate demand are
based on optimizing behaviour of agents. Financial intermediation is not formaliy
rnodeled. Households act as if they own productive capital and government bonds
directly, and directly engage foreigners in financial transactions. Fiscal and monetary
policies are endogenous. Fiscal policy consists of choosing the desired national debt-tooutput ratio using the persona1 income tax rate as instrument. Monetary policy consists of
choosing a target inflation rate for the consumer pnce index, and using the slope of the
yield curve as instrument to achieve this target. The dynamics of the model feature welldefined stock-flow relationships for key variables such as financial assets, the stock of
capital, and human wealth. Most agents in the model form expectations in a rational or
26 Black, R. and David Rose (1997). The authors base the structure o f CPAM on the Bank of Canada's
Quarterly Projections Model (QPM). However, CPAM is much smaller and sirnpler than the QPM.The

model-consistent manner that also respects information fkom p s t experience.
The mode1 reflects three levels of structural relationships, each of which constitutes a
distinct sub-mode[:the steady state model, the equilibn'urn mode[ and the disequilibrium
mode!.

The steady-stare model abstracts fiom al1 foms of dynamic adjustments and

solves for values that reflect the underlying stable, long-run state the economy aiains
when al1 types of shocks have completely worked themselves out. The equilibrium mode1
represents medium- to long-term structural relationships. It is based on equations that add
lags, leads and trends to behavioural equations in the steady state model. Dynamics in the
equilibriurn mode! are Iimited to those that reflect intrinsic stock-flow relationships in the

economy.

The third sub-model, the disequilibrium model, refiects short-terrn dynamics in the
economy. It is based on equations that add one or more of three types of adjustment terms
to their counterpart equations in the equilibrium model. The k t type of adjustment
reflect the gradua1 nature of agents' responses to shocks due to rigidities arising fiom
such constraints as irreversibility of certain investment decisions and past contracts still in
effect. The second type of adjustment reflects the fact that agents' expectations are partly
adaptive and partly rational. Agents update their perception of the funire and adjust their
behaviour accordingly as they obtain more information. The third type of adjustment
&ses from endogenous reaction of monetary and fiscal policies to cyclical movements in
the economy. The first type of disequilibrium adjusmient receives the most elaborate
treatment in the model. Agents choose the adjustment path of each choice variable to
minimize two types of costs: the expected cost of being away fiom equilibrium, and the
expected cost of adjusting towards equilibrium. Chapter 4 discusses these adjustment
costs in detail, and calculates an adjustment term ( cadj) which adds to every behavioural
equation in the disequilibrium model.
The sready-state model solves independently for the steady-state values of the
staff at the Bank of Canada have used both QPM and CPAM extensively for research and policy analysis.

endogenous variables. The equilibrium model and short-tem drlrequilibriurn model solve
simultaneously for the equilibrium and disequilibrium values of the endogenous
variables- The rest of the chapter fûlly documents the model. Section 3.2 presents the
demand-side of the model; section 3.3 discusses the supply-side; and section 3-4 looks at
the government sector and the channe1s of transmission for the endogenous fiscal policy.
Section 3.5 models the external sector of the economy, and endogenously determines the
equilibrium real exchange rate through the current account and the non-officiai capital
account. Section 3.6 presents the structure of relative pnces, and section 3.7 discusses
inflation and inflation expectations in the context of the Phillips curve. Section 3.8 looks
at monetary policy and the nexus of interest rates that transmit monetary policy to the rest
of the economy. In many cases, the equation that determines the disequilibnum value of a
variable irnmediately follows its counterpart equation in the equilibnirm mudel. Appendix
5 produces rnnemonics for the model variables, the parameters for the model, and the

complete steady-state solution for the model.

3.2

The Demand Side of the Mode1

3.2. I

The Representative Agent's Consumption Function

The model makes a notional distinction between two types of consumers: forwardZooking consumers, who base their consumption decisions on an intertemporal optimizing

rule; and "rule of thumb" consumers, who spend a11 income they earn in each periodRule-of-thumb consumers are assumed to earn 40 percent of total labour income; the

remaining 60 percent accrues to forward-hoking consumers. A11 incomes f?om financial

assets accrue to fonuard-looking consumers. The sum of expenditures by the two types of
consumers constitutes total consumption expenditures."

The consumption function for

fonuard-Zooking consumers is derived as follows:

---

270nlythe forward-lookuig type form expectations. Rule-of-thumb consumers receive a weight of w.4
the aggregate consumption function; Forward-looking consumers receive a weight of (1- F)=û.6.

in

Individual forward-looking consumers maximize expected lifetime utility by choosing the
desired level of consurnption in each period, subject to a lifetime budget constrauit. The
expected Iifetime utility (UNe) in period t for a forward-looking individual of age a is
given by

where cfla, is the level of consumption chosen by a forward-looking individual of age a
in period t, 6 is the rate at which the individuai discounts certain fbture consumption, and
8 is the coefficient of relative nsk aversion. 28-29.30

Individuals do not know with certainty how long they will live, and as a result they
discount future consumption by more than 6 according to the perceived probability of
death. Suppose the probability of death, y (Ocy<l), is constant for individuals of al1 ages.
Then the probability that an îndividual suMves the next v penods is (1-y)" . The
individual therefore discounts friture consumption v periods ahead at the effective rate
6'(1 -y)'. Applying this effective discount rate to equation (3.1) yields the certainty-

equivalent utility function,

The effect of each of the discount factors, (l-y) and 6, is to tilt consumption towards the
present period.

Since forward-looking individuals seek to maximize lifetime utility, it is appropriate to
speciQ their budget constraint with a lifetime horizon. To accomplish this, define a
present value factor a,which is the inverse of single-period interest rates compounded

More generaliy, Cjl,+,t,, is the ievel of consumption in penod v for an individual of age a+v-t. This
reduces to Cfl,,~
when v=t.
29 The subjective discount factor 8, measures the marginal rate of substitution between consumption in two
consecutive periods . In general, 6=1/(l+p), where p is the subjective marginal rate of time preference. In
equilibnum, S=l/( l+p)=l/( l+r), where l/(l+r) is the market discount rate.
30 The reciprocal of 0 gives the elasticity of intertemporal substitution, a; i.e. FI/
8.
"

fkom penod zero to penod r-1:"

The discounted lifetime consumption for an individual of age a in penod t is

An individual's human wealth is lost when he dies; his financial asset, however, remains

part of the wealth of the living. One way of motivating this property of financial assets is

to assume that individual debtors purchase an insurance policy at the premium rr to cover
their debt, and individual savers receive a premium yield n on their hancial assets each
period they livem3'In return for these premiums, the insurance agency assumes ownership
of their debt or financial assets effective the p e n d they die. With a large population, this

contract ensures that the insurance sgency collects with certainty, a fiaction y of every
dollar of financial assets held in the economy." Under perfect cornpetition, equilibrium in
the financial market requires that total dividend payments equals total collections plus

accumulated interest, or ( I -y)n= fil +r). This yields

The total rate of retum (rc) on individuals' financial assets is the sum of the market rate

of return ( r ) and the insurance dividend,

~r.
Individuals

therefore discount finire income

at the effective rate rc,
TC

=r+ ~ t

(3-6)

Appl ying equation (3- 5 ) to equation (3-6)gives the effective discount factor 1+rc,

'' This is the present value o f a t-period annuity at a discount rate r, ,payable at the start of the year.
is proportional to an individual's financial assets.
'' Although each individual is uncertain as to when he or she will die, the law of large numbers and the

" TC

assumption that the young and the old are equally Iikely to die guarantee this result.

@),

(3 -7)

The human wealth in penod t for a Corward-looking individual c m be wrïtten as the sum

of discounted lifetime disposable labour income (ydjr),

Forward-looking individuals hold hancial assets that they accumulate through
inhentance and fiom savings and debt comrnitments in the past. Al1 financial assets
accrue to forward-looking agents:

-l+L

fa..,-

1-Y

faa,'-,

(3-9)

A forward-looking individual's total lifetime wealth (hufr) comprises of human wealth
( h w f l and financial assets

The forward-looking individual's lifetime budget constraint can then be written as

The fonvard-looking consumer chooses the level of consumption for each period so as to

maximize the certainty-equivalent utility (equation (3.2)) subject to the lifetime budget
constraint (equation (3.1 1)). That is,

where

is a lagrange multiplier representing the marginal utility of wealth. The first-

order condition of utility maximization produces the results

which implies
1

6

~ f f ~ + =~ ~
~ - -~ . iv-t
~ ( -(v-t)Fz
~

The probabiIity of death, y, drops out of the fht-order condition because it has identical
influence on both the subjective discount factor and the market-effective present-value
factor. Consequently, the marginal rate of substitution between the levels of consumption
in any two consecutive periods

1s

equal to the risk-free (market) discount factor l/(l+r),

which is independent of the probability of death. Thus, the discrepancy between the

effective rate of interest applicable to individuals' decision making, rc, and the risk-fiee
rate of interest applicable to society as a whole, r, does not distort intertemporal
allocation of consumption.
Substituting equation (3.13) into the budget constraint (equation (3.1 1)) to derive an
expression for 3,, and then inserting h back into equation (3.13) produce the exact form of
the consumption function:

cla*

"-l."
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=
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The term R,represents the marginal propensity to consume out of wealth in period t. The

marginal propensity to consume depends, in general, on the entire path of the effective
rate of interest, but not on the age of the individual. This property reflects the assumption

that the probability of survival (1-y) is independent of individuals' age, an assumption
that facilitates aggregation of individual consumption b c t i o n s into the aggregate

consumption fiuiction,

3.2.2. Aggregation Of Variables For Fonuard-tooking Agents
We normalize population such that at birth each cohort consists of one individual. Given
the probability of death (y), the size of each cohort of age a is (]-@a, and the size of the

forward-looking agents population is

The consumption of a forward-looking cohort of age a in period t

1s

(I-y)aCfa,t.
Total

consumption by forward-looking agents in period t is the total consumption of forwardlooking individuals of al1 ages. Per capita total consumption by forward-looking agents is
therefore given by

where

TWFL, = HWFL, + FA,
FA, = y

2(l-y)ayd'

o=O

a .f

-Y

f ( l - ~ ) ~ c f l ~Y .2, (1-7
+

u=O

a=O

)""(l+

rr-Jfaa.,_,

Manipulating the difference between equation (3.19) and its one-penod lagged value
gives

'-Y

HWFL, = K

HWFL,,, Y D F L
+

TWFL, HWFL, FA and CFL represent per capita total wealth, human wealth, financial

assets and consumption expenditures respectively for forward-looking individuals. Per
capita aggregate consumption consists of per capita total consumption by forwardlooking agents and per capita total consumption by mle-of-thumb agents. Based on the
assumption thar rule of thumb agents eam 40% of total disposable labour income (YD)
with the remaining 60% accming to forward-looking agents, per capita aggregate
consumption expenditures (Cl) is detennined by,

where PC is the relative price of consumption goods, YD is total disposable income,
P Y D (Y= 0.4) is per capita total consumption by rule of thumb agents and flt*WFL is

per capita total consumption by fonuard-looking agents. The steady-state value of
fmancial assets Vass) is exogenous to the equilibrium and disequilibrium models?
Therefore the last terrn, @*(Fat - Fa&, is added to induce an extra wealth effect in a way
that implicitly ties the (equihbrium) stock of financial assets to a terminal value.
Moreover, per capita aggregate marginal propensity to consume is identical to the
marginal propensity to consume by the individual consumer. This reflects the
assurnptions that individuals have identical utility fùnctions, and individuals' spending
propensities are independent of age.

''

The steady-sfate model solves independently for the steady-state values of al1 endogenous variables in
the modeI. The equilibrium- and disequilibrium models solve together to produce the equilibrium and
disequilibrium (short-tem) values for the endogenous variables.

Equation (3. ln),(3. Mb), (3.20b) and (3.21b) are the versions used in the equilibrium
model. That is, equation (3.17) solves for equilïbrium total wealth for forward-Iooking
agents (twfi-eq) which is the sum of equilibrium financial assets and equilibrium human

asset for forward-tooking agents. Equation (3.18) solves for equilibrium financial assets,
equation (3.20) solves for equilibrium human wealth for forward-looking agents, and
equation (3.2 1) solves for equilibrium consurnption expenditures:

pc.eqt*c.eq,= Y *yd.eqt+S2,twfr.eq,+@*(fa.eqrfa,)

(3.2 lb)

In equation (3.22), the disequilibrium consumption expenditures evolve as a fùnction of
its own equilibrium value and the deviation of disposable labour income, the slope of the
yield curve and financial assets from their respective equilibriurn values. The
disequilibrium gap for disposable labour incorne

-

yd-eq) reflects short-tenn

fluctuations of the relative wage, employrnent and the income tax rate around their
respective equilibnum values. The disequilibrium gap for the slope of the yield curve (rd

- rd.eq) reflects effects of counter-cyclical monetary policy and short-tenn movements in
domestic and international financial markets, The disequilibrium gap for financial assets
va-fa-eq)reflects short-tenn fluctuations in the capital stock, the national debt-output

rati O, and net foreign assets. Thus, the three terms allow short-term (disequilibnum)
consurnption expenditures to respond to cyclical dynamics in the economy. The fourth
term (cadj) represents households' perceived costs of being away fiom the equilibrium

rate of consumption and of adjusting towards this equilibrium? The last tenn (cshk) is

used to incorporate exogenous shocks to short-term households' consumption
expenditures.

3.3.

The Supply Side of the Mode1

Households own and supply labour and capital elastically to firms. Firms produce a single
commodity using Cobb-Douglas production technology with constant returns to scale,

k r-i

~ ' = ( l + ~ d) o(h,)'-"
t
where y, k, and l=(I -u) are, respectively, real output, production capital and the part of the
labour force currently employed?

P represents the elasticity of output with respect to

capital, and ydot is the trend growth rate of real output.37The optimum Ievels of labour
and capital, under perfectly cornpetitive conditions, are deterrnined by the respective

marginal revenue products:

'' Section 3.1 introduces these costs; chapter 4 discusses them in detail and denves the cost terms ïncluded
in al1 behavioural equations in the model.
size of the labour force is normalized to unity; therefore, the employrnent rate is wrinen as one
minus the unemployment rate (Le. I=l-u).
3' The rnodel uses a measurernent convention that deflates al1 real vm-ables by the trend growtb rate of real
output ( I +ydor)t using 1986 as the base year. It also measures al1 prices relative to the domestic absorption
deflator measured at factor cost (pdfc).Pdfc is exogenous to the model. In accumulation equations, lagged
stock variables must be deflated accordingly to keep the units consistent- The measurement convention is
fùlly discussed in chapter 4.
36 The

cc-eq =

[rk.eqf+ depr (1-tk.eq)] pinv.eqI
1-tk.eqr

where c c e q is the equilibrium user cost of capital, depr is the rate of depreciation on

capital, pfc-eq is the relative pnce of output at factor cost, pinv-eq is the equilibrium
relative pice of investment goods, rk.eq is the equilibrium tax rate on investment goods,
and al1 other variables are as defmed above. The rate of depreciation is exogenously set at
8 percent. The coefficient k v l incorporates the accelerator effect by linking the

disequilibrium stock of capital with the output gap. The coefficient kv2 transmits
monetary policy shocks and other financial market shocks to the capital stock. Monetary
policy affects the capital stock through changes in the level of investrnent expenditures as
the dope of the yield curve fluctuates around its equilibrium level in response to
monetary policy innovations.
The investment equation is written to reflect the fact that the flow of investment adjusts to

meet and to maintain the desired stock of capital. This approach is consistent with the
stock-flow relationships that are central to the structure of the model:

i n v , = k t - ( l + d e p r ) (1 + ky dr - 1 o t ) + i s h k ,

where invt is net investment expendinires in period 1.'

Total labour income (ylab) is the payments to labour based on the wage rate (w) and the
leveI of employment (1-u),

The equilibrium unemployrnent rate (u-eq) evolves as a function of its historical trend
(u-eqtrd) and a three-year moving average of the equilibriurn relative wage (w.eq). The

historical trend is proxied by the Hodrick-Prescott trend of the historical data defined not
to exceed 7.5 percent. The short-term (disequilibrium) unemployment rate reflects the
equilibrium unemployment rate and the effect of cyclical factors proxied by the
disequilibrium real output and relative wage gaps,

Disposable income Oid) represents labour incorne minus net transfer to govemment. Net
transfer to government is personal taxes less govemment transfer to households. Only a
fraction (y4 of govemment transfers to households is subject to taxes. Tyd is
exogenously set at 0.5; persona1 income is taxed at the rate rd.

'' It is equaliy valid to think of this equation as determining the level of capital given the Ievel of new
investments, the rate of depreciation and the growth rate of the economy.

3.4

The Government Sector

Fiscal policy in the mode1 consists of choosing the desired national debt-output ratio (gb)
using the personal income tax rate (t4 as instrument. Subject to the target debt-output

ratio, the government budget balances govermnent outlays (including interest costs on the
debt) with revenues (including new debt). Equation (3.38) and (3.39) represent the long-

term and short-term fiscal policy reaction functions:

where prf represents corporate profits before taxes, tk is the corporate income tax rate,
tind represents indirect taxes, gtr is govemment transfer to households, g is govemment

expenditures on goods and services, pg is the price of public goods and services, and rgb
represents the interest rate on govemment debt. Al1 other variables are as defined earlier.

Both g.eq and g are exogenous in the model.

Tkeq, tk. tind-eq and tind are also

exogenous. The t e m dmgb-eq is a durnrny variable that reflects the increase in the
historical trend of the national debt-output ratio from the early 1980s to the mid-1990s. It
takes on a value of zero for the period 1960-1982 and unity from 1983 to 1995,
Equations (3-37-3.40) together solve for the values of gb-eq. gb. td.eq and rd. Roughly,
equation (3.37) determines gb-eq, equation (3.38) determines td-eq, equation (3.39)
determines gb, and equation (3 -40) determines td-

Household financial assets (#à) include claims to physical capital (k),government bonds
(gb), and foreign bonds (n$~)?~These stock variables relate to each other through the
equilibrium and disequilibrium stock identities,

fa.eq,= pk.eq, * k.eqr+gb.eq,+nfa.eq,

(3-42)

fa,= pk[ * k, gb, nfa*

(3 -43)

+

+

Businesses determine the levels of k.eq and k, and the fiscal authority determines gb-eq
and gb. Households choose the desired levels of fa-eq and fa; therefore, nfa-eq and nfu

evolve as residuals in the stock identities (equations (3.42 and 3.43)) to support
households' choice offa-eq and fa. The equilibrium level of net foreign assets (nfa-eq), in

mm, corroborates with equilibrium net exports (netxeq) to determine the equilibrium real
exchange rate ( ~ . e ~ )In. ~effect,
'
the equilibrium stock identity (equation (3.42)) is
normalized on the equilibrium real exchange rate?

The sign convention defines assets fiom the perspective of the consumer. Thus, while gb represents
government liabiIity, it enters equations 3.42 and 3.43 with a positive sign. On the other hand, nfa enters
the equations with a negative sign on account that there in net foreign debtJO The equilibrium net foreign assets and equilibrium net exports approximately determine the underlying
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long-term balance of payments; hence they must determine the equilibrium real exchange rate.
Thus, equation (3.18b)actually determinesfa-eq while equation (3.42) determines zeq. The model does
not include an independent equation for z e q . However, it includes an independent equation for the
disequilibrium real exchange rate to reflect the relatively cornplex factors that account for short-term real
exchange rate movements.

"

3.5

The Foreign Sector

The foreign sector features stock-flow dynamics that suppon the underiying balance of
payments. Net foreign assets accumulate fkom net exports and interest payments on
previous stocks of foreign assets,

nfut=

l+rnfa
l + y d o t'-' nfar-, + netx,

where rnfa is the rea1 return on net foreign assets, x and m are real exports and real
imports respectively, and px and prn are, respectively, the relative prices of exports and
imports in domestic currency. As section 3.4 shows, equation (3.44) and (3.45) combine
with equation (3.42) to determine the equilibrium real exchange rate. The short-term
(disequilibrium) real exchange rate (2) is determined by a version of the nominal interest
parity condition modified to include inertia fiom its own lagged value and fiom the

equilibrium exchange rate. An increase (depreciation) of the equilibrium real exchange
rate (zeq) causes real short-term depreciation in the real exchange rate. Similady, a

decline in real shon-term interest rates relative to the equilibrium short-term rate (r.eq)
depreciates the short-tenn real exchange rate.
The expected real exchange rate (ze) evolves as a h c t i o n of the one-year model-

consistent forecasts for the equilibrium and diseqilibrium real exchange rates, and the
one-year lagged value of the disequilibrium real exchange rate,

Z,= 21 * 2,-,+ 22 * ze, *

I +r.eq,
1 + r , +(l-21-22) *z.eq,+zshk,

where r.eq and r are the equilibrium and disequilibrium short-term interest rates, and zshk
is the shock term that allows the actual real exchange rate to be exogenously shocked.

R.eq is exogenously set to the equilibrium short-term interest rate in international

financiai markets (proxied by the 90-day U.S money market funds rate). Thus, agents
form expectations about the short-tenn real exchange rate by a process that is partly

rational and partly adaptive.
The equilibrium ratio of imports to total output is proportional to the level of domeshc
absorption." The coefficient of proportionality (mpr-eq)depends on the historical importpenetration ratio (rnpr-O,)and on the ratio of the relative equilibrium price of imports
(pm-eq) to the relative equilibrium pnce of output at factor cost @fc.ee). MprO is
exogenous, and pm.eq is expressed in domestic currency. The short-tem (disequilibrium)
import-penetration ratio (mpr) reflects the equilibrium import-penetration ratio adjusted
for the disequilibriurn gap of the relative price of imports @m/pfc-pm-eqbfc-eq),

''This specification presumes that expons have the samc irnport-content as non-traded goods.

In equation (3-53), mpra4 reflects slow adjustments of the import-penetration ratio

resulting fiom costs to businesses for not achieving the equilibnum import-output ratio,
and the costs of adjusting to that equilibrium. Section 3.1 briefly describes the exact
nature of these costs; chapter 4 discusses them in detail,

The equilibrium ratio of exports to total output depends on the histoncal exports-to-

output ratio (calxl) and on the equilibrium relative price of exports W e q ) expressed in
domestic currency units. Px-eq depends positively on the relative price of imports in the
rest of the worId (pmrow) and on the equilibnum real exchange rate. The relative price of
U.S imports proxies for pmrow, and the Canada-U.S real exchange rate proxies zeq. In

the short-run, the ratio of exports to output

(2) depends

on the underlying equilibriurn

ratio ( z e q ) and on (lagged) fluctuations of the relative price of exports and the real
exchange rate around their respective equilibriurn levels;

The term xadj reflects sluggish adjustment of the export-output ratio resulting from costs
to businesses for not achieving the equilibriurn rate

of exports, and the costs of adjusting

to the equilibriurn rate.

3.6

Relative Prices

As mentioned eIsewhere in this chapter, the model expresses eacb price as a ratio to the

domestic absorption deflator at factor cost, pdfc.eq. Thus, al1 pnces in the model measure

relative pnces. Pdfc-eq is exogenous. Chapter 4 discusses this memurement convention in
detail.

3.6.1

Relative Prices in the Traded Sector

The equilibrium relative price of imports @rn.eq) evolves as a function of its own lagged
value, the relative price of exports in the rest of the world @xrow), and the equilibrium
real exchange rate, zeq. The relative pnce of U.S. exports in domestic cwrency proxies
for pxrow. The short-term (disequilibrium) relative price of imports depends on the
underIying equilibrium relative price of imports (pm-eq),fluctuations in the real exchange
rate around its equilibrium level, and changes in the relative pnce of exports abroad
(pxrow,-pxrow,,). The model assumes that imports are not subject to tarrifs;

As usual, the term pmadj reflects slow adjustments in the relative pnce of imports arising

f?om costs to businesses for not achieving the equilibrium rate of imports, and the costs of
adjusting to the equilibrium rate.
The equilibrium relative price of exports @x.eq) evolves as a fiinction of its own lagged
value, the relative price of imports in the rest of the world @mrow) and the equilibrium
real exchange rate (2-eq). The ratio of

U.S import p r i e index to the U.S. GDP deflator at

factor cost proxies for pmrow; the Canada-U.S real exchange rate proxies for (zeq). The

short-term (disequilibrium) relative price of exports @x) depends on the underlying
equilibrium relative price of exports, the fluctuations in the real exchange rate around its
equilibrium levei, and changes in the relative pnce of foreign exports. The model assumes
that exports are not subject to tamfs;

px-eq, = pxel p x e q

1-1

+ pxe2

pm rowt z e q t

(3 -58)

The term p.radJ' reflects slow adjustments in the relative price of exports arising Fom

costs to businesses for not achieving the equilibnum rate of exports, and the costs of
adjusting to that equilibrium.

3.6.2

Relative Prices in the Non-traded Sector

The non-traded sector features three relative prices according to the major components of
domestic absorption: the relative price of consumer goods @c), the relative price of
investment goods (pinv), and the relative price of public goods @g). Each relative price
depends on a sector-specific index of domestic factor cost @#c,i

i = c, inv, and g), the

import-content of the sector's output (imeq, i = c, inv, and g),the price of imported goods

@m), and the sector-specific effective indirect tax rate (fi, i

=

c, inv, and g)."

This

structure makes the relative pnces sensitive to conditions in domestic factor markets,
cornpetitive pressure fiom imported substitutes, and movements in prices of imported
inputs. The three relative prices differ for a number of reasons. First, each sector's product
may be subject to different effective indirect tax rates (ti. i = c, inv, and g). Second, each
sector may experience a different form and intensity of international cornpetition, demand
and supply shocks, and technological growth? Finally, pnces of imports, including

rnovements in the exchange rate, will have different effects on each sector if importcontents Vary across sectors. Equation (3.60) specifies the general form of the three
relative prices in the equilibrium model; equation (3.6 1) specifies their counterparts in the
short-term (disequilibnum) model:
'-'Each sector's import content is proxied by the ratio of its imports to its total value added averaged over

1965-95.
For example, historical differences in the growth of relative prices for consumption gwds and for
investment goods (especially cornputers and related equipment's) cannot be explained solely on the b a i s
of differences in indirect taxes.

4-4

where i = c, inv and g represent consumption goods, investment goods, and public goods
respectively, and a11 other variables are as defïned earIier.

The equilibrium sector-specific index of domestic factor cost (pfci-eq,i = c, inv, and g)
are exogenously set to the historical data implicit in equation (3.60). Their disequilibnum

counterparts wi,

i = c, inv, and g) are endogenous;

where pmgap refers to pm-pm-eq, zgap refers to z-zeq, invgap refers to inv-inv-eq, pkgap
refers to pk-pkeq, wgap=w-w-eq, ygap=y-y.eq, and al1 other variabIes are as defined

earlier. The term Max(ygap, O) allows equation (3.62) to select, in each period, the
maximum of the two values ygap and zero (i-e. ygap if y g a p 0 , or O if ygap<O. An
identity that reflects nominal output at factor cost (equation (3.65)) reconciles the sectorspecific domestic relative pnces. Moreover, the aggregate demand identities (in nominal
and real ternis) reconcile the relative prices with the rest of the model:

where i

=

c, inv, and g in equations (3.65) and (3.66), and al1 other variables are as

defined earlier.

3.7

The Phiilips Curve: Determinants of Inflation and Inflation Expectations

3.7.1

Determinants of Inflation

The Phillips curve determines trend inflation @dot), in the model. The trend inflation

(pdot) estimates inflation in the domestic absorption deflator at factor cost (pdfc), which
is the numeraire pnce in the model. The Philips c u v e equation (3.71) incorporates both
short-term non-neutrality and long-term neutrality. In the short-run, the rate of inflation
depends positively on the current and one-penod lagged values of excess demand."
Moreover, the short-run output-inflation trade-off reflects asymmetries that cause positive

excess demand to raise inflation more strongly than an equivalent excess supply lowers
it.46 In the medium- to Iong-mn, the output-inflation trade-off disappears, leaving the
trend inflation to evolve as a function of expectational dynarnics and reIative price
rnovements between the traded and non-traded sectors of the economy;

pdotr = p f d l r ( p d l l pdotet(i- pdll

) pdotej

4S The model uses the excess of short-tenn (disequilibrium) reai output over the equilibrium real output (Yy e q ) as proxy for excess demand.
46

See Laxton, Rose, and Tetlow (1993) and Debelle and Laxton (1996).

where pfdl, p d l . pd, pdvl, pdv2, pydl, pyd, ped, pdmml, pdrl and wdkl are parameters.
The term Mau(y,y.eq,, O) embodies the short-terni asymmetric effect of excess demand
and excess supply." The t e m s pdote and pcdote represent agents' expectations about
trend inflation and inflation in the consumer price index respectively. Agents f o m

inflation expectations by a process that is partly adaptive and partly rational. Equations
(3.73) and (3.74) specify the processes that determine pdote and pcdote. The tems that

represent growth in the relative price of impons @m) and in the relative pnce of exports
@x) reflect inflation in import and export prices relative to inflation in the numeraire

price. These tems allow foreign shocks (for example t e m s of trade shocks) to pass
through into domestic costs and prices. They also reflect the effects of relative pnce

movernents between the traded sector and the non-traded sector, and therefore the impact
foreign cornpetition makes on domestic prices. Finally, the growth rate in the relative
wage (w) reflects how labour costs impact on the overall trend inflation in the economy.
Inflation in the consumer price index depends on the trend inflation @dot) and the
difference between growth rates in the relative pnce of output at market prices @y) and
the relative price of output at factor cost @fi);

Since al1 indirect taxes in the mode1 are exogenous, the difference between pdot and
pcdot reflects the effects of indirect taxes and subsidies in the historical data.
47

In the case of excess demand (yryyeqr>O)this term raises pdot; in the case of excess supply (yfyyeql<O)
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3.7.2

How Agents Form Inflation Expectations

Although agents are forward looking with regard to forming expectations about inflation,
they aIso rely on past expenence as well as theù perception of the monetary authonty's
inflation target. That is, inflation expectations are partly rational and partly adaptive.
Households and businesses both fonn expectations about inflation in the pnce of
consumption goods (pcdote). Businesses aIso fonn expectations about trend inflation
@dote) which indicates the path of underlying production costs in the fiiture.

The model

assumes that both pcdote and pdote evolve by a similar process;

pcdor = pcdel *pcdote +pcde2 *pcdot

r+l

1-1

+

pcde3 * ((@ot

r +Z

+-

pdot +3 )/2 ) + pdeO
l

where pdel, pde2, pde3, pcdel, p c k ? and pcde3 are parameters, and pdottor is the

monetary authority's inflation target- Thus, agents expect each year's inflation to evolve
as a function of inflation forecast in the previous year, the model-consistent inflation rates
one-year to three years ahead, and the monetary authority's inflation target for the year.
As noted elsewhere in this section, these inflation expectation rules reflect a notional

wage bargaining paradigrn where agents consider intertemporal and sectoral distribution

of the relative wage when they bargain for new contracts?' The extent of monetary policy
credibility in the model depends on the weight the expectation process assigns to the
monetary authority's inflation target (pdottar). The simulation exercises in chapters 4, 5
and 6 assign a weight of approximately 20 percent to pdottar. "
the term defauIts to zero and does not contribute anything to pdot.

See Fuhrer and Moore (1995a; 1995b), Buiter and Miller (1985), and Taylor (1980)..
The small weight on the inflation target most likely understates actual credibitity o f monetary poiicy.
However, as chapter 2 explains, it reflects the fact that the îhesis focuses more on costs than on benefits of
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3.8

Monetary Policy

Histoncally, Canadian monetary policy has focused on a variety of targets at diBerent
tirnes. The welI-docurnented targets include chmered banks reserves (between 1965 and
1975); money supply (Ml) growth (between 1975 and 1978); the exchange rate and

money supply growth (between 1978 and 1984, and money supply growth until i988);

and the rate of inflation since 1989. However, analysts hold that the Bank of Canada's
operating procedures with regard to rnonetary policy have remained fairly stable across
al1 the policy regimes.

" The operating procedure

has, more or l e s , involved daily

injection of cash into the economy, or withdrawal of cash fiom the economy, by
transfemng federal governent demand deposits between the government's accounts at
the central bank and its accounts at the chartered banks. This procedure has almost
invariably made the Bank of Canada's tùnds rate, and hence the short-term lending rate,
an important instrument (and sometimes an intermediate target) in the implementation of

rnonetary policy.
Besides monetary policy innovations, other factors such as deveiopments in international
financial markets and changes in inflationary expectations affect interest rates. As a
result, it is often difficult to evaluate monetary policy stance based on the level of interest
rates. On the other hand, monetary policy tends to have greater influence on short-term
rates than on long-term rates, and therefore causes predictable movements in the dope of

the yield curve. Thus, the slope of the yield curve provides a more reliable measure of

monetary policy stance than does any measure of interest rates." Consequently, the model
specifies the monetary policy reaction fûnction in terms of the slope of the yield curve
( r d ) , which measures the difference between short-tenn nominal interest rate rn and the

long-term nominal interest rate r d . The model proxies short-terni rates by the 90-day

inflation reduction. The inflation expectation process in CPAM assigns a 10 percent weight to the expected
inflation target.
See Howitt W. Peter (1993,472 ) ;Clinton, Kevin(1991, pp 3-25) ; and Bank o f Canada Review (June
1975,3-12).
'' See Cote, and Macklem(1996) and Macklem, Paquet and Phaneuf(l996).

treasure bill rate, and long-term nominal interest rates by the 10-year government of
Canada bond rate.
Monetary policy consists of using the slope of the yïeld cwve (rd) as instrument to target
the desired level of inflation in the consumer price index;

rsl, = rsl.eqr+

* @ c d ~ t e-+pdottar,)
~
+ rslshk,

where rsLeq is the equilibrium dope of the yield curve, rd is the short-tenn
(disequilibrium) dope of the yield curve, n.eq and ml-eq are the short-term and longterm equilibrium nominal interest rates respectively, and rsll is a parameter. The term
rslshk provides an avenue to introduce exogenous shocks to the slope of the yield curve.
AI1 other variables are as defined earlier. According to the monetary policy reaction

function (equation ( 3 . 7 9 , the monetary authonty responds to the two-year ahead forecast
inflation gap @cdoter+2 - pdottart) b y moving its fundamental instruments to adjust the
s hort-term (disequilibrium) dope of the yield curve (rsl).

Monetary pol icy bas countercyclica1 effect in the short-terrn (disequilibriurn) model.
When an anticipated inflationary shock raises the two-year forecast inflation in the

consumer price index and creates a positive forecast inflation gap, monetary policy
tightens as the monetary authority raises the dope of the yield curve according to the
rnonetary policy reaction function (equation (3.75)). Since the monetary authority
conventionally operates on the shorter end of the market, the policy initially raises shortterm rates relative to long-tem rates, thereby causing the slope of the yield curve to rise.
Eventually, long-term interest rates also rise, increasing the costs of borrowing fiirther
and reducing investrnent expenditures and interest-sensitive consumption expenditures.

The risk prernium built into long-term (equilibrium) interest rates provide avenue for

monetary policy to exert long-tenn effect in the model. The equilibrium risk premium
depends positively on excess inflation (defined as the rate of inflation in the consumer
price index in excess of 3 percent).= In penods of high inflation, the higher equilibrium
risk premium associated with the positive excess inflation raises equilibnum long-term
interest rates and the equilibrium user cost of capital and thereby reduce long-term
(equilibrium) investment expendinires and consumption expendinires. Low inflation rates
produce the opposite effect, ultimately raising long-term investments and consumption

expenditures. Section 3.9 contains the nexus of interest rates that support these short-term
and long-term dynamics in the modei's financial sector.

3.9

The Term Structure of Interest Rates

The model ties the equilibrium short-term real interest rate (r-eq)to the US short-term

interest rate ( m e q ) based on the small open-economy ass~rnption.'~
Therefore, r-eq is
exogenous. The Fisher equation determines the equilibrium short-term nominal interest
rate (rn-eq) based on r.eq and the trend inflation rate @dot), In the short-terrn

(disequilibrittm) model, an equation for the slope of the yield curve determines real and
nominal short-terrn interest rates, r and rn respectively. This structure links the
disequilibrium short-term interest rates directly to the effect of monetary policy, and
thereby provides avenue for onward transmission of monetary policy innovations to the

rest of the model;

''

The 3 percent threshold is arbitrary. However, the monetary poiicy debate in the 1990s indicates that
inflation expectations on the opposite sides of the 2%-4%inflation range could be quite different.

l+r, = (1 + rL)*(l + rsL)
l+rn, = (1 + ml,)
* (1 + rsL)
Real and nominal long-terrn equ.ilibtium rates ( d e q and rnZ.eq respectively) evolve as

functions of their respective short-tenn rates (r-eq and m.eq respectively) and an
equilibrium risk premium (rteq) that depends positively on eixcess inflation. Excess

inflation measures the rate of inflation in the consumer price index in excess of 3
percenf4 The nominal long-term interest rate (ml) in the short-term (disequilirium)
model, evolves as a function of the equilibriun risk premium ( r ~ e q )and a geometric
mean of the equilibrium and disequilibrium short-term rates. The Fischer equation

determines the real long-tenn rate (rl) based on the trend inflation (pdot). This structure
enables the disequilibrium Iong-terrn rates to respond to curent market conditions and
simultaneousiy respect the underlying equilibrium based on fundarnentals;

where rtO and rtpl are parameters.
The model defines the net return on capital (rkeq), the r e m on foreign assets (ntfn.eq),
53

Ruseq is proxied by the three-month US commercial paper rate.

'' AS section 3.7 explains, although the 3 percent threshold is arbitrary, it, nevertheless, fits the range of

and the return on govemment debt (rgheq) as the sum of the risk-fiee real long-terni rate
(rl-eq) and an instrument-specific nsk prernium (rk-eq, rnjjxeq and rgheq respectively);

Al1 the nsk premiums are exogenous; rkpeq was endogenized in calibrating the model;

3.10

Adjustments Terms In The Short-Run Disequilibrium Model

Chapter 3 discusses the three levels of structural relationships in the model, and shows
that this stratification creates three distinct sub-models: the steady-state model, the
eqrrilibriurn model and the short-term (disequilibrium) mode/. The steady-state model

represents long-mn equilibrium relationships that abstract fiom al1 forms of dynamic
adjustrnents. The equilibrium model represents medium-term structural relationships
including limited dynarnics that reflect intrinsic stock-flow relationships in the economy.

The disequilibrium model adds four types of adjustments to those present in the

equilibrium model. The first type of adjustment reflect the gradua1 nature of agents'
responses to shocks due to ngidities arising fiom such constraints as irreversibiiity of
certain investment decisions and past contracts still in effect. The second srpe of
adjustment reflects the fact that agents' expectations are partly adaptive. Agents update
vaiues suggested by the current monetary policy debate in Canada.

their perception of the funue and adjust their behaviour accordingly as they obtain more
informarion. The third type of adjustment arises fiom endogenous reaction of monetary
and fiscal policies to cyclical movements in the economy. The disequilibnum mode1 also

includes shock terms in al1 behavioural equations. These shock terms provide avenue to
introduce exogenous shocks to the model.

The first type of disequilibrium adjustment receives the most elaborate treatment in the

model. Agents choose the adjustment path of each choice variable to minimize two types
of costs: the expected cost of being away fiom equilibrium, and the expected cost of
adjusting towards equilibrium.'5 For a typical flow variable (y), this involves choosing the
adjustment path yt+i for al1 periods i10 to minimize the quadratic approximation of
adjustment costs that penalize one-penod to k-period changes in y,

where ,L? is the rate at which agents discount finire adjustment costs, L is the lag operator
and the sequence of parameters & reflect the speed of adjustment. This disequilibrium
adjustment structure can closely represent the effect of seasonal or multi-penod
c o n a a ~ t sThe
. ~ ~ first term in equation (3.91) represents the (static) cost of being away
from the equilibrium value y* in period t+i, the second term represents the (dynamic)
costs of k-periods adjustment in y.
For a typical stock variable y, agents choose an adjustment path to minimize the quadratic
approximation of adjustment costs that penalize changes in the level, in growth rate or in
any kth-order difference of y;

"Sec Biack and Rose(1996).

As in equation (3-9 l), the f m t term in equation (3.92) represents the (static) cost of being
away f?om the equilibrium value y' in period t+i The second term penalizes changes in
the level ofy when k=l; it penalizes changes in the growth rate o f y when k=2; etc.
The model restricts the value of rn to 2 so that k takes on the values 1 and 2 in equations
(3-91) and (3-92)-Thus, in the case of flow variables, the second tenn in equation (3-91)

includes only one- and two-penod changes in the level ofy. In the case of stock variables,
the second term in equation (3.92) includes only changes in the level and in the growth
rate of y.

The first-order condition for the minimization of equations (3.91) and (3.92) fields,
respectively,

where

when y is a flow variable, and

when y is a stock vanable. Al1 variables are as defined eariier. The behavioural equations
in the short-tem disequilibrium model take the form of equation (3.93). They also

include additional terms based on structural relationships in the model. To illustrate with
a typical stock variable, the equation that determines the capital-output ratio (k) in the

disequilibriurn mode1 is,
56

See Tinsley,

P. A. (1993)48

Equation (3.94) differs fkom equation (3.93) by the two t e m s with coefficients kvl and

Xv2 and the term h h k . The tems with coefficients kvt and kv2 are based on structural
relationships in the model. They provide an avenue for the propagation of cyclical effects
as the economy adjusts to various kinds of shocks. The coefficient kvl incorporates the
accelerator effect by linking the disequilibnum stock of capital with the lagged output
gap. The coefficient kv2 transrnits monetary policy shocks and other financial market

shocks to the capital-output ratio. Chapter 3 discusses these structural relationships in
detail. The term kshk provides an avenue for introducing exogenous shocks to the capitaloutput ratio, and k a 4 is the adjustment term derived in equation (3.93). The discount
factor (A, and the coefficients (41 and 42) which detemine the speed of adjustment are
calibrated to improve the fit of the model.
This chapter has described the structure of the model in detail. This is the baseline model.

It does not, as yet, incorporate the downward nominal wage ngidity assumption (to be
introduced in chapter 6). The next chapter (chapter 4) calibrates the model. The chapter
begins with a discussion of the calibration rnethodology, highlighting key aspects of the
calibration technique including some well-known advantages and disadvantages relative
to conventional estimation methods. The chapter also discusses measurement conventions
used in the model, and derives the structural shocks required to perform stochastic
simulations in chapters 5 and 6.

CHAPTER 4
CALIBRATION OF THE MODEL
This chapter explains how the model was calibrated. It contains 5 major sections. Section
4.1 discusses the calibration methodology and some practical issues that arise fkom

applying the technique to macroeconomic models. Section 4.2 explains how the model
nonnalizes variables and the corresponding time series data. Section 4.3 produces
diagnostic simulation results to illustrate how the calibrated model fits the historical data.
Finally, section 4.4 derives structural shocks for stochastic simulation in chapters 5 and 6.

4.1

The Calibration Methodology: Techniques, Advantages, and Limitations

A model is calibrated when its parameters are chosen nom prior econometric studies and

other sources that provide information about the structure of the economy being modeled.
The calibration process involves choosing the parameters for the model, simulating the

rnodel to compare selected charactenstics of the simulated output with analogous features
of the actual data and, if necessary, re-examining relevant aspects of the theory andior the

parameters based on those comparisons. The metric kequently used to compare model
output with the actual data include variances and covariances of key model variables,
impulse responses by key variables to deterministic shocks, durations, spectra analysis
and Euler equations." Manuelli and Sargent (1988), Gregory and Smith (1990), and
Canova (1991) interpret calibration as a form of "estimation by simulation". In their view,
calibration principally differs fiom standard estimation methods because it allows the
investigator to expand or restrict the range of features considered to be relevant.

Macroeconomists have increasingly calibrated their models since the 1980s mainly
because the relatively complicated econometic approach that evolved in response to the
rationai expectations revolution and Lucas' critique of conventional econometic analysis
~
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Pagan ( 1 994) contains a bnef survey of the commonly used metric.

encouraged many researchers to opt for applied computable general-equilibrium models,
which typically involve too many parameters (relative to the available data) to be
efficiently estimated. Two other factors have M e r contributed to the accelerated use of
calibration in macroeconomic analysis. First, the fast growth in computer technology
during the past two decades has greatly enhanced numeric analysis and facilitated
relatively sophisticated calibration techniques. Second, highly aggregated macroeconomic
models do not often fit the histoncal data well because the aggregation process potentially
ioses information about individual agents whose coiiective behaviour the models seek to
capture. The calibration method provides some flexibility in adapting the models to the
data in a way that improves the quality of results they produce.
The application of calibration techniques to economic modeling has drawn many
criticisms partly because it is relatively new and less standardized in the context of
economic analysis, and partly because it was introduced into macroeconomic analysis by
real-business-cycle theorists and has inadvertently inherited specific modeling techniques
peculiar to this school of thought. There are legitimate criticisms too, just as the
estimation technique and other conventional methods of economic analysis have been
criticized on the basis of genuine weaknesses. First, critics argue that it is inappropriate to
select model parameters fiom sources other than the model itself because the parameters
consistent with a specific macroeconomic model may differ IÏom those obtained fiom
pnor partial-equilibrium fofien microeconomic) studies. Researchers sympathetic to the

calibration technique dismiss this criticism by appealing to the philosophy that a theory is
bener supponed when tested on information not used in its formu~ation.~~

Like estimators, calibrators wish to have a close fit between their models and the actual
data. But, while estimation tests models and rejects them when they do not fit the data,

calibration adapts the model to reproduce key characteristics of the data. Cntics argue that
the adaptive nature of the calibration technique insulates the model fiom empirical
This view is philosophically controversial, and some question its applicability to this specific practice in
the calibration methodology. See Lipton (1991, chp, 8) and Hoover (1994).

confirmation or rejection, thus pumng excessive confidence in theory to the neglect of
ernpirical evidence. On the other hand, calibrators argue that calibration successfully
adapts a model to the data only if the mode1 closely reflects the structure of the system
that generated the data. Gregory and Smith (1991, p. 30), for exarnple, note that the
calibration process ofien suggests miitful modifications to the core rn~del.'~Hartley,
Salyer and S h e f i n (1992) conclude that calibration can discriminate between competing

models because a particular mode1 cannot be successfûlly calibrated to data generated

fiom different economic environrnents?

Third, critics fault a cornmon practice where real-business-cycle theorists typically
calibrate their models to match second moments of key model variables rather than
matching the actual historical evolution of the variables.6' Lucas (1977, p. 218) defends
this practice on the grounds that business cycles are qualitatively alike; therefore, a
model's ability to capture individual business cycles is Iess important than its ability to
characterize the distribution that produces these cycles. This is a typical case where critics
confuse specific practice by real-business-cycle modelers with general calibration
techniques. For exarnple, Hoover (1995, p.40) notes that "although calibration is
consistent wirh appeaiing accounts of the nature and role of rnodels in science and
economics, of their quan[tglfication and idealization. its practical irnplementation in the
service of real-business-cyclemodels with representative agents is Iess than compelling.".

Calibrators are called upon to develop a stem discipline that determines how calibration
adjudicates between competing models in the same way that conventional econometnc
methods use hypothesis testing to adjudicate between competing theories." However,
-

-

-

For example, the inability of Kydland and Prescott's (1991) original real-business-cycle mode1 to match
the data prompted more complicated versions of essentially the same model that included heterogeneous
labour (Kydland 1984), a banking sector (King and Plosser 1984), indivisible labour (Hansen 1985),
variable capital intensity (Kydland and Prescon 1988). etc.
60 The authors could not successfulIy calibrate a typical real-business-cycIe model to mimic data generated
from artificial econornies that depart fiom key characteristics of the US economy.
6' Real-business-cycle rnodeIers typicaIly focus on the variance of output and the covariance of hour and
labour productivity.
" For example see Hansen and Sargent (1988), Manuelli and Sargent (1988), Watson (1993), Gregory and
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Lucas (1980) and Prescott (1983) argue that the calibration method imposes discipline
through the paucity of fÏee parameters compared to standard estimation techniques that
are able to exploit large numbers of fiee parameters.

Finally, the literature shows divergent views on whether calibration and estimation are
cornplementary or competing analytical techniques. Critics of the calibration method

argue that calibrated models may produce misleading results because of potential
specification errors, omitted variable bias, and other deficiencies associated with
incomplete mode1 specification. Others insist that calibration is, at best, a fïrst step that
must be followed by s e t h g down a metric (e.g. one induced by a likelihood h c t i o n )
that should be minimized and estimated through conventional econometric methods."
Thus, calibration should modiQ standard econometric methods only by incorporating
restrictions implied by dynamic-optimization models. On the other hand, a number of
researchers argue that calibration is a superîor method and, once fully developed and
standardized, should replace conventional estimation techniques. For example, Gregory
and Smith (199 1, p.3) conclude that calibration " ... is beginning to predominate in the
quantitative application of macroeconomic models". Kydland and Prescott (199 1, p. 167)
argue that the estimation method flourished in the 1950s only because economists lacked

the tools to constmct stochastic cornputable general-equilibrium models.

The calibration methodology is still evolving and has great potential to facilitate the use

of relatively sophisticated macroeconomic models to answer compiicated policy
questions. But it has important challenges too, particularly in ternis of developing
acceptable standards comparable to the pnnciples that guide conventional estimation
methods. It will likely take many years of intense research and debate to determine the
calibration method's lasting contribution to econometrics in particular, and to the method
of economic analysis in general.

Smith (1991), and Hoover (1994).
For exarnple, see Hansen and Sargent (1988,9.293).
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4.2

Measurement Convention

The mode1 rneasures ail real variables dative to the trend reai output (3~4,

y t r d , = ~ , ( l y+d o t ]

(4-1)

where Yg is the level of real output in the base paiod (taLni to be 1986) and ydot is the
annual trend growth rate of real output, estimated to be 3.8 percent'

In general, if X is

the constant-dollar measure at annuai rate for the variable X, the mode1 re-scales it as

Fig. 4.1 :

.4ccnial real output (Y) and its trend level (ytrd), measured in millions of

dollars.

The trend gowtti rate of real output @do!) was caiculated for the paiod f 960 to 1995. Y&t is tcro m

The mode1 measures al1 prices relative to the domestic absorption deflator at factor cost,
(pdfc). Thus, every price in the model is a relative pnce. Pdfc is exogenous; it is

calculated fkom the histoncal data series?

4.3

Measures of the Goodness of Fit

The model is calibrated to reflect key properties of the Canadian economy as descnbed in
the Bank of Canada's CPAM and QPM, and to mimic the historical data and current
judgrnent of the Bank of Canada regarding the numerical steady-state values of some
variables.' This section provides four sets of information with respect to the calibration
of the model. First, Table 4.1 calculates the average (avg),standard deviation (std), and
root mean square percent errors (rnspe) for selected endogenous variables based on a
deterministic simulation that covers the period 1963-1995.67 The root mean square
percent errors are calculated relative to the averages of the histoncal series over the same
penod of time. Second, figs 4.2-4.3 in Appendix 1 compare deterministic simulation
results for key variables with their respective histoncal series. Third, figs 4.4-4.5 below,
and figs 4.6-4.9 in Appendix 2 illustrates the dynamic propertïes of the mode1 based on
responses of key mode1 variables to a number of deterministic shocks. Finally, Appendix
5 contains the steady-state solution for the model.

--

the steady-state model, and constant in the equifibrium-and short-run disequifibrium models.
The domestic absorption deflator at factor cost (pdfc) is defined by the relation pdfc8yd = pd8yd tind,
where pd*yd = py*y px8x is nominal dornestic absorption (Le. nominal GDP iess total experts),
yd = y-x is real domestic absorption, and tind is indirect taxes.
66
See Black and Rose (1997), Duguay and Longworth(l997); Poloz, Rose and Tetlow(1994) ;Black,
Laxton, Rose and TetIow(1994); and Coletti et. a1 (1996).
67 The solution for the first three years and the last three years are dropped. The statistics are based on the
solution for the penod 1966-1992.

'*

-

-

4.3.1

The Goodness offlt measured in terms of moments

Table 4.1 shows the average (avg)and standard deviation (std) based on a deterministic
simulation over the period 1966-1992. Al1 the figures are based on the disequilibriurn
model. The table also calculates two versions of root mean square percent error for
selected variables. The first is the root mean square percent error relative to the historical
data (rmspe-hs); the second is the root mean square percent error relative to the
equilibrium values ltom the same deterministic simulation (mspe-eq). The root mean
square percent (simulation) error for the variable y is defined as,

r m

s p e

=

4.768

T

,= I

a

Y r

where y? is the simulated disequilibrium value of yt and ytQ is either the histoncal senes
for y, (in the case of rmspe relative to the historical values) or the simulated equilibrium
values of yi (in the case of nnspe relative to equilibrium values). T = 27 is the number of
penods included in the calculations(i.e. 1966 -1992). Rmspe-hs measures the average
percentage deviation of the simulated disequilibnum values fiom the corresponding
historical series. Therefore, small rmspe-hs indicates a good fit for the particular variable.

On the other hand, rmspe-eq measures the extent to which the three sources of
adjustrnents in the disequilibrium mode1 (discussed in chapter 3 and reviewed in section
4.2) cause the disequilibrium variables to depart fiom their counterpart equilibrium

values.

The results summarized in table 4.1 show that the mode1 reasonably fits the actua1 data.
The real output deviates fkom its historical values by 5.0 percent on average, and fiom its
equilibrium values by 3.4 percent- For the unemployrnent rate, the figures are respectively

The values of rmspe in Table 4.1 have been multiplied by 100 to express them in percentage form.

Table 4.1 Statistics on Variables from the Disequilibrium Model
(RMSPE refers to Root Mean Square Percent Error)

AVERAGE

STANDARD
DEVIATION

C

0.623

0.026

FA

1.389

0.075

GB

0.449

0.063

INV

0.166

0.050

K

1-807

0.067

M

0.339

0.052

NFA

-0.422

0.065

PC

0.995

0.037

PFC

0.877

0.046

PK

1.128

0.203

PM

0.880

0.039

PX

0.867

0.036

PY

1.O07

0.051

RNL

0.1 O4

0.053

TD

0.262

0.047

TFP

0.873

0.040

U

0.079

0.026

W

0.626

0.045

X

0.346

0.037

Y

0.982

0,059

YD

0-528

0.047

YLAB

0.579

0 -044

z

0.946

0.223

RMSPE
RELATIVE TO
HlSTORlCAL VALUES
(fmspe-hs)

1. All the statistics cover the period 1966-1992.
2. The root mean squared percent errors are calculated relative to historical values
and equilibrium values.

RMSPE
RELATIVE 10
EQUlLlBRIUM VALUES

(msw-w)

13.7 percent and 15.3 percent. The relatively poor fit for the unempIoyment rate results

from exogenously fixing the equilibrium unemployment rate at 7.5 percent (as proxy for

the naniral unemployment rate) in the deterministic simulation." Total factor productivity
deviates fiom the histoncal senes by 4.9 percent, and fiom its equilibnum values by 3.4
percent. Exports and Imporis deviate fiom their respective historical series by 3.9 percent
and 7.3 percent, and fkom their equilibrium values by 3.6 percent and 5.1 percent

respectively. Real consumption expenditures deviate fiom the historical data by 10.4
percent and from the equilibnum values by 3.3 percent; the corresponding figures for net
investment expenditures (usually a dificult variable to explain) are 42.7 percent and 16.6
percent. The stock variables aiso fit the data reasonably well. Whereas financial assets
and federal government debt-output ratio deviate fiom their respective historical series by

more than 10.0 percent, the capital stock deviates by oniy 4.2 percent. Besides the federal
debt-output ratio and net foreign assets, al1 the stock variables deviate from their
equilibnum values by less than 5.0 percent. Net foreign assets show a relatively poor fit;
it deviates fiom its historical series by 2 1.O percent and fiom its equilibrium values by

13.0 percent." The deviation of relative pnces fiom the historical data range fiom 2.0

percent for consumption goods to 2 1.4 percent for the domestic pnce of exports. Al1 the
relative pnces deviate fiom their respective equilibnum values by less than 5.0 percent.
Fig 4.2-4.3 in Appendix 1 extends the discussion on the goodness of fit by producing
charts for selected variables based on the deterministic simulation. Just as in table 4.1, the
charts compare values of the disequilibnum variables with their respective equifibrium

solution and historical series. The charts produce sirnilar conclusions as table 4.1. The
simulated disequilibrium values for rnost variables are consistent with their equilibrium
values and reasonably close to the actual historical data.
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The historical unemployment rate senes varies between 1966 and 1992.
The poor fit for net foreign assets partiy reflects the fact that the mode1 specifies its equation as a residual

4.3.2

Dynamic Properties of the Modef

Figs 4.4-4.9 show dynamic responses of selected variables to temporary shocks to

aggregate demand, inflation, the price of output, the real exchange rate, total factor
productivity, and the slope of the yield curve. The results fiom the aggregate demand
shock and inflation shock will be discussed below. The rest of the results are presented in
Appendix 2.

A ternporary Aggregate Demand Shock

A ternporary 1.5 percent increase in Aggregate demand is implemented through an
exogenous single-period increase in consumption expenditures by 2.0 percent and

investment expenditures by one percent. The higher aggregate demand raises trend
inflation (pdot) by a fifth of a percentage point and inflation in the price of consumption

goods (pcdot) by half of a percentage point. As monetary poficy tightens to retum

inflation to control, short-tem nominal interest rates nse by nearly a percentage point
raising the slope of the yield curve half of a percentage point. The output gap rises by 0.5

percent in response to the higher aggregate demand causing the price of output to rise
initially by 0.2 percent and then 0.3% in the following year before declining steadily to
control." The Oigher output increases the tax base and allows the persona1 income tax rate
to fa11 initially by 0.5 percent and then by 1.2 percent by the second year before rising

gradually back to control. The capital-output ratio initially falls by a quarter of a percent
because of the increase in real output. However, this ratio rises and overshoots control by
the third year due to the cumulative effect of the higher investment spending; it
subsequently declines steadily to control by the ninth year. The higher interest rates cause
the real exchange rate to appreciate by just over 0.1 percent. The higher output and

stronger dollar raise imports while the stronger dollar reduces exports, causing net exports
to decline sharply before rebounding to control by the third year. Higher interest rates and
in the stock identity.

''The output gap measures the excess real output over trend output. Trend output is proxied by the

Figure 4.4

Responses of selected variables to a temporary aggregate demand shock
is percenage points shock minus conuol)

( % is percent shock minus conuol; %p
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Hodrick-Prescott uend for historical output.

higher import prices eventuaily r e d ~ c einvestment and consumption expenditures and
cause aggregate demand to start falling. Four years after the shock, aggregate demand is
back to control, and so are the rate of inflation, interest rates, the exchange rate and the
output gap. The aggregate demand shock has a more persistent effect on the stock
variables. The capital-output ratio and the personal income tax rate (which is the
instrument used to target the federal debt-output ratio) remain above control for
approximately four more years.

A temporary increase in the rate of inflation

The Phillips curve is shocked to raise the rate of inflation by one percentage point in a
single year. This raises inflation in the pnce of consumption goods by one percent. As
monetary policy tightens to return inflation to control, short-term interest rates rise by 1.2
percentage points, raising the slope of the yield curve by 3.5 percentage points. The
higher interest rates reduce aggregate demand by 7% and appreciate the real exchange
rate by 0.5 percent relative to controlThe initial fa11 in aggregate demand reduces the output gap by 0.5 percent and mises the
unemployment rate by 0.3 of a percentage pointn The capital-output ratio falls by 1.3
percent below control due to lower investment expenditures caused by higher interest
rates. The lower tax base tightens the fiscal constraint and raises the personal income tax
rate by 2 percentage points above control.
As the rate of inflation declines and monetary policy eases, aggregate demand gradually

returns to control bringing with it al1 the other variables. After rising by nearly a
percentage point in response to the original increase in inflation, net exports fa11 by a
percentage point below control by the third year before rising gradually back to control.

Figure 4.5

Responws of selected variables to a ternporary increase in the rate of
inflation,
( % is percent shock minus conmi; %p is pcrcentage points shock minus conmol)

See footnote no. 8.
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Aggregate demand, the unemployrnent rate, the output gap and the persona1 incorne tax
rate al1 overshoot their respective controls slightly before converging smoothly back to
control by the eighth year-

4.4

Calculation of Structural Shocks for Stochastic Simulation

Most studies using calibrated models to evaluate alternative monetary policy rules have
based the distribution of shocks on the properties of either the residuals from estimated
reduced-form equations or Vector Autoregressive (VAR) models under the assumption
that the shocks are independently distributed."

Black, Macklem and Rose(1997) use a different approach to define structural shocks in
their model. This chapter follows their method closely to calculate structural shocks for
stochastic simulations in chapters 5 and 6. The first step involves estimating a sixvariable VAR that corresponds with the six variables to be shocked in the model. The
estimated VAR is used to produce impulse responses to innovations in each of the six
variables. In tum, the impulse responses are used to define structurai shocks in a way that
enables the nonlinear structural model to produce impulse responses that have similar
correlation pattern as those generated fiorn the linear VAR.

44.1

The Vector Autoregression Mode1 (VAR)

The VAR includes potential output (yp), the relative price of exports (pxrow),the sum of

consumption and investment (c+i),the relative price of output @y),the real exchange rate
( z ) and the slope of the yield curve (rsl). Yp is proxied by the Hodrick-Prescott trend of
the hisroncal real output series. Pxrow is proxied by the product of the US. import price

index and the real exchange rate divided by the numeraire price in the model (the pnce of
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See Black, Macklem and Rose (1997).

domestic absorption at factor cost, pdfc), Innovations in pxrow are interpreted as shocks
to world commodity prices. C+i is the ratio of the sum of consumption and investment
expenditures to trend output; innovations in c+i are interpreted as aggregate demand
shocks. Py is the ratio of the implicit GDP deflator to pdfc; innovations in py are
interpreted as aggregate supply shocks. Z is the real exchange rate with the G7 countries;
innovations in z are interpreted as shocks to the confidence of foreign investors. Rd is
defined as the difference between the 90 day treasury bill rate and the 10 year govenunent
of Canada bond rate; innovations in r d are interpreted as, among other things, shocks due
to innovations in central bank's policy and shocks ftom international financial markets.

Rsl enters the VAR in levels; cinv,z and yp enter in log levels; and py and pxrow enter in
the first difference of logs."

Some restrictions are imposed on the structure of the VAR based on stylized facts about
structural reiationships in the economy. First, the VAR mode1 treats yp and pxrow as
exogenous. However, each of them evolves as a function of its own lagged values. This
restriction is imposed on the structure of the VAR prior to estimation. It reflects the fact
that potential output is typically affected by factors such as changes in productivity and
resource endowrnent while commodity prices respond mostly to external factors, Thus,
the other VAR variables have practically little effect on the dynamics of these two
variables. The other restrictions are imposed on the estimated coefficients matrix and
correiation matrix ex-post. First, there is no contemporaneous cross-correlation between
the two exogenous variables, yp and pxrow. This restriction ensures that first-round
effects of commodity price shocks do not affect potential output, and vice versa.'* Finally,
the Moving Average representation of the VAR is identified by imposing the Wold causal
ordering,

yp, pxrow, c+i, py, z, rsl.

(4.8)

"

'' The log levels and first difference of logs made the designated variables stationary.
The previous restriction that exogenizes py and pxrow effectively takes care o f this restriction. However,
the restriction is also explicitly imposed on the residual correlation matrix (CORR).
76 Black, Macklem and Rose(1998) impose a further restriction that makes py independent of the lagged

The causal ordering (4.8) makes each variable responsive to contemporaneous
innovations in variables that precede it but responsive to only lagged innovations in
variables it precedes in the ordering. The only exceptions are yp and pxrow which are
exogenous and therefore do not respond to innovations in any of the other variables.
Thus, consumption and investments expenditures respond to changes in inflation, the real
exchange rate, and monetary policy with a lag. On the other hand, the monetary authonty
looks at the contemporaneous state of the entire economy before making changes to

monetary policy.

The first-order vector Autoregressive model, VAR(l), produced a reasonable fit for the
data." The VAR(1) was estimated over the period 1965-1990 afier imposing the
restrictions discussed above. Since potential output (yp) and the relative price of exports
@xrow) are exogenous in the VAR, their coefficients were estimated separately by fitting

an AR(1) to each of them. Table 4.2 contains the estimation results.

Although some of the individual t-values are small, the coefficient of detexmination (Rsquared) show that the first-order vector autoregressive model explains approximately 90
percent of the variations in the sum of consumption and investrnent expenditures and in
output pnces, about 70 percent of the variation in the real exchange rate, and about 50
percent of the variation in the dope of the yield curve.

4.4.2

Deriving Impulse Responses from the Linear VAR Model

The coefficient matrix COEFF and the correlation matrix CORR summarize the

estimated results in table 4.2. After imposing the appropriate resaictions, the matrices are
-

-

--

values of pxrow. This restriction reflects the v i e that
~ the large effects of the oil-pnce shocks on inflation
in 1973 and 1978 were related more to the Bank of Canada's accomrnodating policy than to any strong
structural link between relative prices and the aggregate price level. The thesis does not include this
restriction because sorne of the impulse responses showed srnall improvements without them.
" The VAR(1) rnodel was selected on the basis of the Schwartz and Ackaike information cnteria after
examining a number o f models.

TABLE 4.2

LCINV'
LCINV(-1)'

0-89
(7-82)

D(LPY(-1))

O -04
(0.1 7)

w-1)

0.07
(1-20)

RSL(-1)

-1 -30
(-3 -55)

CONSTANT

-0-04
(-1 -28)

LYP(-1)

RESULTS FROM ESTIMATION OF VAR
(The t-values are in parentheses)
RSL

LYP

0.33
(1-74)

D(LPXROW)(-1)

R-squared

0.1 O
(1 -62)

0-89

+ ClNV is the sum of consumption and investment expenditures, C+I

used to denve impulse responses to one-standard deviation innovation in each of the six
variables. Appendix 3 discusses the derivation of the impulse responses in detail. Fig 4.10
below shows that the impulse responses are consistent with economic theory. The rest of
this section discusses the impulse responses of the six VAR variables to innovations in
potential output, aggregate demand and the slope of the yield curve.

Figure 4.10

[m~ulseresponses to one-standard deviation innovation in
variables in the VAR.

of the

When potential output Cyp) is increased by 0.8 percent (which is the equivalent of onestandard deviation), none of the other variables responds contemporaneously. The sum of
consumption and investment (the proxy for aggregate demand) rises by 0.5 percent after
one year and peaks at 1.4 percent by the fourth year. The higher potenhal output raises
desired investment spending and the levels of income, disposable income and
consumption. The shock reduces excess demand pressure causing the relative pnce of
output to faIl initially before nsing slowly back to control. As excess demand pressure
falls, rnonetary policy eases, causing the slope of the yield curve to fa11 below control in
the first three years, and the real exchange rate to depreciate for the first two years. The

shock has permanent effects on al1 the variables except the exogenous commodity pnces,
pxrow. Potential output itself remains 0.6 percent permanently higher; the sum of

consumption and investment becomes 0.9 percent permanently higher, and the real
exchange rate permanently appreciates by 0.3 percent. The pnce of output and the slope
of the yield curve stay slightly higher than their initial levels.
The sum of consumption and investment expenditures (cinv) serves as proxy for
aggregate demand. When cinv is raised by 2.6 percent (the equivalent of one-standard
deviation), the relative pnce of output rises by 0.5 percent in the first year and declines
towards the initial level thereafier. Monetary policy tightens in response to the higher
inflation, causing the slope of the yield curve to rise by a percentage point. The real
exchange rate also appreciates by one percent in the first year and by 1.5 percent in the
second and third years before depreciating gradually to its initial level by the sixth year.
Almost al1 the variables return to their initial levels within ten years afier the shock.
An exogenous change in the dope of the yield curve represents a contractionary monetary

policy shock. When the short term interest rate is raised to achieve a percentage-point
increase in the dope of the yield curve, the real exchange rate appreciates by 0.7 percent
in the first year. The higher interest rates reduce the sum of consumption and investment
by 2.3 percent in the first two years following the shock. The lower aggregate demand

and real exchange rate appreciation reduce the relative @ce of output from the second

year to the fifih year before retwning to control by the seventh year. As the initial shock

wears off and the slope of the yield curve returns to control, the real exchange rate
completely reverses the initial 0.7 percent depreciation and overshoots its control by 0.5
percent by the fifih year. This causes the relative price of output and the sum of
consumption and investment expenditures to overshoot slightly before returning to their
respective control levels. Al1 the variables converge to their controi levels within ten
years after the shock.
Appendix 4 describes how the impulse response h c t i o n s are used to define structural
shocks in the non-linear model such that the model produces impulse responses that have
similar correlation patterns as those produced by the linear VAR. The process involves
performing deterministic simulations on the structural model, and introducing the impulse
responses into these simulations to derive ("back out") estimates of structural shock terms
that are later combined with random shocks to define the ultimate shocks in the structural

model. This approach to defining structural shocks has important advantages over
conventional methods. First, the properties of the shocks benefit fiom the nchness of the
structural model fiom which they are denved. Second, it allows the auto-correlation and
cross-correlation structure of the shocks to be detennined by their historical correlation.
As a result, the shocks are more likely to capture the true correlation pattern of structural
shocks facing the economy; this makes it unnecessary to make arbitrary assumptions such
as independence. Like other methods, however, this approach is not capable of isolating
pure structural shocks kom the effects of countercyclical monetary and fiscal policies. As
Appendix 4D explains, this problem is addressed by truncating the impulses fiom each
shock afier two years. The final structural shocks appear in the equations that detennine
the six VAR variables in the short-tenn (disequilibrium) model.

CHAPTER 5 SIMULATION RESULTS FROM THE MODEL
This chapter discusses results fkom stochastic simulations based on versions of the model

with one percent, three percent, five percent and seven percent inflation targets. The
simulation at each inflation target involves 100 replications of history over the penod
1960-95. The model simulates different shocks for each of the 100 replications- It also

sirnulates different shocks for each penod within a replication. However, it repeats the
same set of shocks for al1 four inflation targets. Therefore differences in the solution
exclusively reflect the effects of different inflation targets.
For each inflation target, the average and standard deviation for the penod 1966-92 are
fûrther averaged over the 100 replications to produce a 'grand average' and a "grand
standard deviation" for each model variable." In subsequent discussion, the values and

standard deviation for each variable refer to these grand averages and grand standard
deviarions respectively. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the percentage change in selected

variables as the monetary authority reduces the inflation target from 7 percent to 1 percent
at two percentage-point intervals.

Chapter 3 discusses the three levels of structural relationships in the model, and shows
that this stratification creates three distinct sub-models: the steady-state model, the
equilibrium rnodel and the disequilibrium model. The steady-state model represents longrun equilibrium relationships that abstract fkom al1 forms of dynamic adjustments. The
equilibrium mode( represents medium-tenn structural relationships including limited

dynamics from stock-flow relationships in the economy. The disequilibrium model adds
four types of short-nin, dynamic adjustments to those present in the equilibrium model.

The model assumes that each inflation regime is permanent. Therefore tables 5.1 and 5.2

'' The mode1 has a maximum lag o f 3 years and a maximum lead of two years. It therefore produces
solution for the penod 1963-1993, The average and standard deviation do not include the fmt three penods
(1963-65) and the last penod (1993).

estimate the average effect of inflation reduction over the penod 1966-92. The empïrical
literature shows no consensus on the relative durability of the cos& and benefits of

inflation reduction. Analysts and policymakers often assume that the costs are relatively
short lived. One of the important extensions to this thesis is to decompose the figures in
table 5.1 into short-term and medium-tenn effects by dividing the simulation penod
1963-1993 into shorter sub-periods. Subsequent analyses in this thesis descnbe changes

in the disequilibrium model as short-tenn in nature, and changes in the equilibrium model

as medium- to long-tenn in nature.

The model focuses more on the costs of inflation reduction than it does on its benefits,

Although the model includes benefits in the fonn of Iower equilibriurn user cost of capital
and larger fuiancial assets, it does not explicitly include other important sources of

benefits such as lower shoe-leather costs, lower menu costs and the pnce-signal effect
which have featured prominently in the debate on the benefits of inflation reduction. The
simulation results therefore reflect more closely the gross costs, rather than the net costs

(or net benefits), of inflation reduction.

5.1

Short-Term Macroeconomic Effect of Lowering the Inflation Tsrget

The disequilibrium model adds four types of adjustments to those present in the
equilibrium model. The first type of adjustment reflect the gradua1 nature of agents'

responses to shocks due to rigidities arising from such constraints as irreversibility of
certain investment decisions and past contracts still in effect. The second type of

adjustment reflects the fact that agents' expectations are partly adaptive. Agents update
their perception of the future and adjust their behaviour accordingly as they obtain more
information. The third type of adjustment arises fiom endogenous reaction of monetary
and fiscal policies to cyclical movements in the ec~nomy.'~
Finally, the disequilibrium
79 Monetary policy has Limited effect on variables in the equilibrium model- These effects are presented in
table 5.2 and discussed in section 5.2- The short-tem (disequilibrium) model embodies all the effects from
the equilibrium modei, as well as those arïsing fiom the four disequilibrium adjustments- Therefore, the
results presented in table 5.1 reflect the combined effect of monetary policy working through the

model includes shock tems in al1 behavioural equations. These shock rems provide
avenue to introduce excgenous shocks to the model.

Monetary policy reacts proportionately to the two-year forecast inflation gap

-

the

deviation of the two-year inflation forecast for the consumer price index fiom the target
set by the monetary authority. When stochastic shocks raise the forecast inflation for
future penods by a certain magnitude, this change will represent a proponionately larger

inflation gap when inflation is being target at a low level than when inflation is being
targeted at a relatively high level. Therefore, for any given increase in inflation
expectations, monetary policy will respond more vigorously if the inflation target is low
than when the inflation target is high. This asymmetry of monetary policy reaction to

inflation shocks at different inflation targets will, in tum, produce asymmetric
macroeconornic effect at different inflation targetsAmong other factors, inflation expectations depend on the extent to which agents

perceive rnonetary policy to be credible, and the extent to which stmctural rigidities
inhibit smooth and speedy adjustment of the economy to stochastic dis turban ce^.^^ A
positive forecast inflation gap attracts a tighter monetary policy that results in higher
interest rates and a steeper yield curve. The higher interest rates raise short-term
borrowing costs and dampen real investment and consumption expenditures. Higher
interest rates also appreciate the dollar and thereby raise import expenditures and reduce
exports. The resulting decline in net exports combines with the fa11 in consumption and

investment expenditures to reduce aggregate expenditures. On the other hand, the higher
interest rates raise the stock of financial assets which, in turn, increases consumption
.

.- - --- -

equilibrium model and through the extra four adjustment terms.
The equations that determine agents' inflation expectations assign about 20 percent weight to the
monetary authority's inflation target- This figure is low, and reflects a perception of low credibility that
often characterizes the initial stages of inflation iow-inflation targeting. It ais0 reflects the fact that this
thesis focuses more on the costs than the benefits of inflation reduction. h CPAM,the inflation target
receives a weight of 10 percent in agents' inflation expectations. Two features in the rnodel reflect
structural rigidities. First, the adjustrnent terms discussed in chapter 4 and included in behavioural
equations in the short-term (disequilibrium) model. Second, the lags and leads built into the model,
including the partially adaptive nature of the inflation expectation process.

expenditures. This wealth effect partiy offsets the decline in aggregate expenditures.
On the supply side, the fa11 in net investment spending reduces the stock of capital and
causes future output to decline."

Total factor productivity falls if aggregate demand

declines relative to the level of output. The Iower total factor productivity reduces the
relative wage, output and employment. Symmetrically, total factor productivity rises if
aggregate demand rises relative to output. In this case, reaI output, the relative wage and
employrnent al1 riseWhen lower aggregate demand reduces real output and raises the unemployment rate, it
also raises net government transfers to the public, which combines with the higher
interest costs to raise the federal govemment debt-output ratio. a i n t a i n i n g a fiscal
balance in the face of a greater debt burden and a smaller tax base requires an increase in
the income tax rate, which serves as instrument for endogenous fiscal policy. The higher
income tax combines with the lower labour income to reduce disposable income and real
consumption expenditures.
As mentioned earlier in the chapter, the nature and intensity of these dynamics hinge
cntically on the sign and magnitude of the two-year forecast inflation gap, which
determines the direction and intensiw of monetary policy. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the
percentage change in selected variables as the monetary authority reduces the inflation
target from 7 percent to 1 percent at two percentage-point intervals. As explained earlier
in the chapter, the values and standard deviation for variables in tables 5.1 and 5.2 refer to

the grand averages and grand standard deviations respectively, calculated fiom 100
replications of history.

The Cobb Douglas production function determines the level o f output according to the existing capital
stock and employment rate. The labour force is normalized to one, and the employment rate is defined as

Table 5-1 Effeaof a Two P e m e - p o i r r t Reduction in Infiaüon Target
(ïhe figures am based on the d i i u i l i k i u m niadet)
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one minus the mempioymcnt rate.

5.1.1

Effect of Reducing Injlrition Targetfrom Seven Percent to Five Percent

When the monetary authority reduces the inflation target fiom 7 percent to 5 percent,
inflation expectations fa11 fkom 7.1 percent to 5.4 percent for the consumer price index,
and fiom 7.1 percent to 5.3 percent for trend inflation. However, the forecast inflation gap

nses fiom 0.14 percentage points to 0.37 percentage points. Thus, even though the lower
inflation target reduced inflation expectations and acnial inflation, it nevertheless, raised
both measures of inflation relative to the lower inflation target. As monetary policy
tightens to eliminate the higher forecast inflation gag, short-tem real interest rates rise 49
basis points compared with o d y 6 basis points for long-tenn rates. On the other hand,
short-terni and long-term nominal rates fa11 by 1.5 percentage points and 1.9 percentage
points respectively in response to the lower inflation expectations. These changes in
interest rates raise the dope of the yield curve by 38 basis points.
The higher real interest rates reduce real investment expenditures by one percent, which

in turn causes a cumulative reduction of 0.2 percent in the capital stock. Moreover, the
higher real interest rates contribute to the 2.1 percent decline in real consumption
expenditures, and also combine with the lower inflation rate to appreciate the real
exchange rate by 4 percent- The dollar appreciation offsets the positive trade effects fiom
lower domestic inflation, so that net exports faIl by 3.3 percent- Total factor productivity
falls by 1.0 percent because the decline in consumption expenditures, investment
expenditures and net exports reduce aggregate demand relative to output and cause real
output to fa11 by 1.2 percent. As a result, the unemployment rate rises by 0.3 percentage
points, the relative wage falls by 1.3 percent and labour income falls by 1.6 percent. On
one hand, the higher unemployment rate and lower aggregate expenditures reduce the tax
base and raise government transfers to the public by 2.0 percent. On the other hand, the
higher real interest rates raise interest costs on the higher national debt. Together, the two
forces create a potential budget deficit that requires the fiscal agent to raise income taxes
by nearly a percentage point to balance the budget. Consequently, disposable income falls
by just over one percent, contributing further to the 2.1 percent decline in real

consumption expenditwes.

5 . 2 Effect of Reducing Inflation Targetf r m Five Percent to Three Percent

The third column of table 5.1 shows the effect of reducing the inflation target from 5
percent to 3 percent. The two-percentage point reduction in the inflation target reduces
inflation expectations for the consumer pnce index fiom 5.4 percent to 3.6 percent.
Similarly, expectations for trend inflation fa11 fkom 5.3 percent to 3.5 percent. The lower

inflation expectations reduce short-term and long-term nominal interest rates by 1. I
percent and 1.8 percent respectively as agents build lower inflation into their decisions.
However, inflation expectations fa11 by less than the two-percentage points decline in the
inflation target, and so the forecast inflation gap nses fiom 0.4 percent to 0.6 percent.
Although lower inflation expectations associated with the lower inflation target tend to
reduce interest rates in general (and long-term rates in particular), the tightening of
rnonetary policy to shrink the forecast inflation gap mises the slope of the yield curve by
55 basis points as it allows short-term nominal interest rates to fa11 by only 1.1 percentage

points cornpared with the 1.8 percentage-points decline in long-term nominal interest
rates.
The figures in the table show that the policy produces a recession e

m and a capital

stock effect that are stronger but qualitatively sirnilar to the case where the inflation target

was lowered fkom 7 percent to 5 percent. Net investment expenditures fa11 by 1.8 percent

in real terms, real consurnption expenditures fa11 by 2.4 percent, and net exports fa11 by

5.13 percent due in part to the 0.3 percent real exchange rate appreciation resulting fiom
higher real interest rates. The lower aggregate demand reduce real output by 1.5 percent
and raises the unemployment rate by half of a percentage point.

5 . 3 Effect ofReducimg Injlorin Targetfrom Three Percent tu One Percent

Reducing the inflation target M e r from 3 percent to 1 percent produces the strongest
macroeconornic effect arnong the three cases shown in table 5.1. At one percent inflation
target, the forecast inflation gap is 0.7 percentage points, up fkom about 0.5 percentage
points when the inflation target was set at 3 percent. The higher forecast inflation gap
reflects high inflation expectations relative to the inflation target."
As section 5.1 explains, monetary policy reacts proportionately to the two-year forecast

inflation gap, which is the deviation of the two-year inflation forecast for the monetary
authority's inflation target. When stochastic shocks raise the forecast inflation for future
periods by a certain magnitude, this change will represent a proportionately larger
inflation gap when inflation is being target at a low level than when inflation is being
targeted at a relatively high level. Therefore, for any given increase in inflation
expectations, monetary policy will respond more vigorously if the inflation target is set
low than when the inflation target is high. This asymmetry of monetary policy reaction to
inflation shocks at different inflation targets translates into asymmemc macroeconomic
effect of disinflation at different inflation targets. These effects clearly show throughout
sections 5.1.1 to 5.1.3, with the macroeconomic effects of disinflation rising fiom the
case where inflation was originally target at 7.0 percent to the case where the target was
set at 3 .O percent.
The tighter monetary policy that the high forecast inflation gap attracts largely offsets the
effect that lower inflation expectations would have on interest rates. Consequently, shortterm nominal interest rates fail by only 86 basis points compared with the drop in longterm rates by 1.6 percentage points; the slope of the yield curve nses by 69 basis points.
Short-term real interest rates rise by a Iù11 percentage point; however, long-term real rates
rise by only 25 basis points as they respond more strongly to lower inflation expectations.

''

Although expectations for both trend inflation and consumer-price inflation fa11 at the Iower inflation
target, the forecast inflation gap rises reflecting the fact that inflation expectations did not fa11 enough to

The higher interest rates reduce real invesûnent expenditures and the capital stock by 3.2
percent and 1.1 percent respectively. The higher interest rates also appreciate the dollar
by 1.5 percent and contribute to the 6.4 percent decline in net exports. Total factor

productivity falls by 1.5 percent reflecting the shodall in aggregate demand relative to
potential output. The lower aggregate demand reduces real output by 2.3 percent and
raises the unemployrnent rate by 0.5 percentage points. The relative wage and labour
income fa11 by 2.5 percent and 3.1 percent respectively prompting a 3 -6 percent increase

in public transfers that combines with the high interest costs to raise the national debtoutput ratio by 2.1 percent. The shrinking tax base and higher government transfers
creates a budgetary imbalance that requires income taxes to rise by 0.2 percentage points.
Disposable income falls by 2.1 percent and contributes to the 3.5 percent decline in real
consumption expenditures.

5.2

Medium- to Long-Term Macroeconomic Effect of Lowering the Inflation

Target
The equilibrium nsk premium built into long-term interest rates in the mode1 depends
positively on the excess inflation gap defined as the rate of inflation in excess of 3
percent." m e n monetary policy targets a lower inflation rate, the lower infiation
expectations reduce the equilibrium risk premium and cause interest rates to fall. The
lower interest rates and lower prices for investrnent goods reduce the equilibrium user
cost of capital and raise the equilibrium rate of investment and the equilibrium capital
stock. The higher equilibnum capital stock tends to raise future output and employment.
The policy-induced inflation reduction also generates equilibrium demand-side effects

that may partially or fully offset the supply-side effects discussed above. Lower
equilibriurn interest rates reduce the equilibrium stock of financial assets and generate
negative wealth effects that reduce equilibrium consumption expenditures. On the other
match the decline in the target,
AS chapter 3 notes, the 3 percent threshoId is arbitrary. However, the rnonetary policy debate in the
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hand, the lower equilibrium interest rates may offset the effect of lower domestic pnces

and depreciate the equilibrium real exchange rate, thereby raising equilibrium net exports.
The equilibrium total factor productivity nses when equilibriurn aggregate demand rises
faster than equilibrium output, and falls when the reverse occurs. In the former case, the
equilibrium unemployrnent rate falls and equilibrium labour income rises. The lower
equilibrium unemployment rate and larger tax base generate endogenous fiscal responses
sirniIar to those discussed with respect to the disequilibrium mode1 in section 5.1 above.

5.2.l

Medium to Long-Term Effec! of Two Percentuge-Point Redruction in
Targeî Inflation

When the inflation target is reduced two percentage points fiom 7 percent to 5 percent,
equilibrium short-term and long-term nominal interest rates fa11 by 2 percentage points
and 2.1 percentage points respectively causing the equilibriurn slope of the yield curve to

nse by 8 basis points. However, the lower inflation expectations reduce inflation
premiums by 8 basis points causing equilibrium long-term real interest rates to fa11 by the
sarne amount. The lower inflation translates into a 0.2 percent decline in the pnce of
investment goods. The lower equilibrium interest rates combine with the lower prke of
investment goods to reduce the equilibrium user cost of capital by 0.23 percent, raising
the equilibrium rate of investment and the equilibrium capital stock by 1.16 percent and
1.O percent respectively.

Lower equilibrium interest rates reduce equiiibrium financial assets by 0.3 percent and
contribute to the 0.6 percent decline in equilibrium consumption expenditures. However,
lower equilibrium domestic prices associated with the lower inflation rate offset the effect
of lower interest rates to appreciate the dollar by O. 1 percent and mise net exports by 1.3

percent. The 0.6 percent decline in equilibrium total factor productivity signifies deficient
aggregate demand relative to potential output. The lower aggregate demand reduces
equilibrium output by 0.3 percent but has negligible effect on the equilibrium
1990sjustifies that figure.
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Table 5.2 Medium-Term MacraeconomicEffeds of Inflati~n~edudion'
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U .EQ
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Y .EQ
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Z.EQ

1. The figures in this table are based on the EquiliMum model.

unemployrnent rate." The decline in equilibriurn output and equilibriurn total factor
productivity reduce both the equilibrium relative wage and equilibrium labour income by
0.4 percent contributing further to the 0.6 percent decline in equilibnum consumption

expenditures.
The equilibrium effect of reducïng the inflation target fiom 5 percent to 3 percent is

almost identical to the case where the target is reduced fiorn 7 percent to 5 percent.
Reducing the inflation target nom 3 percent to 1 percent yields larger but qualitatively
similar results as the other two cases.

5.3

How Inflation Reduction Affects Macroeconomic Stability

The literature reviewed in chapter 2 does not show a consensus on the relationship
between the Ievel of inflation and variability of inflation and other key macroeconomic
variables. Table 5.3 contains the standard deviation associated with the simulation results
presented in tables 5.1 and 5.2. It shows how the average standard deviation for selected
variables change as the monetary authority reduces the inflation target fiom 7 percent to 1
percent at two percentage-point intervals. As explained earlier in the chapter, the standard
deviation for each variable refers to the grand standard deviation calculated Erom 100
replications of history. The table normalizes the standard deviation for each variable to be
one when the inflation target is set at 7 percent.
The trend inflation @dot) and consumer-price inflation @cdof) both tend to be a little
more volatile as the inflation target is reduced fkom 7 percent to 5 percent, and fuaher
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The insensitivity of equilibrium unernployrnent rate to the decline in equilibriurn real output accounts for
the relatively large decline in equilibrium total factor productivity-

Table 5.3 Effed of Inflation Redudon on Maawwnomic Stability Based on the Baseline IUodaf1-

Table 5.3A Changes in the StindPrd Deviation of Sdected Disequilibrium V a r i a b
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Table S.3B Changes in the Standard Deviation of Selccted Equilibrium Variables

C .EQ
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1. The standard d a t i o n for each variable is normalized to be one at the 7 paaPt innan'on targtt I

d

2. For each inflation target, the standard deviation for each variable over the period 9 966-92 is further averaged
across the 100 replications to produce a "grand standard deviaüonn.
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down to 3 percent. However, the volatility increases significantly when the target is
reduced further to one percent. This phenomenon is closely linked to the higher forecast
inflation gap at lower inflation targets. The rnodel postulates that agents' expectations
relate linearly to different horizons of actual inflation. This means agents concede no
more credibility to monetary policy in lower inflation regimes than they do in higher
inflation regimes. Moreover, as chapter 3 and earlier sections of this chapter explain, the
model assigns only one-fifth of the total weight in the inflation-expectations process to
the monetary authority's inflation target. Consequently, the monetary authority may have
to react strongly to anticipated infiationary shocks in order to achieve its inflation target,

in particular when the targets are low. A potential effect of this feature of the model is
that inflation forecasts will tend to rise significantly in anticipation of inflationary shocks
and fa11 significantly shortly afier those shocks have matenalized and the desired
monetary policy is in place. Thus, this feature will tend to increase volatility of
inflationary expectations in particular, and of the endogenous model variables in general.
The standard deviation for most variables in the disequilibrium model (table 53A) shows

a similar pattern. Real consumption expenditures, financial assets, real investment

expenditures, and the interest rates show a greater increase in volatility as the inflation
target is reduced. Most of the other variables become only slightly volatile. In general, the
interest rates become more stable as the inflation target falls fkom 5 percent to 3 percent,
but less so when the inflation target falls M e r to 1 percent. A number of variables,

including the capital stock, the real exchange rate and net exports becorne increasingly
stable at lower inflation rates.

Unlike the disequilibrium model, variables in the equilibrium model appear to be
consistently more stable at lower inflation rates. For most of the variables, volatility
begins to fa11 at the 3 percent inflation target. There are a few of them, mainly equilibrium
consumption expenditures, equilibrium net investment expenditures and equilibrium real
output, which become more stable at moderate inflation targets (5 percent and 3 percent)

but m m just as volatile at one percent inflation target as they are at the 7 percent target-

The analysis in this chapter shows that within the range of 1 percent to 7 percent inflation
target, reducing the target reduces real output and raises the unemployment rate because
the same inflation reduction (2 percent) requires progressively tighter rnonetary policy
when the inflation target is already low. These policy-induced macroeconomic effects are
strong in the short run but become very weak in the medium to long run. On the other
hand, the policy appears to improve macroeconomic stability when the inflation targets
are set within the range of 5 percent to 3 percent. However, moving the target lower to the

neighbourhood of 1 percent makes many macroeconornic indicators more volatile in the
short run because monetary policy becomes more aggressive.

The strongest arguments against low-inflation targeting in Canada have been couched in

terms of inflexibility of labour market d y n a m i c ~ Therefore,
.~~
chapter 6 introduces the
assumption of downward nominal wage rigidity into the mode1 in an attempt to
investigate how inflexibility in the labour market influences the conclusions drawn in this
chapter about macroeconomic effect of policy-induced inflation reduction.

See Fortin (1996), for exarnple.

CHAPTER 6
THE MODEL WITH DOWNWARD NOMINAL WACE RIGIDIT'Y
Section 6.1 Channels of Transmission for Downward Nominal Wage Rigidity
At moderate to high inflation rates, businesses can reduce real wages either by fieezing
nominal wages or by allowing nominal wages to grow at a lower rate than the rate of
inflation. However, when inflation is low, substantial reduction in real wages can be
achieved only through nominal wage cuts. If workers oppose nominal wage cuts, or if
ernpIoyers dislike wage cuts because of potential adverse effect on workers' morale, the
lack of avenue for the real wage to adjust downward can cause persistent high
unemployment. Fortin (1996) argues that downward nominal wage rigidity contributed to
Canada's persistent high unemployment rates in the first half of the 1990s.

If nominal wages cannot adjust downward in the event of negative aggregate demand

shocks or negative productivity shocks, labour costs will exceed their market-clearing
levels. The higher labour costs will, on one hand, directly reduce employment, and on the

other hand, raise the rate of inflation and inflationary expectations as businesses pass on
some of the higher costs to consumers The effect on inflation is particularly important if
monetary policy focuses on controlling inflation. In the case where monetary policy seeks
to achieve a pre-set inflation target, the higher inflationary expectations will increase the
forecast inflation gap - the difference between the inflation target and the forecast
inflation (or expected inflation) for hture periods. The size of the inflation gap will be
proportional to the forecast inflation and inversely proportional to the inflation target. As
monetary policy tightens to close the inflation gap, interest rates and the cost of capital
will rke. The higher costs of capital motivate businesses to reduce investment spending,

causing real output and employment to fa11 firther. The output and employment losses
rnay last longer if prolonged decline in investment expenditures reduces long-term growth
in the stock of capital.
Downward nominal wage rigidity may also raise total labour income if the positive

nominal wage effect outweighs the negative employment effectSs6Higher labour income
tends to raise the tax base, relax the fiscal budget constraint, and reduce the persona1
income tax rate. However, the recessionary effects discussed earlier increase net
govemment transfers to the public, which tends to tighten the fiscal constraint and raise
the income tax rate.

The net efXect on disposable income affects consumption

expenditures, aggregate demand and hence real output and employment. Finally, the
higher interest rates may have Iittle net wealth effect as they simultaneously increase
public debt and households' financial assets.

6.2

Empirical Evidence for Downward Nominal Wage Rigidity

John Maynard Keynes (1936) elaborated on the causes and consequences of downward
nominal wage rigidity, and James Tobin (1972) stressed the economic importance of
downward nominal wage rigidity in his 1971 presidential address to the American
Economic Association. However, empirical work on this topic received close attention
lately starting with a study by Akerlof, Dickens and Perry published in 1996. Subsequent
studies have revealed that the number of wage settlements stipulating wage fieezes (zero
wage change) increase appreciably during low-inflation periods which, until the advent of
forma1 inflation targeting by many industrialized countries in the late 1980s, typically
coincided with economic recessions. It seems intuitive that businesses typically chose to
fieeze wages when unfavourable economic conditions made it necessary to cut wages.
Akerlof, Dickens and Peny (1996) analyse the Bureau of Labour Statistics data on union
settlements for US private workers over the penod 1970-94. They note that wage cuts
were common only in the immediate aftermath of the 1981-82 recession when
unemployment peaked above 10 percent, the highest level since the Great Depression. In
1982, 42 percent of new contracts had fieezes and only 2 percent had wage cuts.
The supply-side of the mode1 is based on a Cobb Douglas production function with elasticity of demand
for capital equa10.34 and elasticity of demand for labour equa10.66. Factor substitution effects in the
mode1 is likely to be srnaIl because the elasticity of substitution is unitary, and both labour costs and
investment costs are nsing.
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However, the harsb realities of the 1981-82 period weakened the resistance to wage cuts,
causing 15 percent of al1 wage settlement~in 1983 to decline in the f m t year. Wage
Excluding 1983 fiom the
fkeezes accounted for only 22 percent of al1 wage ~ettlernents.'~
entire sample leaves only 1.7 percent of workers experiencing wage cuts in the first year
of a contract.
Khan (1997) examines data ïrom the US Panel Study of h o m e Dynarnics (PSID) for

evidence of downward nominal wage rigidity.88She estimates that about 9.4 percent of
wage eamers who would have received nominal wage cuts between 1970 and 1988
experienced wage fieezes because of downward nominal wage ~igidity.'~
She concludes
that "wage earners receive nominal wage cuts less frequently than would be expected on
the basis of the distribution of real wage changes." A study by Groshen and Schweitzer
(1996) based on longitudinal data fkom the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
Comrnunity Salary Survey notes that wage changes involve two relative price changes intra-occupational wage change whïch is employer specific, and employer-wide
occupational wage change that affects broady-defined labour markets?' The study
concludes that inflation increases the range of both types of wage adjustments. In
particular, low inflation (less than 4 percent) significantly reduces the range of
occupational wage adjustments, and thereby deprives the economy of the "grease" that
enables it to smoothly adjust to shock~.~'

'' This observation is consistent with Bewiey's recent survey discussed earIier in this chapter, which shows
that both management and workers generally consider wage cut to be necessary only when businesses are
under extrerne duress - for example, when businesses face imminent bankniptcy.
" The PSID is a Iongitudinal database generated by interviewing the same individuals every year. Khan
focussed his study on household heads because the PSïD directly interviews them, and directs its full set of
labour market questions only to them.
89 She infers the distribution of percentage wage change in low-inflation periods fiom the distribution in
high-inflation periods under the assumption that the notional distribution of percentage wage change
around its median is invariant to the Ievel of inflation.
90 They argue that employer-specific wage adjustments are distortionary because they reflect intra-market
variations in the speed of wage adjustments ta inflation and forecasting errors. On the other hand,
occupational wage changes include a higher concentration of inter-market relative price adjustments which
facilitate normal adjustment of the labour market to structural changes.
'' Groshen and Schweitzer assurned 1.5 percent productivity growth. Their data cover the period 19571992, and are drawn fiom the cities of Cleveland, Cincinnati and Pittsburgh.

Recent research based on Canadian data reveal labour-market characteristics that Tobin
(1972), Akerlof et-al (1996) and others associate with downward nominal wage ngidity.

In a study based on large Canadian wage settlements that do not include cost of living
adjusmient clauses (non-COLA wage setîlements), Fortin (1996) observes significmt
differences in the distribution of wage changes between penods of low inflation and
periods of moderate or high inflation?' Over the penod 1986-1988 when the rate of
inflation averaged 4.2 percent, the median wage change among the recorded 1,230 large
Canadian non-COLA wage settlements was about 4 percent. Only 12 percent of
settlernents involved wage fkeezes. These figures contrast sharply with the period 199294 when 47 percent of the 1,149 large non-COLA wage settlements involved wage

fieezes. Inflation averaged 1.2 percent during this period, and the median wage change
for the 1,149 settlements was around zero?)
Crawford and Hanison (1997) re-examine the Canadian microdata on wage settlements
between 1978-96. They confirm earlier observation by Fortin (1996) that wage fieezes
are more Fequent during low-inflation penods. However, they caution that this

observation may not necessariiy reflect downward nominal wage rigidity. They argue that
small menu costs and uncertainty about inflation c m substantially increase the density of
nominal wage change at zero. They categorize wage fieezes based on the lifetime, thefisr
year and the year-over-year wage-change definitions.'

They argue that the first-year

definition does not adequately measure the overall wage growth in any given year
because sorne rnuiti-year contracts front-load wage fieezes while others defer them to
latter years. Their estimates based on the hazard fhction shows that the lifetime
The wage settlements data measure the percentage change in the base wage rate in union agreements for
bargaining units with at Least 500 employees. The base wage is defmed as the wage rate for the lowest-paid
job category containing a significant number of employees. Crawford and Harrison (1997) note that the
data coverage in recent years is approximately 55 percent of unionized ernployees and 20 percent of al1
paid non-agrïcultural empioyment in Canada. It includes only about 10 percent of paid employees in the
private, non-agricultural sector.
93 Over this perïod (1992-94), 47 percent of the settlements involved wage increases and only 6 percent
involved wage cuts.
9J The first year definition of wage fieeze considers only contracts with zero wage change in the fmt year,
even if there are wage changes in later y e m of the contract. The year-over-year definition considers al1
existing contracts, including new ones, that stipulate zero wage change in the year in question. The lifetime
9'

definition of wage change produces no spike at zero.
The study also distinguishes between private-sector and public-sector wage settlements. It
shows that during the fmt part of the 1990s, the public sector fioze wages more
f?equently than the private sector under a11 three definitions of wage fieezes. The authors
attribute this difference between private sector and public sector wage settlements to the
large number of wage restraint prograrns in the public sector. In general, the study
suggests that Fortin's (1996) analysis based on the first-year definition of wage change
overstates the importance of wage fieezes in the base wage settlements data, and
incorrectIy attributes the phenornenon to downward nominal wage rigidity.
Simpson, Cameron and Hum (1998) extend Fortin's analysis on Canadian base wage
settlements to address some of the issues raised in Crawford and Harrison (1997). They
categorize the base wage settlernent data into union- and non-union settlements, and
private- and public-sector settlements, and apply thefirst-year and lifetime definitions for
wage change to each category. They also analyze two other sources of Canadian
microdata - the 1989-90 Labour Market Activity Survey (LMAS)longitudinal file and
the 1993 Survey of Labour and income Dynamics (SLID). The LMAS and SLID data
include workers fiom both large and small employers, unionized and non-unionized. The
authors confimi earlier obsexvation by Fortin and others that the distribution of
percentage base wage change is approxirnately normally distrïbuted in periods of
moderate to high inflation (1978-81, 1987-90) but truncated by a noticeabIe spike at zero
percent in low-inflation penods (1983-86, 1993-95). The private sector as weII as the
pooled sarnple including both private and public sectors showed a remarkable spike at
zero percent under both first-year and lifetime base wage change dehitions. The LMAS
and SLID data produced similar, though less dramatic, r e s u l t ~ . ~ ~

Fortin (1996) argues that downward nominal wage rigidity played an important role in
-

-

-

- -

definition of wage fieeze considers only contracts with an average annual wage change of zero percent.
95 The authors attribute the more diffuse spike at zero in the LMAS and S L D data to the "noisy nature of

Canada's experience with persistent high unemployment throughout the fiat half of the
1990s. In his view, the inflation-unemployrnent figures confomed to conventional
predictions during the period 1990-92, but deviated considerably in the four years that
foliowed. In his words, "Previous accounts of the trade-off between inflation and

unemployment in Canada held it that in a calm suppiy environment the annual inflation
rate would continue to full 1 percentage point per 2 point-years of excess unemployment
above the NAIRW. ...The q e r i e n c e of 1990-92 initially conjirmed this thumb rule:
inflation fell by 3.5 points from 5.0 to 1.5 per cent), while cumulative excess
unemployment above 7.5per cent amounted to 7.3 point-years. Over the period 1993 to
1996. with unemployment averagïng 10.2 percent, the same Phillips-curve assumptions

would have predicred a further decline of 5.5 points in inflation, to a deflation rate of 4
per cent. The puzzle is: why has this decrease not happened?" Fortin (1996, p. 778). In

his view, this observation about the Canadian Phillips curve resembles Tobin's (1972)
and Akerlof, Dickens and Perry's (1996) description of the effects of downward nominal

wage rigidity based on U S data.

Recent studies have suggested a number of conjectures to explain the Canadian Phillips

curve. Rose (1988), and Fortin (1989) suggest that changes to the unernployment
insurance act, increase in payroll taxes, higher employment costs due to union power, and
other developments during the 1980s may have raised the non-accelerating inflation rate
of unemployrnent (NAIRU) between the 1980s and 1 9 9 0 s . ~Fortin(l991), Poloz and
Wilkinson( l992), and Jones(1995) suggest that persistent actual unemployment may
have exerted diminishing effect on inflation over time (Le. unemployrnent hysteresis).
Rickettes and Rose(I995), and

Fillion and Leonard(l997) argue that changes in

monetary policy strategy between the 1980s and 1990s may have changed the process by
which agents form expectations about inflation and other relevant variables. Finally, the
observation by Fortin(1996), Simpson, Cameron and Hum(1998), and Crawford and
Harrison ( 1997) that wage Settlements have different dynarnics in moderate- and highmicrodata, and the less precise measure of pay change."
Fortin estimates that the NAlRU may have increased from 7.5 percent to over 9 percent during this
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inflation penods than in low-inflation penods suggests that downward nominal wage
rigidity may have shaped the Canadian output-inflation nexus in an important way.
Fortin (1997) uses a nested model to test for the above conjectures about the nature of the
long-run unemployment-infiation relationship in Canada, and finds support for only two

-

a structural break for the period 1974-91, and nominal wage and price rigidities. The
long-mn Phillips cwve estimated afier introducing these restrictions had a slope of -1 -72
percentage points when average nominal wage growth is above 4.0 percent, but only

-

0.67 percent when average nominal wage growth is below 4.0 percent. That is, the long-

run Phillips curve becomes flatter at iow inflation rates, so that each percentage-point
permanent reduction in inflation requires a pemanently higher unemployrnent rate.
Section 6.3 reviews the theoretical literature on downward nominal wage rigidity to put
the empirical data discussed in this chapter into perspective. Section 6.4 incorporates the
downward nominal wage rigidity assumption into the model discussed in chapters 3 to 5.

6.3

Sources of Downward Nominal Wage Rigidity: Review of the Theories

Proponents of the naturaI rate theory assume that real wages flexibly adjust to equilibrate
the labour market, allowing the unemployment rate to gravitate towards the natural rate in
the long mn. According to this theory, the level of aggregate expenditures determines the
wage- and pnce inflation consistent with the long-run equilibrium of the economy, and

does not influence that eq~ilibnurn.~'
Consequently, the rate of inflation cannot influence

long-run equilibrium levels of employment and output.
In the GeneraI Theory of Employmeni, Money and Interest, Keynes suggested a number
of reasons why these neoclassical labour-market assumptions are unrealistic. First,
period.
Classical econornic theory associated full-employment equilibrium with constant nominal wage growth.
New-Classical econornists characterize fiill-employment equilibrium with nomina1 wages growing at the
rate of productivity gain plus (expected) price inflation.
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workers care about relative wages more than absolute wages. Therefore any change in
nominal wages that alters relative wages will impact labour supply, Second, wage
contracts are bargained in monetary texms and fixed for finite periods of time, making it
impossible to cut nominal wages in decentralized, unregulated labour markets without
impacting relative wages? Third, nominal wage cut is unpopular because workers resist
it, and employers wony about potential adverse effect on morale and productivity.
Economists writing in the Keynesian tradition have expanded the sources of downward
nominal wage rigidity to include the effects of implicit contracts, interdependence
between productivity and wages, monopoly unions, and adjustment costs.

6.3.1

The Implicit Contract Theory

Ths implicit contract theory attempts to denve wage rigidity as the natural outcome of
rational profit and welfare maximization. Implicit contracts are informa1 agreements
between employers and workers regarding the terms of employment. According to Tobin
(19721, wages and salary rates are insensitive to labour-market slackness partly because

"the employer makes some expiicit or implicit commitments in putting a worker on the
payroll in the first place?9

The empioyee expects that his wages and t e m of

employment will steadily improve, certainly never retrogress. ... He Rxpects such
comrnitments in return for his own investments in the job; arrangements for residence,
transportation, and personal Zre involve set-up costs which wiZl be wasted f t h e job turns
Sour- .,.There is not even an auction where workers and employers unbound by em'sting
relationships and comrnitments meet and determine a market-clearing wage. ...[Rather,]

Wage rates for existing employees set the standardsfor n a v employees. "

Tobin verbally descnbes a mode1 that assumes a heterogeneous labour market with non-
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On the contrary, a general rise in pnces resulting from an increase in aggregate demand, for exarnple,

causes less distortions because it universally reduces real wages. Thus, the preference for price inflation

over nominal wage cuts is based on efficiency and not on money illusion.
In Tobin's view, monopoIy power in large corporations and unions constitute another source o f
downward nominal wage rigidity.
99

linear relationship between money wage change and excess demand

-

unemployment

retards money wages less than job vacancies accelerate them. The mode1 assumes
downward nominal wage ngidity by stipulating that wage change in each market bas a
non-negative noor that is invariant to the amount of excess supply. Demand shifis
between heterogeneous labour markets cause some markets (not always the sarne ones) to
be constrained by the floor. Businesses in constrained markets reduce employment and
output. In general, the frequency of markets facing floor consmints varies inversely with
the levels of aggregate demand and inflation.
Baily (1974), Gordon (1974), and Azeriadis (1975) formalize the implicit contract theory,
and Harris and Holmstrom (1982), and Holmstrom (1983) M e r develop and extend it.

Models based on the implicit contract theory have evolved along two closely related
lines. The first, and formally more elegant, strand assume that employers and employees
differ in terms of their attitude towards risk. The second strand is based on minimizing
employee turnover costs. The ri&-preference models assume that workers are nsk averse
and want to minirnize income fluctuations as the fimi encounters different phases of the

business cycle. Workers prefer a guaranteed income based on a contract that combines a
' ~an equivalent expected income based on a contract that
lower wage and job ~ e c u r i t yto
combines a higher wage in high-demand penods and a lower wage (possibly layoffs) in
low-demand periods. Businesses, on the other hand, are risk neutral; they are indifferent
between offenng either the risky contract or its certainty eq~ivalent.'~'
The turnover cost

modeis ernphasize costs to employers of voluntary employee turnover. These costs
include search costs, screening expenses and investment in training. To avoid these costs,
the employer offers employees "fairy' treatment by providing attractive long-terrn
contracts in exchange for long-term cornmitment fkorn workers.'02

When layoffs are inevitable (as in the case of declining industries), the contract provides for enough
severance pay to leave workers as well off at the time o f layoff as they would be if they had kept their jobs.
'O' Businesses take more risks on income fluctuations than workers because entrepreneurs typically own
more capital than workers, and can diversify better to reduce total nsks. Moreover, entrepreneurship by
itself, signifies a risk-taking attitude,
'O' Mitchell (1986, p. 56). Okun (198lchp. 2 and 3), provide a good exposition o f this class of models.

Models based on the implicit contract theory pmdict downward nominal wage rigidity
only when contracts are set in nominal terrns. When contracts are set in real terms to
protect purchasing power of workers, the models predict real wage rigidity; not nominal
wage rigidity. The impIicit contract theory also predicts unrealistic empioyrnent cycles
because large severance payments cause businesses to hesitate laying off workers during
recessions than during booms when jobs are easier to find. Consequently, the theory
understates cyclical fluctuations in ~nernployment.~"Bewley's (1999) survey of a
number of U.S. businesses shows that employers find the assumptions of the implicit
contract theory to be "too vague". For example, talks about mutual insurance agreements
rnay raise difficuIt issues and draw attention to the possibilities that the firm might need
to lay off workers.

6.3.2

The EffSciency-wage Theory

The efficiency-wage theory assumes that wage levels affect morale: Workers offer extra

effort either out of gratitude for generous pay or as a means to protect their well-paid
jobs. Major contributors to this theory include Solow (1979), Akerlof (l982), Akerlof and
Yellen (1988, 1990) and Sumrners (1988). According to this theory, workers' marginal
productivity depends not only on persona1 characteristics, skills, and technology, but also
on the wage they are paid relative to what they consider to be a "fair wage".lW Models
based on the efficiency-wage theory emphasize moral hazard. As an alternative to costly
or technically difficult supervision, employers may pay wage premiums to prevent
shirking by workers. The wage premium discourages shirking by making it costly for the
worker to lose the job. In general, the perceived "fair wage" varies with the degree of
dackness in the labour market. However, the staggered nature of wage contracts in the
macro economy will typically cause an employer's wage to deviate fiom the perceived
'O3 Attempts to address these problerns, such as the introduction of asymmetric information between
workers and ernployers, typically lead to more complex models and Iess realistic assumptions. Major
contributions in this area include Grossman and Hart (1981, 1983), Green and Khan (1983) and Cooper
(1983).
Arnong other factors, the "fair wage" depends on the pay other workers receive at the same f m and at
other firrns, on past pay, and on general labour-market conditions.

"fair wage" if that employer cuts its nominal wage. Consequently, individual employm
will be reluctant to cut wages, even in penods of falling dernandResults fiom most of the recent surveys show that the efficiency-wage theory explains
downward nominal wage ngidity better than most of the competing theones. For
example, Bewley and Brainard (1993) discovered that businesses did not fiequently cut
pay when sales declined because of potential adverse effect on morale. Campbell and
Kamlani (1995) concludes that businesses are reluctant to cut wages during recessions
because they are af?aid to lose their most productive workers "who, presumably, were
receiving lower wages relative to productivity than theû coworkers". Kahneman, Knetsch
and Thaler (1986), and more recently Bewley (1999) reach similar conclusions. A notable

departure fiom the predictions of the efficiency-wage theory, however, is the observation
by most of these surveys that businesses invariably cut wages when faced with weak
demand for two years or longer.

6.3.3

The Adjustment Cost mode1

Menu cost theory, originally developed to explain sluggish product price adjustment,los
has been extended to explain downward nominal wage ngidity.'O6 The theory attributes

downward nominal wage rigidity to the cost of changing wages. If fixms' profits are
srnooth functions of the wage rate, small deviations fkom the optimal wage will have little
effect on profits. Even if the cost of adjustment is small, businesses may overlook minor
deviations fkom the optimal wage until relatively large wage adjustments are necessary.
The adjustment cost theory is intuitively appealing because wage adjustments could be
costly when they involve negotiating new wage contracts. However, Bewley (1999) notes
in his survey of U.S firms that of al1 the businesses he studied, "no manager ... ever said

that administrative or negotiation costs interfered with pay cutting".

'O5
'O6

See Mankiw (1985)-and Akerlof and Yellen (1985).
Blanchard and Kiyotaki (1987),Aker!of and Yellen (1985b),Fischer (1977)-and Taylor (1979,1990).

6.3.4

The Monopoly Union Models

The Monopoly union theory attributes downward nominal wage ngidity to the bargaining
power of large labour unions that represent workers' interests in contract negotiations.
The monopoly union theory generdly assumes that unions choose the wage they want for
their members, and accept the employment level consistent with the h ' s labour demand
schedule based on that wage.lo7 Tobin (1972, p. 14) attributes pst-war wage and pnce
increases in the face of mass unemployrnent to emerging labour unions who, under the
protection of new federal legislation, changed their objectives in favor of wages at the
expense of employment. Akerlof, Dickens and Perry (1996) constmct and calibrate a
wage mode1 that determine the relative bargaining power of unions and employers based

on the degree of slackness in the labour market, the level of demand for fms' products,
the value of workers' leisure time, and the average (occupational) wage in the labour
market.'''

The monopoly union theory is limited by the fact that rational union leaders may not

narrowly focus on preventing wage cuts and neglect employment nsks (layoffs) for some
current members.'" To address these issues, researchers have extended the theory to
include a class of models that feature seniority rights and insider-outsider relationships.
The seniority rights models assumes that unions are controlled by members with highest
seniority, whose jobs are so well protected by seniority privileges that they do not feel
threatened by layoffs except in very acute low-demand situations."' The insider-outsider
models focus on how potential competition from unemployed workers aEects the wage
rate."'

-- -

See Reynolds (198 1). Han (1982) and McDonald and Solow (1985)Firm's in the mode1 operate in monopolistic competitive markets and face heterogenous demand and
supply shocks. The mode1 assumes downward nominal wage rigidity based on an autoregressive scheme,
and allows f i m s to pay the notionai wage less a factor of the negative demand shock only if a f m
expenences two consecutive losses.
'O9 See for example, Hahn (1978) and Negishi (1979).
' ' O See Shister (1943) and Oswald (1986).
'O'

'O8

Bewley (1999) notes that the monopoly union theory involves a number of unrealistic
assumptions. First, they attribute too much power to unions by assurning that unions
uniiaterally set the wage rate. As Mitchell (1972) notes, union leaders face formidable
employer bargaining power in detemuiing the wage rate. Second, the theory applies to a
small h c t i o n of the labour force because only a few U S and Canadian f i m s are
unionized. Third, opposition to pay cuts does not necessary come fiom union leaders or
the work force. Earlier discussion in this chapter shows that employers have Iittle
incentive to cut wages because of potential adverse effect on workers' morale and
productivity.

6.4

Do Existing Theoretical Models Adequately Explain Downward Nominal
Wage Rigidity?

Bewley's survey of US. frms (published in 1999) notes that neither workers nor
employers desire to cut wages during reces~ions."~ In 69% of the businesses he
surveyed, management thought cuttïng the pay of existing employees would prompt
reactions that could cost the firm more money than the pay cut would Save. Employers in
42% of the businesses thought pay cuts would hurt productivity. Forty-one percent

thought pay cuts would increase turnover. Other reasons employers would not cut wages
include f i a . of sabotage, resistance fiom unions, increased uionization,

and

unwillingness of managers to cut their own pay. However, no more than 5 percent of al1
employers interviewed cited these reasons as major concerns. Bewley concludes that the
only reasonable theory of downward nominal wage ngidity is one based on the adversely
affect of wage cuts on workers' morale and prod~ctivity."~

"' See Lindbeck and Snower (1988a, b), and Layard, Nickel1 and Jackman (199 1).
'" Bewley (1999) surveyed a number ofbusinesses in the United States between 1992 and 1994 to
determine why wages do not fa11 during recessions. He interviewed the leaders o f 13 ternporary labour
businesses, 235 active non-labour businesses, and 4 failed businesses. His sample of businesses were
mostly frorn Connecticut and a few other States on the eastem Coast o f the United States.
' 1 3 Bewley (1999, p.423).

Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler (1986) surveyed households fiom the Toronto and

Vancouver rnetropolitan areas to determine public perception about faimess on a number
of hypothetical business pncing, wage setting and other human resource management
decisions. The study shows that most people think wage cuts are uafair except in extreme
cases where businesses face imminent bankniptcy. The study also revealed some
evidence of money illusion. Respondents were more hostile to nominal wage cuts than
equivalent reduction in real wage caused by higher inflation.'I4 The authors conclude that
wsges tend to be relatively insensitive to excess supply in the labour market because
businesses are reluctant to exploit short-term fluctuations of demand for fear of being
perceived by workers as unfair."'
The empirical data show that individual theories explain only a limited aspect of the
complex mechanisms associated with downward nominal wage rigidity. Moreover, some
theories make unrealistic assumptions while others logically lead to unrealistic
predictions. The lack of a comprehensive and coherent theory to explain downward
nominal wage rigidity has led an increasing number of empirical researchers to directly
estimate the probability distribution of nominal wage change. However, the censored
nature of this distribution dwing low-inflation periods requires that any empirical
evaluation of downward nominal wage rigidity be based on some counterfactual
distribution of nominal wage change. The simplest approach is to use the shape of the
observed distribution in years of relatively high inflation as proxy for Iow-inflation
periods.lt6However, this approach has limitations because it does not allow the shape of
the distribution to change over time. Card and Hyslop(1996) address this problem by

assurning a syrnmetric distribution about the median wage change and allowing the entire
distribution to change over time in response to changes in the rate of inflation. Simpson,
Cameron and Hum (1999) allows for heteroscedasticity in its censored regression mode1

"'Sixty-two percent considered it unfair for a Company making a small profit to cut wages by 7 percent if
inflation were zero. On the other hand, only 22 percent o f respondents thought a five-percent increase in
nominal wages would be unfair if inflation is at 12 percent.
" 5 In their view, differences in pay, both within and among occupations, is insufficient to eliminate the
excess demand for individuals considered most valuable, and the excess supply of those considered most
dispensable-

of wages on unemployment and inflation, which allows the shape o f the wage distribution
to change over tirne. However, the statistical tests generally rejected heteroscedasticity in
the wage Settlements data up to 1995.

Donald, Green and Paarsch(l995), Green and Paarsch(l996), and Crawford and
Hamson(1997) estimate the notional distribution of nominal wage change using the
hazard function. The hazard function is the conditional probability of observing a nominal

wage change within any specified interval. Two important characteristics make the hazard
function useful in specimng the notional probability distribution of nominal wage
change. First, it allows covariates to be introduced into the estimation, thereby making the

entire density for nominal wage change respond to changes in the relevant economic

variables. Secondly, the hazard function is a transformation of the density fûnction and
therefore allows the latter to be recovered fiom standard estimation of the hazard
function.

The thesis adopts the method that estimates the notional distribution for percentage

nominal wage change. However, unlike other studies that use the hazard h c t i o n to
incorporate covariates into the distribution, the thesis bases the distribution of the
nominal wage change on the normal density function and incorporates covariates by
integrating the wage model into the larger macroeconomic model. This approach allows
the entire density to respond to dynarnics in the relevant variables fkom the rest of the

model.

Based on ernpirical studies discussed earlier in this chapter, the thesis does not investigate
whether nominal wages are downwardly rigid in Canada. Rather, it assumes recent
studies have adequately established the existence of the phenomenon. The rest of the
chapter proceeds to study how this phenornenon affects real output and employment at
different inflation target levels- In the rest of the thesis, the BaseZine Model refers to the
version of the model that does not include the downward nominal wage cigidity
"6

Khan (1997), for example.
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assumption'", and the Downward nominal wage rigr'dity Model refers to the version that
incorporates the downward nominal wage rigidity assumption.

Incorporating the Downward nominal wage rigidity Assumption into the

6.5

Model
In the baseline model, households supply labour elastically."' Therefore, the marginal
revenue product of labour determines the equilibrium nominal wage rate. As the model

adjusts to shocks and other sources of dynarnics in the short-ru, the short-run
(disequilibrium) nominal wage responds symmeaically to changes in product prices and
labour productivity. This section introduces downward nominal wage rigidity into the
model by partially reversing any potential short-term decline in nominal wages.
Specifically, the model calculates an index for downward nominal wage rigidity pressure
(nrpl) for each period 1, and adjusts the short-nui (disequilibrium) relative wage equation

accordingly. Equation (6.1)-(6.5) model the downward nominal wage rigidity assumption
based on the normal density function. The subsequent paragraphs define the variables and
explain each equation in detail.

avgwch!= ioo *(w,- w,_,)/w,-,+pdotI+qdotI
nrp
W ,=

=

w cf:*w

,-,1100

w . e q , + h , ( - )w+a d j r - n r p ,

Equation (6.1) states the assumption that the percentage nominal wage change (wch) is
normally distributed with mean avgwch and standard deviation ~ s d . "Equation
~
(6.2)

' " The mode1 discussed in chapters 3 and 4, and simulated in chapter 5.
'19

This is tme for both the equilibrium mode! and the disequilibrium model.
Empirical research discussed eartier in this chapter shows that the historical data on base-rate settlements

caIculates the mean percentage wage change (avgwch) based on the model's solution for
aggregate percentage nominal wage change. W represents the relative wage in the
disequilibrium model, pdot is the rate of inflation in the factor-cost price (Le. trend
inflation), and qdot is the growth rate of labour productivity, The model solves for pdot
endogenously but sets qdot exogenously to 1.3 percent.lM The model exogenously set wsd
to 4.3 5 percent based on earlier empirical work discussed in this chapter.
Equation (6.3) calculates the average (probability-weighted) nominal wage cut (wcte) in
percentage points that would occur each period based on equations (6.1) and (6.2).
Pr(wchit) is the probability that a nominal wage change of magnitude wchi occurs in

penod t. The relevant range of wage cuts, [m. O], is detemined outside the mode1 usïng
the normal density fûnction with standard deviation 4.35 and values of avgwch tiom -20

to 20."' Appendix 6 explains how this range was detemined. Equation (6.4) uses the
expected value of nominal wage cut (wcCe) from equation (6.3) to calculate the downward
nominal wage rigidity index (nrp). The downward nominal wage rigidity index nrp is the
expected value of nominal wage cuts expressed in the same units as the model's relative
wage. It represents the counterfactual cyclicaI average wage cut. Nrp cannot exceed zero
because wcte is based on only nominal wage cuts (or negative nominal wage changes).
Equation (6.5) summarizes the disequilibnum model's relative wage equation modified to
include the downward nominal wage rigidity assumption. The disequilibriurn relative
wage in each period (wt)depends on four factors: w.eq, h(.), wadj and nrp. W.eq is the
relative wage from the equilibrium model; h(.) represents responses of the disequilibnum
relative wage to fluctuations in other variables based on structural relationships in the

is approximately normally distributed in penods of moderate to high inflation. For example Simpson,
Cameron and Hurn(1998) show that during the period 1978-198 1 when the rate of inflation averaged 10
percent, the distribution of percentage changes in base-rate settlements was approximately normally
distnbuted with a mean of 9.94 percent and a standard deviation of 4.35 percent,
' ' O Chapter 3 defines and explains pdot in detail. CPAM sets the annual growth rate of labour productivity
to 1.3 percent.
The percentage change in the base wage rate shown in most of the empiricaI studies quoted in this paper

'"

Fig. 6.2: Detexministic Solution for Variables in the Downward Nominai Wage Rigidity Modtl

The Downwrrd Nominal Wago RlgIdlty Index (Nrp), the W8go Rate Und8r Downwrrd
Nominal Wago Regldlty (W-nrp) and the BasaIlne Nominal Wage Rat. (W-bsl)

fa within this range.

model; wadj represents changes in the disequilibrium relative wage that result fiom
attempt by workers to catch up with curent and expected fbture inflation, and by
businesses to adjust to changes in product price and labour productivity. Nrp is the
downward nominal wage ngidity index calculated fiom equation (6.4). Fig. 6.2 charts the
model's deterministic solution for the downward nominal wage rigidity variables defmed
in equations (6.2-6.5) when the d a t i o n target is set at 4 percent, and compares the wage
rate under the downward nominal wage rigidity assurnption (W-nrp) with its counterpart
in the baseline mode1 (W-bsl).

6.6

Short-Term Macroeconomic Effects of Inflation Reduction, with and without
the Downward Nominal Wage Rigidity Assumption

This section compares results fiorn stochastic simulations based on versions of the model,
with and without the downward nominal wage rigidity assurnption. Each version of the
rnodel is simulated for four inflation targets - one percent, three percent, five percent and

seven percent. The simulation at each inflation target involves 100 replications of history
over the period 1960-95. The model simulates different shocks for each of the 100

replications. It also simulates different shocks for each period within a replication.
However, it repeats the same set of shocks for al1 the four inflation targets in each version
of the model. Therefore diEerences in the solution at each inflation target exclusively
reflect the effect of the downward nominal wage ngidity assurnption.

For each inflation target, the average and standard deviation for the period 1966-92 are
fürther averaged over the 100 replications to produce a 'grand average' and a "grand
standard deviation" for each model variable.'" In subsequent discussion, the values and

standard deviation for each variable refer to these grand averages and grand standard
deviations respectively.

"'See foomote no. 9.

Table 6.1 HOW THE NOMINAL WAGE INDM AFFECTS THE DlSEQUlUBRlUM RELATIVE WAGE AND THE
DISEQUIL18RIUM WAGE GAP (W,W.EQ)

Nominal Wage Rigidity Modd

Baseiint Modd
INFLATION TARGET

7%

5%

3%

1%

7%

5%

3%

1%

PDOT (%)

6.93

5.14

3.21

1.26

7.21

5-20

3.26

1.32

AVGWCH

WCT"
NRP

N R P index (7% = 1.0)-

DISEQUILJl3Rnrm
W-4GE GAP

0.001 -0.921 -1.981 -3.896

1.207 0.764 0.388 -0.249

7-137 5.371 3.545 1.704

7.270 5.569 3-792 2.017

FORECAST INFLATION GAP 0.137 0.371 0.545 0.704

0.270 0.569 0.792 1.017

PCDOTE (%)

+ Normalized to be one when the innaamtarget is set at 7 perccnl.
1. The diseqydibrium wage gap is the paremas -011
of the distqnilibri~m~ ~ u W
~ aC
ge
kom its equdïbrium cornerpart ( ~ e .lOO*(w/w.eq-1)).
2. The forecm inflation gap is the differenct between the twû-ycar abead expened inflatim in thc
consunier pnce index (pcdote) and the inflation Urgtt (PdoQar).

Table 6.1 compares the relative wage at different inflation targets, with and without the
downward nominal wage rigidity assurnption. W is the short-term (disequilibrium)
relative wage and w-eqis the medium- to long-tem (equilibrium) relative wage. Wgap is
the disequilibriurn relative wage gap; it is the percentage excess disequilibrium relative

wage (Le. lOO*(w/w.eq-1)).
The two models differ in at least three important ways with respect to the disequilibrium

relative wage. First, the downward nominal wage rigidity model produces higher shortterrn relative wage than the baseline model at al1 four inflation targets. The downward
nominal wage rigidity assumption involves adding the negative of the downward nominal
wage rigidity index, nrp, to the disequilibrium relative wage equation to produce the
counterfactual disequilibrium relative wage. Since nrp is negative at al1 four inflation
targets, the disequilibrium relative wage under the downward nominal wage rigidity
assumption is higher than its counterpart fiom the baseline model. When the inflation
target is set at 7 percent, the downward nominal wage ngldity mode1 produces a
disequilibriurn relative wage of 0.63; the corresponding figure from the baseline model is
0.62. When the inflation target is reduced to one percent, the disequilibrium relative wage

falls to 0.6 1 and 0.59 respectively for the two models.
Second, the disequilibrium relative wage gap is generally higher at bigh inflation targets,
and falls as the inflation target declines. Thus, the disequilibrium relative wage falls as
the inflation target declines. As section 6.1 explains, high inflation produces an avenue
for the relative wage to adjust automatically. However, such automatic adjustment is
limited at low inflation rates, and businesses tend to resort to nominal wage cuts to reduce
the relative wage. The baseline model produces non-positive relative wage gaps for al1
but one of the inflation targets. When the inflation target is set at 7 percent, the gap is
zero, which means the disequilibriurn relative wage coincides with the equilibrium
relative wage. When the inflation target is set at one percent, the gap falls to negative 3.9
percent, which means the disequilibrium relative wage is approximately 4 percent below

the equilibnum relative wage. The downward nominal wage rigidity model produces
positive relative wage gap for inflation targets 3 percent and higher. At 7 percent infiation
target, the disequilibrium relative wage is 1.2 percent higher than the equilibriurn relative
wage. When the inflation target is reduced to one percent, the disequilibriurn relative
wage falls 0.3 percent below the equilibrium relative wage.

Third, the downward nominal wage rigidity model produces higher disequilibriurn
relative wage gaps at al1 four inflation targets. However, the baseline model and the
downward nominal wage rigidity model produce identical equilibrium relative wage at
each inflation target since the downward nominal wage rigidity assumption does not
directly affect the equilibrium relative wage. Therefore, the differences between the
disequilibrium relative wage gap fiom the two models exclusively reflect differences in
the disequilibrium relative wage. Thus, the higher disequilibrium relative wage in the
downward nominal wage rigidity model translates into higher disequilibriwn relative
wage gap at al1 four inflation targets.

Finally, the downward nominal wage rigidity model to produce higher forecast inflation
gap than the baseline mode1 at al1 inflation target levels. This outcome results directly
from the fact that the relative wage in the downward nominal wage rigidity model is

sticky downward and tends to exceed the relative wage in the baseline model at inflation
target levels studied. As chapter 5 explains, monetary policy reacts proportionately to the
two-year forecast inflation gap. Therefore, monetary policy will tend to respond more

vigorously in the case of downward nominal wage rigidity than in the baseline model at

al1 inflation Ievels. Besides, as obsemed in chapter 5 with the baseline model, the forecast
inflation gap in the downward nominal wage rigidity model rises as the inflation target
falls. Consequently, monetary policy will react more vigorously at lower inflation targets
than at higher inflation targets.

These four observations set the downward nominal wage rigidity model up to produce
larger macroeconomic effects fiom inflation reduction than the baseline model,

particularly at low inflation targets. The rest of section 6.3 and section 6.4 discuss how
the differences in the disequilibrium relative wage and the disequilibrium relative wage

gap due to the downward nominal wage rigidity assumption ultimately affect key

rnacroeconomic variables at different inflation targets. As in tables 6.1 and 6.2, the
figures in table 6.3 represent the grand averages described in the fmt two paragraphs of
section 6.3. The model assumes that each inflation regime is permanent. Therefore table
6.3 estimates the average effect of inflation reduction over the period 1966-92. The thesis

describes changes in the disequilibrium model as short-tenn in nature, and changes in the
equilibnum mode1 as medium- to long-tenn in nature.

6.6.1

Effect of Downward nominal wage rigidity Assumption when Inflation

Target

is Reduced from 7 Percent to Five Percent
Table 6.2 shows that when the inflation target is reduced fiom 7 percent to 5 percent,

inflation expectations fa11 fiom 7.1 percent to 5.4 percent in the baseline model, and fiorn
7.3 percent to 5.6 percent in the downward nominal wage ngidity model. Although the

lower inflation target causes inflationary expectations to fall, it nevertheless, raises the
forecast inflation gap due to imperfect policy credibility and structural rigidities,
including downward nominal wage rigidity in the case of the downward nominal wage
ngidity model.'" The extent to which the inflation level affects the forecast inflation gap
depends on how strong the inflation target influences agents' inflation expectations. This
in tum depends on how agents perceive the policy to be credible and the extent to which

structural rigidities impede smooth adjusmient of relative prices. The expectations
formation process in the model assigns about 20 percent weight to the inflation target.Iz4

"'

The forecast inflation gap is the amount in percentage points by which expected inflation exceeds the
inflation target.
12' The small weight on the inflation target in the inflation expectations equation reflects a bias against
policy credibility. Such a bias is expected to characterize the first few years following the introduction of
low inflation targets. It also reflects the fact that the thesis focuses more on the costs than the benefits of
inflation reduction. In CPAM, the inflation target receives a weight of 10 percent in agents expectations
formation.

Table 6.2 Short-Tem Macroewnomic Effeds of Inflation Redudion, with and without the Downward Nominal

Wage Rigidity Assurnption

Baseiine Modei

Nominal Wage Rigidity Model

C
FA

GB
GTR

mv
K

NETX
NFA

Mu'
PCDOTE'

PDOTEc
PCDOT'
PDOT'

R
RL

RN
RNL

E L

TD
TFP

u
w
Y

YD
YLAB

z
Expected inflation (pcdote), inflation in the producsr pnce index (pdot) and inflation in the consumer pria
index (pcdot) measure deviations in percentage points ftom the inflation target.
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Table 6.2 shows that the lower inflation target reduces the disequilibrium relative wage
by 1.3 percent in the baseline model and by 0-8 percent in the downward nominal wage

rigidity model. It also reduces the disequilibrium relative wage gap fiom zero to 4 . 9
percent in the baseline model, and fiom 1.2 percent to 0.76 percent in the downward
nominal wage rigidity model. The higher relative wage and relative wage gap in the
downward nominal wage rigidity model contribute to the higher inflationary pressures
and thereby raise the forecast inflation gap M e r . On the other hand, the negative

relative wage gap in the baseline mode1 reduces pressure on the forecast inflation gap.
The net effect of these forces creates a forecast inflation gap of 0.4 percent in the baseline
model, and 0.6 percent in the downward nominal wage rigidity rnodel.

Although the lower inflationary expectations cause long-term nominal rates to fa11 by 1.8

percentage points in the downward nominal wage rigidity rnodel, the tighter monetary
policy due to the larger forecast inflation gap raises the slope of the yield curve by 54
basis points. In the baseline model, long-term nominal interest rates fa11 by 1.9 percentage
points and the slope of the yield curve nses by 38 basis points. Short-term real interest
rates rise by 61 basis points in the downward nominal wage rigidity model compared with
49 basis points in the baseline model. The higher short-term borrowing costs reduce net

investrnent expenditures by 1.2 percent and the capital stock by 0.19 percent in the
downward nominal wage rigidity model compared with 0.9 percent and 0.15 percent
respectively in the baseline model. The higher short-term interest rates also combine with
the lower domestic inflation rates to appreciate the dollar by 0.4 percent in both models,

causing net exports to fa11 by 3.3 percent in the baseline mode1 and 3.9 percent in the
downward nominal wage rigidity model.

The relative wage falls by 1.3 percent in the baseline model, but by only 0.8 percent in
the downward nominal wage ngidity mode1 partly because nominal wages are sticky
downward, and partly because a larger decline in unemployment keeps total factor

productivity high.Iu The lower relative wage tends to reduce labour income in both
models. In the case of the downward nominal wage rigidity model, the 0.8 percent
disequilibrium wage gap tends to reduce employrnent and labour income further.
However, the 4 . 9 percent disequilibrium wage gap in the baseline model tends to raise
short-term ernployment and labour income. Overall, labour income falls by 1.6 percent in
the baseline model and by 1.4 percent in the downward nominal wage rigidity model. The
lower labour incorne and higher interest costs contribute to the 2.1 percent and 2.3
percent decline in consumption expenditures in the baseline model and downward
nominal wage rigidity model respectively.

The decline in consumption expenditures, investment spending and net exports combine
to reduce aggregate demand relative to the output level consistent with the capital stock
and employment rate. Consequently, total factor productivity falls by 1.0 percent in the
baseline model contributing to the 1.2 percent decline in the relative wage. The lower
aggregate demand causes real output to fa11 by 1.2 percent and the unemployment rate to
rise by 0.3 percentage points. In the downward nominal wage rigidity model, total factor
productiviv falls by only 0.8 percent because of the Iarger increase in the unemployment
rate. Therefore, the relative wage falls by only 0.8 percent. However, the larger decline in
consurnption and investment expenditures due to higher interest rates cause real output in
this model to fa11 by 1.4 percent compared with 1.2 percent in the baseline model.

The lower aggregate demand and output levels reduce the tax base in both models. On the

other hand, the higher unemployment rates raise government net transfers to the public by
2.1 percent in the baseline model and by 2.2 percent in the downward nominal wage

rigidity model. In effect, the fiscal budget constraint tightens, necessitating a 0.1 percent
increase in income tax rates in both models. The higher income tax rates combine with
the lower labour income to reduce disposable income by 1.0 percent in the baseline model

and by 0.8 percent in the downward nominal wage rigidity model. The lower disposable
income and the higher interest rates account for the decline in real consumption
"

For any level of output, a higher unemployrnent rate means higher labour productivity.

expenditures discussed earlier in this section.

6.6.2

Effect of Do wnward nominal wage rigidity Assumption when Inflrition Targer
is Reducedfrom Five Percent fo Three Percent

Reducing the inflation target fiom 5 percent to 3 percent reduces the disequilibrium
relative wage gap fiom -0.9 percent to -2.0 percent in the baseline model, and f?om 0.8
percent to 0.4 percent in the downward nominal wage rigidity model, The relative wage
falls by 1.5 percent in the baseline model but by only half as much in the downward
nominal wage rigidity model. The higher relative wage and the positive relative wage gap
unambiguously raise inflationary pressures in the downward nominal wage rigidity model
and cause the forecast inflation gap to rise fiom 0.6 percentage points to 0.8 percentage

points. In the baseline model, the negative relative wage gap darnpens inflationary
pressures, causing the forecast inflation gap to rise fiom 0.4 percentage points to just over
0.5 percentage points.

The higher forecast inflation gap in the downward nominal wage rigidity model causes

monetary policy to tighten more, raising the dope of the yield by 76 basis points
cornpared to 55 basis points in the baseline model. Short-term real interest rates rise 92
basis points in the downward nominal wage rigidity model, causing net investment
expenditures and the capital stock to fa11 by 2.1 percent and 0.8 percent respectively. In
the baseline model, the 67 basis points increase in real short-term interest rates reduce net
investment expendinires by 1.8 percent and the capital stock by 0.7 percent. The negative
relative wage gap in the baseline model produces a moderating effect on the
unemployment rate, causing it to rise by less than 0.5 percentage points compared with
0.6 percentage points in the downward nominal wage rigidity model. in both models The

higher unemployrnent rate combines with the lower relative wage to reduce labour

income by 1.9 percent in the baseline rnodei, contributing to the 1.0 percent decline in
disposable income and 2.4 percent decline in real consumption expenditures. In the

downward nominal wage rigidity model, labour incorne and real consumption
expenditures fall by 1.4 percent and 2.6 percent respectiveiy.
The higher interest rates also raise financial assets by 1.4 percent in the baseline model
and by 1.7 percent in the downward nominal wage rigidity model, producing wealth

effects that tend to raise consumption expenditures. The higher interest rates also combine
with over 2.4 percent increase in net govemment transfer to the public in both models to
raise the govemment debt-to-GDP ratio by 1.5 percent in the baseline model and by 1.7
percent in the downward nominal wage rigidity model. The higher government debt
burden and lower tax base tighten the fiscd constraint causing income tax rates to rise by
just about a percentage point in both models.

The lower aggregate demanû produces recession and capital stock effects that are stronger
but qualitatively similar to the case where the inflation target is reduced fiom 7 percent to

5 percent. Real output falls by 1.5 percent in the baseline model, and by 1.9 percent in the
downward nominal wage rigidity model.

6.6.3 Effect of Downward Naminal Wage Rigidity Assumption when Inflation Target
is Reduced from Three Percent to One Percent

Reducing the inflation target fiom 3 percent to 1 percent produces the strongest
macroeconomic effects among the three cases presented in table 6.3. Although actual
inflation rates faIl by over 1.6 percentage points in the downward nominal wage rigidity
model, the relatively large increase in the downward nominal wage rigidity index allows
the reIative wage to fa11 by only 1.2 percent compared with 2.5 percent in the baseline
model. The larger decline in the relative wage in the baseline model causes the
disequilibrium wage gap to drop form -2.0 percent to -3.9 percent compared with a drop
fiom 0.4 percent to only -0.3 percent in the downward nominal wage ngidity model. The

negative disequilibrium wage gaps tend to reduce inflationary pressures and encourage

higher employment rates in both models. However, inflationary expectations remain high
relative to the target rate because monetary policy is only partly credible and agents'
decisions adjust sl~ggishly.'~~
Agents in the baseline model expect inflation in the
consumer pnce index to average 1.7 percent; which imply a forecast inflation gap of 0.7
percent. In the downward nominal wage rigidity model, agents expect inflation in the
consumer price index to average 2.0 percent, which imply a 1.0 percent forecast inflation
gapThe relatively tight monetary policy required to keep inflation close to target raises the
dope of the yield curve by 69 basis points in the baseline model and by 80 basis points in
the downward nominal wage rigidity model. Short-term real interest rates rise by a
percentage point in the baseline model and by 1.3 percentage points in the downward
nominal wage rigidity model. The higher interest rates reduce net investment
expenditures by 3.2 percent in the baseline model and by 3.5 percent in the downward
nominal wage rigidity model, causing the capital stock to fa11 by 1.1 percent and 1.3
percent respectively. The lower inflation rates and higher interest rates appreciate the
dollar by 1.4 percent in the baseline model and by 1.7 percent in the downward nominal

wage ngidity model, reducing net exports by 6.4 percent and 9.0 percent respectively in
the two models.

Total factor productivity falls more steeply in both models, particularly in the baseline
rnodel, sisiQing a greater decline in aggregate demand relative to the stock of capital

and the employment rate at the low inflation target. Consequently, the relative wage in

both models falls by twice as much as the case where the inflation target is reduced fiom
5 percent to 3 percent. The relative wage in the downward nominal wage rigidity model is
3.3 percent higher than its counterpart in the baseline model; this tends to raise labour
incorne in the downward nominal wage rigidity model relative to the baseline model.
l x Although reducing the inflation target mises the forecast inflation gap in both models, it nevertbeless,
reduces inflationary expectations. In the case of the downward nominal wage rigidity model, for example,
the forecast inflation gap at 3 percent and 1 percent inflation targets are 0.8 percent and 1.0 percent
respectively. These imply inflationary expectations of 3.8 percent and 2.0 percent respectively.

However, the unemployrnent rate is about one percentage point higher in the downward
nominal wage rigidity model than in the baseline model; this tends to reduce labour
income in the downward nominal wage rigidity model relative to the baseline model. The
two forces combine to reduce labour income by 3.1 percent in the baseline model

compared with only 1.9 percent in the downward nominal wage rigidity model, and
account for a greater part of the 2.1 percent and 1.3 percent decline in disposable incornes
in the respective models. Real consurnption expenditures fa11 by 3.5 percent in the
baseline model, almost 0.3 percentage points more than its counterpart in the downward
nominal wage rigidity model. The lower aggregate demand reduces real output by 2.3
percent in the baseline model and by 2.7 percent in the downward nominal wage rigidity
model, causing the unemployrnent rate to rise by 0.5 percent and 0.6 percent respectively.

The discussion in this section suggests that when workers resist nominal wage cuts,
inflation reduction reduces real output and employment on short-term basis just as it does
in the case where nominal wage cuts are not resisted. However, these output and
employment effects are more intense in the former case, especially at low inflation rates.

6.7

Medium- to Long-Term Macroeconomic Effect of Inflation Reductioa, with
and without the Downward Nominal Wage Rigidity Assumption

Chapter 5 describes how inflation reduction affects the equilibnum model in the case
where workers do not resist nominal wage cuts."' The key variable that links the other
equilibriurn variables to the inflation target is the risk premiurn in long-term equilibrium
interest rates. The equilibrium risk prerniurn depends positively on excess infkItion
defined as the rate of inflation in the consumer price index in excess of 3 percent.12'

As discussed earlier in this chapter, the downward nominal wage rigidity assumption
does not affect the equilibriurn relative wage directly. It does, however, affect the

"'See section 2 of chapter 5.
Chapter 5 notes that olthough the 3 percent threshoid is arbitrary, it is nevertheless justified on the basis

equilibrium risk premium by raising inflationary expectations. Section 6.3 has shown that
when workers resist nominal wage cuts, inflationary expectations tend to be higher, in
particular when monetary policy targets low inflation rates. The higher inflationary
expectations raise the equilibnum risk premium and cause long-tem equilibnum interest
rates to rise. The higher interest rates raise the equilibnum user cost of capital and reduce
the equilibrium rate of capital accumulahon.
On the supply side, the lower equilibrium capital stock reduces production capacity. On

the demand side, the lower equilibrium investment expenditures reduced aggregate
demand. The higher interest rates may also appreciate the equilibrium real exchange rate
and thereby reduce equilibnum net exports. However, the higher equiiibrium interest

rates generate positive wealth effects that tend to raise equilibrium consumption
expenditures and aggregate demand. Ifaggregate demand falls relative to the output level
consistent with the equilibrium capital stock and the equilibrium employment rate,
equilibrium total factor productivity will fall, causing equilibrium labour income also to
fall. Consequently, real output and employment will fall.

6.7.1

Medium to Long-Term Effect of Two Percentage Points Reduction in Injloion

Target, with and without the Downward Nominal Wage Rigidiw Assumption

When the inflation target is reduced two percentage points from 7 percent to 5 percent,
inflation expectations fa11 by 1.7 percent in the downward nominal wage rigidity mode1
and by 1.8 percent in the baseline model. The lower inflation expectations reduce the
equilibrium nsk premium by 8 basis points in both models, causing equilibnum real longterm interest rates to fa11 by 6 bais points in the downward nominal wage rigidity model
compared with 8 basis points in the baseline model. The lower inflation causes the

equilibrium pnce of investment goods to be lower by approximately 0.2 percent in both
models. The lower pnce for investment goods combine with the lower equilibrium
of the monetary policy debate in the 1990s. (See footnote 7).
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Table 6.3 Medium- to Long-Tenn Macroeconomic Effeds of Inflation Redudion, with and without the Oownward
Nominal Wage Rigidity Assurnption'

Basdiac Mode1

1. The figures in this table are based on the Equilibrium model.

Nominrl Wage Rigïdity Modd

interest rates to reduce the equilibrium user cost of capital by 23 basis points in the
baseline model, and by 19 basis points in the downward nominal wage rigidity model.
Consequently, the equilibrium rate of investment nses by 1.0 percent in the downward
nominal wage rigidity model compared with 1.2 percent in the baseline model. The
higher rate of capital accumulation raises the equilibrium capital stock by 1.0 percent in
the baseline mode1, which is slightly higher than the 0.9 percent increase in the downward

nominal wage rigidity model.

The lower equilibrium interest rates reduce equilibrium financial assets by approximately
0.3 percent in both models, creating wealth effects that contribute to the decline in

equilibrium consumption expenditures by 0.6 percent in the baseline model and 0.7
percent in the downward nominal wage rigidity model. Although equilibrium interest
rates have fallen, the lower inflation expectations appreciate the equilibnum real
exchange rate by approximately 0.1 percent in both models and raise equilibrium net
exports by 1-3 percent in the baseline model and by 1.2 percent in the downward nominal
wage rigidity model. Equilibrium total factor productivity falls by 0.6 percent in both

models, s i p i Q i n g a lower aggregate demand relative to the output level consistent with
the equilibnum capital stock and equilibrium employrnent rate. The equilibrium relative
wage falls by approximately 0.4 percent in both models, causing labour income to fa11 by

about the same rate. The lower equilibnum labour income and financial assets reduce
equilibrium total wealth by 0.2 percent in the downward nominal wage rigidity model,
and by a slightIy less amount in the baseline model. The lower equilibriurn labour income
and total wealth reduce equilibrium consumption expenditures by 0.65 in the downward

nominal wage rigidity model and by 0.63 in the baseline model. The lower aggregate
dernand reduce equilibriurn output by 0.3 percent in the downward nominal wage rigidity
rnodel compared with 0.26 percent in the baseline model, causing the equilibrium
unemployment rate to rise by about a percentage point in both models.
Table 6.3 shows that the equilibrium effect of reducing the inflation target fkom 5 percent

to 3 percent is very similar in both models to the case where the target is reduced from 7
percent to 5 percent. When the inflation target is reduced fiom 3 percent to one percent,
the downward nominal wage ngidity model produces slightly stronger effect for most

variables compared to the baseline model. In general, the higher inflationary expectations
associated with the downward nominal wage rigidity assumption tend to reduce
equilibrium consumption expendituns more and raise equilibrium net exports,
equilibnum invesmient expenditures and the equilibrium capital stock less in the
downward nominai wage rigidity model. However, most of these differences are small for
practical considerations. For example, the equilibnum real output falls by 0.44 percent in
the downward nominal wage ngidity model compared to 0.41 percent in the baseline

model, and the equilibrium unernployment rate rises by approximately 0.2 percentage
points in both models.
The figures discussed in this section suggest that the downward nominal wage ngidity
assurnption rnakes little difference with respect to the medium- to long-term effects of
inflation reduction on the levels of key macroeconomic indicators.

6.8

Effect of Inflation Reduction on Macroeconomic Stability, with and without
the Downward Nominal Wage Rigidity Assumption

Chapter 5 shows that in the absence of downward nominal wage rigidity, reducing the
inflation target within the range of 5 percent to 3 percent improves macroeconomic
~tability."~However, reducing the inflation target below 3 percent seems to make a
nurnber of macroeconomic variables more volatile. The results are mixed for the range of
inflation targets exceeding 5 percent. These results reflect the literature reviewed in
chapter 2, which shows that there is no consensus on the relationship between the level of
inflation and the variability of inflation and other key macroeconomic variables. This
section compares the effect of inflation reduction on macroeconomic stability in the

Table 6.4 Changes in the Standard Deviation of Selected Model Variables, with and
without the Downward Nominal Wage Rigidity ~ssurnption'

T a b l e 6.4.4 T H E SHORT-TERM ( D I S E Q U I L I B W M ) MODEL
Baseline Mode1

Nominal Wage Rigidity Model

C
FA

WV
K
NETX
PCDOT
PDOT
R
RL.
RN

RNL
RSL

u
W

Y

z
Table 6.4B T H E MEDIUM- TO LONGTERM (EQUILIBRIUM) M O D E L
Baseline Model

Nominal Wage Rigidity Model

C. EQ

CC-EQ
FA. EQ
iNV.EQ
K. EQ
ECEQ
RN-EQ
M.EQ
U-EQ
W-EQ
Y.EQ
Z.EQ

1. The standard deviation for each variable is normalized to be one at the 7 percent inflation target.

baseline model with similar results based on the downward nominal wage rigidity model.
Table 6.4 contains the standard deviation associated with values of model variables
presented in tables 6.2 and 6.3

The data in table 6-4 are based on stochastic simulations fiom versions of the baseline and
downward nominal wage ngidity models characterized by one percent, three percent, five
percent and seven percent inflation targets. The simulation at each inflation target
involves LOO replications of history over the penod 1960-95. The models simulate
different shocks for each of the 100 replications. They also simulate different shocks for
each penod within a replication. However, both models share the same set of shocks.
Therefore differences between the soiution from the two models at each inflation target
exciusively reflect the effects of the downward nominal wage rigidity assumption.

Each model M e r averages the average and standard deviation of each variable for the
period 1966-92 over the 100 replications to produce a 'grand average' and a "grand

standard deviati~n".'~'
In the rest of this chapter, the standard deviation for each model
variable refers to the grand standard deviations. The model assumes that each inflation
regime is permanent. Therefore table 6.4 estimates the average effect of inflation
reduction over tne period 1966-92. The thesis describes changes in the disequilibnum
modei as short-term in nature, and changes in the equilibrium model as medium- to longterm in nature. The standard deviation for each variable is nonnalized to be one when the
inflation target is set at 7 percent. The data in Panel A of table 6.4 are based on the
disequilibrium versions of the baseline and downward nominal wage ngidity models; the
data in panel B are based on the corresponding equilibnum version of the models.

Reducing the inflation target tends to reduce volatility because it reduces inflationary
13'

The standard deviation for variables in the baseline model is reproduced from table 5.3 in chapter 5.

"' The model has a maximum lag o f 3 years and a maximum lead of two years. It therefore produces

solution for the period 1963- 1993. The average and standard deviation do not include the fmt three periods
( 1963-65)and the iast period (1993).

expectations. However, as chapter 5 notes, low inflation targets tend to raise the forecast
inflation gap (the difference between expected inflation and the inflation target) because
agents do not consider lower inflation to be more credible than higher inflation.'" In
general, these conditions cause inflation forecasts to nse significantly in anticipation of
inflationary shocks and fa11 considerably shonly afier those shocks have occurred and the
desired rnonetary poiicy is in place.
The downward nominal wage rigidity mode1 affects macroeconomic stability in two

ways. First, the assumption reduces volatility in the relative wage, especially at low
inflation rates, by preventing sharp declines in the event of negative shocks without
necessarily raising it (the relative wage) excessively in the event of positive shocks."'
This way, the downward nominai wage rigidity assurnption tends to improve
macroeconomic stability by reducîng volatility in the relative wage, the unemployrnent
rate, labour income, disposable income, consumption expenditures, real output and
commodity prices. Second, earlier discussion in this chapter shows that the downward
nominal wage rigidity assumption generally raises inflationary expectations relative to the
baseline case. Higher inflationary expectations tend to raise the forecast inflation gap and
therefore attract stronger monetary policy responses, which rnake many macroeconomic
variables more volatile.
Table 6.4A reveals some similarities as well as differences between the way inflation
reduction affects the standard deviation of key macroeconomic variables in the short nin,
with and without the downward nominal wage rigidity assumption. Chapter 5 has already
discussed the data based on the baseline model.13' The figures show that inflation
reduction improves macroeconomic stability when the inflation target is set within the

"'See chapter 5, section 3.
13' According to table 6.2, the disequilibrium relative wage in the baseline mode1 is 3.9 percent below its
equilibrïum counterpart when the inflation target is set at one percent; in the downward nominal wage
ngidity model, the disequilibrium relative wage is Iess than 0.3 percent below its equilibrium counterpart.
On the other hand, while the relative wage in the baseline model coincides with its equilibrium counterpart
when the inflation target is set at 7 percent, the re!ative wage in the downward nominal wage rigidity model
is only 1.2 percent above its equilibrium counterpart.

range of 5 percent to 3 percent However, moving the target lower to the neighbourhood

of 1 percent makes many macroeconomic îndicators more volatile in the short run

because rnonetary policy becomes more aggressive. Volatility of real consumption
expenditures, financial assets, real investment spending and interest rates rise the most.
Most of the other variables become only slightly volatile. A number of variables,
including the capital stock, the real exchange rate and net exports become increasingly
stable at lower inflation rates.
Under the downward nominal wage rigidity assumption, reducing the inflation target
fiom 3 percent to 1 percent makes most variables even more volatile than in the baseline
case. Unlike the baseline scenario, however, reducing the inflation target either from 7
percent to 5 percent or fkom 5 percent to 3 percent reduces volatility slightly for most
variables. Thus, at moderate to high inflation targets, the downward nominal wage
rigidity assurnption producing a stabilizïng effect through the relative wage that more
than offsets the destabilizing effect it creates through higher inflation expectations.
However, at low inflation targets, inflationary expectations become more volatile and
reduce stability in most variables. The exceptions are real consumption expenditures,
financial assets, net investment expenditures, the unernployment rate and real output,
which become increasingly volatile at low inflation targets, just as in the case of the

baseline model.
Table 6.4B compares the stability in the equilibrium versions of the baseline and
downward nominal wage rigidity rnodels. Again, the data on the baseline rnodel is
reproduced from table 5-38to facilitate comparison of the two models. The table shows
that unlike the case of the disequilibrium models, inflation reduction affects the stability

of equilibrium variables in the baseline and downward nominal wage rigidity models in
very similar ways. In both cases, reducing the inflation target from 7 percent to 5 percent

has very linle eEect on the volatility of key macroeconomic variables. However, virtually
a11 the variables become less volatile when the inflation target is reduced fkom 5 percent
-- .-

-.

.- .

"'The first block o f table 6.4A reproduces table 5.3A to facilitate comparison between the two modefs.
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to 3 percent. The equilibrium values of real consumption expenditures, the user cost of

capital, net investment expenditures, the capital stock, the unemployment rate and real
output are just about as volatile at the one percent inflation target as they are at the 7
percent inflation target- Besides these, al1 the equilibrium variables becorne consistently
and increasingly stable at lower inflation targets.

In general, reducing the inflation target fkom originally high levels increases short-term
volatility in the baseline model but improves stability in the downward nominal wage
rigidity model because of the stabilizing effect of the downward nominal wage rigidity
assumption. However, reducing the inflation target in the neighbourhood of one percent
increases volatility in both models, particularly the downward nominal wage rigidity
mode1 because it generates higher inflationary expectations. This observation suggests
that improving policy credibility in the model by making agents take the inflation target
more seriously in their expectations formation will most likely improve stability in the
downward nominal wage rigidity model more than in the baseline model at al1 inflation

targets.

Inflation reduction seems to generally improve long-term macroeconomic stability in
both models for the range of inflation targets analyzed in this thesis. However, the best

performance occurs at moderate inflation rates.

CHAPTER 7:SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSION
Some analysts have attributed the increasing populanty of direct inflation targeting
arnong central banks over the last two decades to the emergïng consensus within the
economics profession that activist monetary policy leads to higher inflation in the long
run without real output and employment gains. At least four intellectual developments,
along with actual events, have contributed to this view. First, Monetary policy is deemed
to have long and variable lags; therefore activist monetary policy can potentially
exacerbate fluctuations in real output. Second, it is generally accepted that there is no
long-run trade-off between inflation and unemployment. Third, agents' expectations about
future monetary policy tend to ïnfiuence the wage- and price-setting behaviour in the
economy - the so-called time-inconsistency problem. Fourth, price stability or low
inflation is generally perceived to promote economic efficiency.

Low inflation is perceived to be efficient because it reduces the cost of economizing on
non-interest bearing money (the so-called shoe-leather cost of inflation); because it
promotes more productive investment by preventing excessive investment in the financial
secror; and because it reduces market uncertainties and thereby reduces investment costs
and promotes efficient long-term contracts. Moreover, it reduces the misallocation of

capital that arises fiorn the interaction of higher inflation and a tax system that is not fully
indexed. Sorne researchers have also produced evidence that lower inflation reduces
inflation volatility and increases economic growth.

Beginning with the then Govemor John Crow's Hanson Lecture at the University of
Alberta in January 1988, the Bank of Canada actively promoted price stability as the
long-term objective of monetary policy before formally adopting inflation targets on
Febmary 26, 1991. In general, an inflation target serves as a nominal anchor that reduces
the inflationary bias produced by the time-inconsistency problem. The Bank of Canada
has tried other forms of nominal anchors in the past, including a target growth path for
rnonetary aggregates, mainly Ml and M2; a target band for the dollar relative to the U.S

dollar; and a target growth path for nominal income. Monetary aggregates have become
increasingly diffrcult to target because recent financial innovations have made the
velocity of money very unstable; a fixed exchange rate erodes Canada's control over its
own monetary policy; and targeting nominal income requires the monetary authonty to
announce the potential GDP and its growth rate. (Estimating the potential GDP has
typically been problematic- Moreover the public is less familiar with the concept of
nominal GDF').
Inflation targets aIso have their limitations. For example, it is difficult to achieve the
inflation target with precision because monetary policy has long and variable lags.
Moreover, inflation targeting may lead to greater output variability if the targets are
rigidly interpreted. However, the Bank of Canada's approach to inflation targeting has
been cautious, taking contemporary views about transparency, accountabitity and
credibility of rnonetary policy seriously, As in the case of New Zealand which adopted
formal inflation targets one year ahead of Canada, the prolonged carnpaign to prornote
pnce stability prior to the adoption of formal inflation targets is believed to have

substantially reduced inflationary pressures, and thereby reduced the potential
recessionary effect of the policy. Second, the inflation targets were jointty announced by
the then Minister of Finance, Michael Wilson, and the then govemor of the Bank of
Canada, John Crow. This cooperation between the two entities that can influence
rnonetary policy increased the perceived credibility of the policy. Third, the Bank chose
the consumer price index, which most agents understand, use and forecast fkeqüently, as
the target variable. This choice improved transparency and accountability on the part of
the Bank of Canada. Fourth, the entity that measures the consumer prke index (Statistics

Canada) is independent of the Bank of Canada who implements the targets and assesses
past performance. Fifth, the Bank of Canada constmcted the monetary conditions index
(MCI) as a short-term operating target. The method for calculating the index is simple

enough for the public to understand, and the Bank publishes the index on a regular

b a s i ~ . " ~ "Moreover,
~
the Bank redesigned its Annual Report to provide more nontechnical information to the public including reviews of monetary policy and the success
of inflation t a r g e ~ g .

The Bank of Canada's inflation targetïng is also flexible in practice. Unlike the Bank of
England and the Bundesbank, the Bank of Canada States its inflation target as a range
rather than a point target, ofien with greater emphasis placed on the bands than on the
rnidpoint. Moreover, like the Bank of England and the Bundesbank, and unlike the
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, the Bank of Canada pays attention to real output growth.
Focusing on the bands for the inflation target allows considerable flexibility to
accommodate short-term aggregate supply shocks without causing unnecessary
disturbance to real output growth. This leads some analysts to view Canada's inflation
targeting as "a way to help dampen cyclical fluctuations in economic activity"'".

Notwithstanding the operational ingenuity, Canada's adoption of inflation targets at the
begiming of the 1990s coincided with an economic recession followed by a sluggish
recovery that lasted over half of a decade. Some analysts have linked Canada's poor
economic performance in the first half of the decade relative to the United States to the
monetary policy pursued over this period. Critics argue that when monetary policy
focuses on keeping inflation low, the effort to manage inflationary pressures to that end
results in relatively tight monetary policy that tends to reduce aggregate demand, the

capital stock, real output and employment. For example, Fortin(1996) argues that the
increase in the average Canada-U.S real short-term interest rate differential fiom 0.9
percent between 1980 and 1988 to 3.6 percent between 1989 and 1996 reflect excessive
tightening of monetary policy associated with the low inflation targets.

13' The rnonetary conditions index is a weighted sum of changes in the ninety-day commercial paper
interest rate and in the Group of Ten trade-weighted Canadian dollar exchange rate; the weights are three to
one.
Canada's inflation targeting involves constrained discretion. As a result, the Monetary Conditions Index
does not correctly predict monetary policy. Some analysts have criticized the MC1 on that basis. See
Mishkin (2000).
'" Mishkin and Posen (1999)

Although the empirical literature shows evidence of these policy-induced recessions;
there is no consensus on their magnitude and degree of persistence. Researchers have

produced sacrifice ratios raging fiom less than 2.0 to about 4.7."'

The conventional view

is that these costs are relatively short lived; they are more important during the
transitional period when credibility of the policy is not well established and when agents
expectations are not fully adjusted to the low inflation environment. Perhaps the most
important and direct source of differences in the estimates of the welfare eflect of
inflation reduction is the assumptions about the aggregate relationship between price
inflation and the unemployment rate (i-e. the properties of the Phillips curve). Researchers
have suggested at least five major conjectures for the Canadian Phillips curve Fortin

(1997). First, the possibility that a structural change ùicreased the non-accelerating
inflation rate of unemployment (NAIRU) from 7.5% in the 1980s to over 9% in the
1990s; second, the possibility that there is unemployment hysteresis; third, the possibility

that the short-run Phillips curve is non-linear; fourth, the possibility that the process by
which agents form expectations changes when monetary policy regime changes; and
finally, the possibility that workers resist nominal wage cuts.

Fortin(1997) finds support for only two of these conjectures: a structural break around
1991 and downward nominal wage and pnce rigidities. He corroborates these results with
Fortin(l996) and a similar study by Akerlof, Dickens and Peny(1996, based on U.S data)
and concludes that downward nominal wage rigidity has played an important rofe in
Canada's experience with persistent high unemployment throughout the first half of the
1990s. Subsequently, researchers working with the Canadian wage settlements data have
confinned that the percentage change in base-rate settlements is approximately nonnally
disnibuted in periods with moderate to high inflation rates. When inflation rates are low,
however, the distribution becomes positively skewed with a prominent spike at zero

The sacrifice ratio is the percentage fa11 in the GDP required to reduce the rate of inflation by a
percentage point. The literature review in chapter 2 discusses these estimates in detail.

percent?' That is, base wage fieezes are more fkequent in periods of low inflation. These
observations have been generally interpreted as evidence of downward nominal wage
rigidity in the Canadian labour market.

Hogan(1998) argues that the current monetary policy debate in Canada must address a
number of key issues; in particular, whether nominal wages are downwardly rigid in
Canada so that low inflation produces higher real wages than would otherwise be the
case; whether higher real wages lead to higher unemployment in Canada; and whether the
welfare cost of higher unemployrnent outweighs the benefits of low inflation.

hToconsensus has been reached as yet on any of these major issues. This thesis constnicts
a model based on the Bank of Canada's Canadian Policy Analysis Mode1 (CPAM). In the
context of this model, the thesis studies the short-tenn and medium- to long-tenn
macroeconomic effects of reducing the inflation target two basis points fiom different
initial inflation levels in the absence of downward nominal wage ngidity. The results
show that within the range of 1 percent to 7 percent, reducing the inflation target reduces
reaI output and raises the unemployment rate because a percentage-point of inflation
reduction requires progressively tighter monetary policy when the inflation target is
already low. These policy-induced macroeconomic effects are strong in the short run but
becorne very weak in the medium to long

nin.

On the other hand, the policy appears to

improve macroeconomic stability when the inflation targets are set within the range of 5
percent to 3 percent. However, moving the target lower to the neighbourhood of 1 percent
makes rnany macroeconomic variables more volatile in the short run because monetary
policy becomes more aggressive.
Based on earlier research on the significance of downward nominal wage rigidity in the

See Simpson, Carneron and Hum(1998) and Crawford and Hamson(1997). The base wage is defmed as
the wage rate for the lowest-paid job category containing a significant number of employees. Crawford and
Harrison(l997) note that the data coverage in recent years is approximately 55 percent o f unionized
employees and 20 percent o f al1 paid non-agicultural employment in Canada; but only about 10 percent of
paid employees in the private, non-agricultural sector.

Canadian labour market, this thesis further uitroduces the downward nominal wage
rigidity assumption inro the original model, and then repeats the analysis of short-term
and medium- to long-term macroeconomic effects of reducing the infiation target two

basis points from different initial innation levels. It then compares these results with
those generated from the model that does not include the downward nominal wage
ngidity assurnption. The results suggest that when workers resist nominal wage cuts,
inflation reduction reduces real output and employment on shorf-terni basis just as it does
in the case where nominal wage cuts are not resisted. However, these output and
employment ef5ects are more intense in the former case, especially at low inflation rates.
The downward nominal wage rigidity assumption seems to make linle difference with
respect to the medium- to long-tem effects of inflation reduction. The long-term effect of
reducing the inflation target fiom 5 percent to 3 percent is very similar in both models to
the case where the target is reduced from 7 percent to 5 percent. However, when the
inflation target is reduced fiom 3 percent to one percent, the downward nominal wage
rigidity model produces slightly stronger effect on most variables than the baseline model
because the former produces higher inflationary expectation at al1 the inflation targets
included in this study.
In general, reducing the inflation target fiom originally high levels increases short-term

volatility in the baseiine model but improves stability in the downward nominal wage
rigidity mode1 because of the stabilizing effect of the downward nominal wage rigidity
âssumption. However, reducing the inflation target in the neighbourhood of one percent

increases volatility in both models, partkularly the downward nominal wage rigidity
model because it generates higher inflationary expectations relative to the inflation target.
Inflation reduction seems to improve long-terni macroeconomic stability in both models
for the range of inflation targets analyzed in this thesis. However, the best performance
occurs at moderate inflation rates.
The analysis undertaken in this thesis can be extended in several ways. First, it is possible

to expenment with varying degrees of policy credibili~.The more agents perceive the
monetary authority's inflation targets to be credible, the more will those targets influence
their inflation expectations. Credible inflation targets will reduce inflationary
expectations, and thereby cause monetary policy to be less restrictive than would
othewise be the case. Consequently, the output and employment costs of inflation
reduction will be lower than would otherwise be the case-

Second, the stochastic shocks used in the simulation exercises are essentially aggregate
demand shocks emanating from business investment expenditures, households
consurnption expenditures, the real exchange rate and the yield curve. It is possible to
extend this list to include supply-side disturbances such as productivity shocks that affect
either factor productivity or the pnce level. These shocks are likely to make the output
and employment effects of inflation reduction more persistent. Thirdly, it is possible to

divide the simulation penod (1963- 1993) into shorter sub-periods, and study the
macroeconomic effects of inflation reduction over shorter penods than this thesis has
done.

Fourth, the dynamic interaction between the equilibrium and the disequilibrium submodels c m be improved. As chapter 3 explains, the disequilibrium model includes al1
dynamics ansing fkom the equilibrium model in addition to its own unique short-term
dynarnics. However, dynamics originating fiom the disequilibrium model, including
those associated with monetary policy, have limited influence on the equilibrium model.
This feature is probably not problematic since the literature does not show strong
evidence of h ysteresis. However, modiwing the overall model structure to allow greater
dynamic feedback fiom the disequilibrium model to the equilibrium model will produce
usehl insight about the qualitles of the model.

Finally, Hogan(1998) argues that the output and employment effects of inflation
reduction under downward nominal wage rigidity may be different if employers
anticipate wage resistance and therefore incorporate that expectation into wage contracts.

In that situation, the equilibrium relative wage may follow an entirety different path, and
thereby condition the short-texm (disequilibrium) relative wage to be lower than would
otherwise be the case.
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APPENDIX 1:

GRAPHS FOR SELECTED VARIABLES FROM A

DETERMINISTIC SIMULATION.
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APPENDIX 2:

DYNABIIC RESPONSES OF

SELECTED VARIABLES TO

TEMPORARY DETERMINISTIC SHOCKS
(Extension from figures 4.4 & 4.5 in chapter 4)

Fi=-ure
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Calculaüng Impuise Responses From The Llnear VAR Mode1
The matrix COEFF contains the coefficients estimated h m the VAR and summarized in
table 4.2. The matnx CORR contaias the esbmated residual correlation matrix,

The

restrictions implicit in the causal ordering (4.8) make CORR a lower oian@ar -tri,&
A

The standard deviation extracted from the estimated variance-covariance ma-

combine

with these manices to produce impulse responses to one-standard deviation innovation in

each of the six variables. The rows and coiumns of all the matrices presented in this
section are arranged according to the Wold causal ordering specified in chapter 4 (i.e. yp,

pxrow, cti, py, z and rsl fiom lefk to right for rows, and h m top to bottom for columns).

The

k t

variable on each mw is the dependent variable. For example, the fim row

expresses potenrial output (yp) as a function of its own one-period lagged value, and one140

Since yp and pxrow are exogeaous in the VAR,their correiation coefficients with the rest of the

period lagged values of the domestic pnce of exports @m),
consurnption and
investment (c+i), the relative pnce of output @y), the real exchange rate (z), and the dope

of the yield c u v e (rd)respectively.
Sd is the vector of standard deviation calculatesi h m the variance-covariancematrix and
augmented by the histoncal standard deviation of p andpxrow. When sd is multiplieci by

an identiry ma*

it produces the diagonal rnaîrix Isd.Muitiplying Isd by the correlation

coefficient ma&

CORR produces- SDCORR, a diagonal matrix with the standard

deviation of the VAR variables on the main diagonal. By definition, the entries in

SDCORR represent contemporaneous impulse rcsponses to a one-standard deviation
innovation in each of the variabies.

SDCORR =

1.723-1

-2.707- 1O-'

5.303-10-'

0.01 1

variables are taken fiom the actual (histoncal) data

153

To denve impulse responses to lagged innovations in the variables, a subsidiary
coefficient matrix (Q) is defhed as Q

= M-',
where

r = 1,2, ... is the number of periods

for which impulse responses are calculated."' Multiplying Q by SDCORR produces the
impulse response matrices

IRM,r = 1,2, ...According to the definition of Q , QI is an

identity matrix, and therefore IRM, coincides with the matrix SDCORR which represents
conternporaneous responses to innovations in the variables. Simiiariy, IMR,- produces
impulse responses one period afier the ~ h o c k . "The
~ contemporaneous impulse responses
(IRM,) and impulse responses 5 periods after the shock (IRM6) are illustrated below. As
in COEFF, rows and columns of

IMR, are ananged according to the Wold causal

ordenng (Le. yp, pxrow, c+i, py, z and n i fiom lefi to nght for rows, and fiom top to
bottom for columns)- The colurnns represent the variables being shocked; the first
variable on each row is the one responding to the shocks. For example, the h t row

represents responses of potential output (yp) to its own innovations and to innovations in
the domestic pnce of exports (pxrow), consumption and investment (c+i), the relative

price of output (py), the real exchange rate (z), and the slope of the yield c u v e (rd).

'"

'"

FI represents the impact period; r-2 represents one period after the shock is imposed; etc.
Q,coincides with the coefficient matrix COEFF.

Calculating Structural Shocks Based on Impulse Responses
from the Linear VAR

APPENDU 4:

Equation (4.9) specifies, in vector notation, the VAR estimated in chapter 4. The column
vector xt contains the VAR variables, yp, pxrow, c+i, py, z and rsl- The data generating
process for each variable consists of a deterministic process, b(L&

and a stochastic

process (aq)that arises fiom shocks to al1 six variables. In vector notation,

where x is the 6x1 colurnn vector of VAR variables, B is a 6x6 matrix of coefficients,

O%? is the 6x6 variance-covariance ma& of the VAR,

E

is the 6x1 column vector of

iid shocks, and 1 denotes a 6x6 identity matnx.

Since the VAR is linear in the shock tenns, the stochastic term may be viewed as
originating from the six impulse response functions rather than a single multivariate
shock term,

E.

Multiplying the iid shock term in equation (4.9) by

d

where d- is a row

vector with one on the jlh colurnn and zero elsewhere, produces the jth impulse response
fun~tion."~
That is,

A deterministic simulation of the model produces an estimate b(L)X,,, of B(L)x,-, for each

of the six VAR variables and for al1 other endogenous variables in the structural model.
Let <(.) be the function that produces bi(L)X,, for each variable i in the VAR, and let
IRV;(t) denote the impulse responses derived from the linear VAR. That is, IRV,'(t) is the
-

-

-

'j3j = 1,2, .., 6 refers to the position o f the variable being shocked in the World ordering specified in
section 3.4.2; i = 1,2, .., 6 refers to the position o f the variable responding to the shock.

impulse response by VAR variable i to innovations in VAR variable j. It is possible to
obtain the series of shocks t$(t) necessary for

t(.)to produce IRV:(t) relative to the

control b(L)X,,- These shock senes are obtained ("backed out" of the model) by
perforrning a detenninistic simulation in which the structural equation in the short-tenn
(disequilibnum) model for each of the six VAR variables is replaced by its counterpart
equation,

The shock series ~ ( ( t )derived endogenously fiom equation (4.10) possess the

characteristics that will enable the non-linear structural model to produce impulse
responses that have similar correlation patterns as IRV/(t) 60m the IineaiVAR.
These shock series are tnuicated after two penods (two years), and treated as shock
coeficients for random shocks drawn fkom a standard normal distribution.'" Each

random shock drawn fiom the standard normal distribution is subsequently modeled as a
serially correlated shock based on the truncated shock coe#icients- Since the shock series
are truncated afier two penods, the resulting shock terms will follow a first-order
Autoregressive (AR(1)) process. These senally correlated shock terms are aggregated
across impulses and across the two penods to produce unique final shock term (ishk) for
each variable in the VAR. These shock ternis are included in the equations that detemine

the six VAR variables in the short-terrn (disequilibrium) structural model. For example,
the fina1 shock terni (invshk)that enters the structural equation for investment is,

'" The impact of the single-period shocks implied in W,'(t) coincide with 1965, and impulse responses
are calculated from 1965 to 1995.
'" It would be ideal to tnincate the shock for a period shorter than two years if the shock series are to
reflect purely exogenous shocks and non of the feedback effects induced by countercyclical policies. Two
years is considered to be the shonest period suitable for this exercise in an annual model.

where Cijk for i. k = 1.2.

... 6, j = inv are the coefficients calculated as described above;

and ui (i = yp, pxrow. py. cinv, z. rsl) me the randorn shocks b w n from the normal
distribution. The numbers 1, .., 6 in the coefficients denote the positions of the pair of
variables i and j according to the World o r d e ~ used
g
to estimate the VAR chapter 4.

APPENDIX 5:

STEADY-STATE SOLUTION OF THE MODEL

STEADY-STATE VALUES OF ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES
C
( Consumption
C.EQ
( ~ ~ u i l i b r i uconsumption
m
CC-EQ
~ ~ u i l i b r i u user
r n cost of capital
FA
1 Financial assets
FA-EQ
Equilibnum financial assets
GB
Real government assets
GB-EQ 1 ~ ~ u i l i b r i u reai
r n govemrnent assets
HW-EQ / ~ ~ u i l i b r i uhuman
m
wealth
rNV
1 investment spendingMV.EQ ! ~ ~ u i l i b r i uinvestment
m
spending
K
!Production capital
K-EQ
j Equilibrium Production capital
I

;

0.6521

i

0.6521

i

0-1857

i

1.9077

,

1.9077

:

0.5400

i

0.5400

;

4.7589

1

M-EQ

:

0.1748
: 1.8402
i 1.8402

1 ~ ~ u i l i b r i uimports
m

f 0.5087
-

MPCW-EQ / Marginal propensity to consume out of total wealth
l
h/IPR
i Import-penetration ratio

-

i

VPR-EQ / ~ ~ u i l i b r i u rirnport-penetration
n
ration
NETX
exports
E T X - E Q Equilibrium net exports

-

-

.- -

---

ex

VFA-EQ 1 Equilibrium net foreign assets
PC
(Relative price of consumption goods
PC.EQ
Equilibrium relative price of consumption goods
?FC
Relative price of output at factor cost
?FC.EQ ~ ~ u i l i b r i urelative
rn
pnce of output at factor cost
?G
( Relative price of government goods
?G.EQ
Equilibrium relative price of governrnent goods
?1
1 Relative price of capital
?I. EQ
Equlibrium reIative price of capital
?K
Relative price of investment goods
?K.EQ
Equilibrium relative pnce of investment goods
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Relative price of imports
3M.EQ
Equitibnum relative prke of irnports
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Relative price of exports
'X.EQ
Equilibrium relative price of exports
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Relative price of output

-

p

:

0.2962
0.0195

;

0.0195

:

-0.4521

a

- --

-

0.0782
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1.1791
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1.1791

I

i 0-9854
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1.023 8
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0.8898
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0.9377
0.9377
0.9890
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1- 1274

PY. EQ
Equilibrium relative price o f output
R
S hort-term real interest rate
R.EQ
; Equiiibriurn short-term real interest rate
RGB .EQ Equili brium real interest on govemment bonds
RKEQ j Equilibrium real return on capital
EU.EQ
: Equilibrium long-term interest rate
RN
1 Short-term nominal interest rate
RN.EQ
! Equilibrium short-term nominal interest rate
RNFA
! Real interest rate on foreign assest
1 M A - E Oi Eauilibrium real interest rate on foreien assets
RNL
! Long-term nominal interest rate
1 RNLEQ / ~ ~ u i l i b r i ulon-terrn
m
nominal interest rate
RSL
' Stope of the yield curve
RSL-EQ ) ~ ~ u i l i b r i uslope
m of the yield curve
1 Equilibrium term premium o n long-term interest rates
RT.EQ
TD
' Persona1 income tax rate
TD.EQ
Equiiibriurn personal income tax rate
TFP
Total factor productivity
TFP .EQ i Equilibrium total Factor productivity
TW.EQ
Equilibrium total wealth
U
' Unemployment rate
MT
Relative wage
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, Equilibrium relative wage
X
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i Equilibrium exports
Y
/Real output
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i Equilibrium real output
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1 Disposable labour income
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m
labour income
YLAB
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Potential output
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1 Real exchange rate
ZE
l Expected real exchange rage
-

p
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I

I
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1.1274
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I
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1 0.0439
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0.0331
1 0.0383
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1 0-0000
1 0.2376
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EXOGENOUS VARlABLES
G
1 Equilibrium real government expenditures
G-eq
/ Real government expenditures
GBTAR / Target federal debt-output ratio
GTR
I~overnrnentnet transfers to the public
GTR.eq )Equilibrium govemment net transfers to the public
PCDOT j inflation in the price of consumption goods
PCDOTE i Expected inflation in the price o f consumption goods
PDOT
; Inflation in the price of domestic absorption at factor cost
PDOTE i Expected inflation in the domestic absorption at factor cost
PFCC 1 1 Structural relative-price effect specific to the consumer goods
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i Direct taxes on corporate profits
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i Equilibrium unemployment rate
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MODEL PARAMETERS IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER
ALPHA ~ x ~ o n eof
n tcapital in Cobb-Douglas production funcion
DELTA 1 Discount factor for consumers
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e depreciation in fractional form
DEPR
FA-SS
Steady-state value of financial assets
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CMEQ
CV 1
CV2
CV3
SMEQ
fT1
[MEQ

KB 1
Ki3 1

KD2
KV 1
KV2

WR1
WR2
WRB 1
MPRD 1
WRD2
'CDEO
?CDE 1
TDE2
TDE3
'CK 1
TK2
TK3
'CK4
TK5
'DE0

0.5500
. OS000

- -

'

The fraction of government transfers subjected to tax

MODEL COEFFICIENTS INALPEMBETICAL ORDER
j Discount factor in the consumption adjustrnent equation
l
! Weight on difference 1 in consumption adjustment equation
f Weight on diEerence 2 in consurnption adjustment equation
j lmpon component of domestic consumption expenditures
:Coefficient of the disequilibrium gap of Y D in the consumption equation
!Coefficientof the disequilibrium gap of RSL in the consumption equation
!Coefficient of the disequilibrium gap of NFA in the consumption equation
lmport-component of government goods
-:Coefficientof output gap in disequilibrium government transfer equation
. Import-component of investment goods
:Discount factor in the capital adjustment equation
1 Weight on difference 1 in the capital adjustment equation
! Weight on diEerence 2 in the capital adjustment equation
ICoefficient of the disequilibrium gap of Y in the capital equation
i Coefficient of the disequilibrium gap of RSL in the capital equation
;Coefficient of PM.EQ/PFC.EQ in the MPREQ equation
:Coefficient of equilibrium P W F C gap in the MPR equation
j Discount factor in the adjustment equation of the MPR equation
/ weight on difference 1 in the MPR adjustment equation
weight on difference 2 in the MPR adjustment equation
1 Coefficient of PDOTTAR in the equation of PCDOTE
coefficient of PCDOT in the equation of PCDOTE
; coefficient of one-period ahead PCDOT in the equation of PCDOTE
i Weight of endoeenous inflation pressures in the eouation of PCDOTE
i
1 Coefficient of excess demand pressure in PC equation
Coefficient of output gap in PC equation
Coefficient of the disequilibrium gap of PM in the PC equation
Coefficient of excess inflation in production cost in PC equation
Coefficient of lagged output gap in PC equation
Coefficient of PDOTTAR in the equation of PDOTE

1

-

! 0-6000
: 0-6800

O. 1200
.

0.2190
0-7600

j 5.2000

j -0.1200
f 0.3 160
;

0.2500
0.4000
O. 5000

; 0-8000
i 0.3000

/

0.8000

j 1.8300

1

0.1050
! 0.0000
'; 0.6000
0.4000
j 0.2000
0.2000

,

0.2096

1

0,1809

- - -

0.2000
0 -2600
0.0000
0.0000
0.2000

1 PDE l

Coefficient o f PDOT in the equation of PDOTE
1 PDE?
Coefficient o f one-period ahead PDOT in the eauation o f PDOTE
PDE3
Weight o f endogenous inflation pressures in the equation o f PDOTE
PDL 1
Coefficient o f PDOTE in PDOT eauation
PDM 1
j Coefficient o f the disequilibrium gap of PM in PDOT equation
i Coefficient o f lagged
PDOT in PDOT equation
PDVI
-PDVZ
;Coefficient o f one-period ahead PDOT in PDOT equation
1 P D X I - Coefficient o f the disequilibrium gap o f PX in PDOT equation
~ Ë D - 'Coefficient o f excess demand pressure in PDOT eauation
PFD 1
Weight of expected inflation on PDOT equation
PFD2
Weight o f distnbuted lags of inflation in PDOT equation
PGK l
Coefficient o f disequilibrium gap o f PK in PG equation
PGK2
*Coefficiento f disequilibrium gap of PM in PG equation
Coefficient of disequilibrium gap of the relative wage in PG equation
PGK3
PGY 1 - Coeficient of output gap in the PG equation
Coeficient o f disequilibriurn gap of PM in PK equation
Pal
P m 2
Coefficient of disequilibrium gap of PM in PG equation
P U 3
Coefficient of disequilibrium gap of investment in PK equation
PKM i
Coeficient o f lagged PLEQ in PLEQ equation
PKM2
Coefficient of PK.EQ in PLEQ equation
~ K i i Coefficient o f PX-EQ in PLEQ equation
P M I
Coefficient o f steady-state gap ofinvestment in PLEQ equation
P M
Coefficient of disequilibrium investment gap in PI equation
PU46
Coefficient of the output gap in PI equation
PKM7
Coefficient o f disequilibrium slope of the yield curve on PI equation
PKMY
:Coefficient o f output gap in the PI equation
PKY1
Coefficient o f output gap in the PFCI equation
PM2
i Coefficient o f disequilibrium exchange rate in PM equation
PM3
Coefficient o f lagged relative world price of imports in PM equation
PMI3 1
Discount factor in the PM adjustment equation
PMD 1
Weight on difference 1 in the PM adjustment equation
PMD2
I Weight on difference 2 in the PM adjustment equation
PME 1
Coefficient o f lagged PM-EQin PM-EQ equation
PME2
coefficient o f relative world price of imports on PM-EQ equation
PX3
i Coeficient o f disequilibrium real exchange rage gap on PX equation
PX4
I Coefficient of disequilibrium real exports on PX equation
PX5
f Coefficient o f disequilibrium export gap in PX equation
PXB 1
1 Discount factor in the PX adjustment equation

0.2096 1
. 0.4202 1
i O. 1809
i 0-6200
!

1

0. 1433

/

0.4000
0.3500
0.1332 1

;

0.1861

1
1

--

p

i
1

t

-

1

1
!
1

i
--

-

7
1
i

j

[

1

f

1

-

-

1
1

0.1411
0.2000
0.7700
0.2000
O.ltOO
0.3800
0.4300
0.8200
0.2000
0.0000
0.8000
0.0000
0.1600
0.0000
0.4500
O.1200
O, 1200
O-1300
0.1100
0.6000
0-6500
0-2800
0.5800
0.4200
O. 1200
0.2300
O. 1300
0.4500

Weight on difference 1 in the PX adjustment equation
Weight on difference 2 in the PX adjustment equation
1 Coefficient of lagged PX-EQ in PX-EQ equation
i coefficient of disequilibrium real exchange rate gap in PX-EQ equation
Icoefficient of the outptut gap in PDOT equation
/Coefficient of the Lagged outptut gap in PDOT equation
Coefficient of R in RL eauation
Coefficient of RLEQ in RL equation
'Coefficient of one-period ahead inflation gap in RSLEQ equation
.The constant term in the equation for the equilibrium term premium.
icoeficient of expected inflation gap equation for the eqilibrium term premîum
i Coefficient of lagged TD in TD equation

0.2600
O 1600
O 5200
; 0.4800
1 PXEZ
: 0.1150PYD
i 0.0800PYDL
0-8500RL 1
RL2
1 O. 1500
, 1.3900
RLS 1
0.0080RTO
, 6.0000
RT 1
: 0.2000TDO
TD I
0.03001 Coefficient of disequilibriurn government debt-output ratio in TD equation
1 -01350TDB 1
i Coefficient of the gap of target government debt-ratio in GB-EQ equation
r
'Coefficient of the dummy variable in the GB-EQequation
t 0.0120TDM I
UB1
1 Discount factor in the U adiustment equation
0.4600-.
' Weight on difference 1 in the U adjustment equation
UD 1
0.2100 Weight on difference 2 in the U adjusrment equation
0.1600LTD2
UTRD W j Coefficient of the moving average of equilibrium relative wage in the U-EQequati 0.01 40 Wl
jcoefficient of disequilibrium relative wage in U equation
i 0.4600
j 0.6000
lCoeficient of one-period ahead output gap in U equation
UY1
UY2 - Coefficient of two-period ahead output gap in U equation
i 0.0000 Wi31
:Discount factor in the relative wage adjustment equation
1 0.2000
U'D I
Weight on difference 1 in the relative wage adjustment equation
; 0.4000WD2
: Weight on difference 2 in the relative wage adjustrnent equation
) 0.2200WDK 1
1 Coefficient of disequilibrium nominal wage rate in PDOT equation
0.3150
WK1
Coefficient of the wage gap in PDOT equation
0.8800
WSD
!The standard deviation of wch in the downward nominal wage rigidity mode1
4.3500
WVI
icoefficient of disequilibrium unemployrnent gap in the W equation
0.5600
WV2
j Coefficient of disequilibrium price of output at factor cost in W equation
1-0000
WV3
1 Coefficient of disequiiibrium total factor productivity in W equation
1 0.6800
XB1
1 Discount factor in the real expon adjustrnent equation
0.8100
XDl
1 Weight on difference 1 in the real expons adjustment equation
0.4000
XD2
1 Weight on difierence 2 in the real expons adjustment equation
0.2000
XV 1
Coefficient of disequilibnum gap of PX in real exports equation
0-0400
XV2
J ~ o e ~ c i eofn disequilibrium
t
gap of PFC in real expons equation
0.0400
XX2
1 Coefficient of domestic relative price of exports in X-EQ equation
0.8800 PXDI
PXD2
PXE 1

.

I

t

t

t

-

-

- -

--

--

-

t

'

,

1

t

1

I

-

1

0.0000
1 0-3800
! 0.6600

i Coefficient of lagged

Z in Z equation
i Coefficient of disequilibrium real interest rate in Z equation
i Coefficient of steady-state gap of financial asset in the C-EQ equation
j Coefficient of one-period ahead real exchange rate in ZE equation
~oefficientof iagged real exchange rate in Z equation

21
22
Y

ZF 1
ZL 1

:

0.2000

/

: 0-3500

I
i

C 1CT 1
1 c 1CT2
( C 1CT3
C 1C r 4
C 1CT5
c 1CT6
CZCT 1
CZCT2
C2CT3
C2CT4
C2CTS
C2CT6

1

C 1IT I
C 1 ITZ
1 C 1 IT3
C 1lT5
C I 1T6

STOCHASTIC SHOCK COEFFICIENTS IN ALPAABETICAL ORDER 1
Shock to consurnption espcnditures due to a contemporaneous shock to potential output. i -0.0278
: Shock to consurnpiiun espcnditures dur to a c o n t e m b e o u s shock to the relative pricc ol.csporis
-0.0208
! Shock to cansurnptian erprnditures dus to a contemporaneous shock to consurnpiion and inveïtmrnt -0-0186
/ Shock to consurnptiun espenditures due to a contemporanews shock to the relative p"cr oloutpui. 1 -0.0283
/ Shock to consumption espendinires due to a conternporaneousshock to the real eschangc rate 1 -0.0283
1 Shock to consumpimn cxpenditures due to a contemporanews shock to ihc dope of thc yirld cune. [ -0-0283
Shock to consuniption espenditures due to a one-period lagged shock to potential output. ; 0.0 169
i Shock ro consumption rspenditures due to a one-pnod lagged shock to the relativc pricc of esports j 0 - 0 167
i Shock to consurnption espenditures due to a one-pend lagged shock COconsumption and invcstmcnt i 0-0134

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

C 1PYT 1
C 1PYT2

-

-

'

.

/ Shock to consumption rspenditures due to a one-period laggrd shock to Ihe relativc priçr ofoutput. : 0-0269

; Siiock to consuiiiption espendilures due to a one-pnod lagged sl~ockto ille r

/ Shock to consurnption csprnditures due to n one-pend laggrd shock to the slope of the yirld curw.

0-0055
j 0.0344

Shock to invcstrncnt cspenditures due to a conternporaneous shock to potential output.

( -0.0070

1

d escliai~gcrate

: Shock to invcstmcni çspçndlturçs due to a contemporaneous shock to the relative pncr ot*esprts

: Shock to rnvesrmrnt zsprnditures dut: to a contemporaneous shock to consurnpticln and invcstmcnt
\ Shock to investment espenditures due to a contcmporaneous shock t o the real exchange rate
i Shock to investmcnt cspnditures due to a contemporaneous shock to the slope of the yield curvc.

/ Shock to investment e'tpenditures due to a one-period lagged shock to potential output.
--

C21T 1
, C21T2
I C2IT3
C2IT4
C21T5
C2 1T6

':

-

-

--

-

/

0-0140
-0-0 139

' 0.0064

0.0064

-

-0.0039

I

Shock to investmmt cxpnditures due to a one-period lagged shock to ihr relative pnce o f exports
Shock to invcstment expenditures due to a one-period lagged shock to consumption and investment
Shock to invesment e.xpenditures due to a one-pend lagged shock to the relative price of output.

-0.004 1
-0-0074

Shock to invcstment expenditures due to a one-pend lagged shock to the dope o r the yield curve.

0.006 1
-0.0153
0 -013 6

Shock to the relative price of output due to a contemporaneous shock to potentiai output-

0.0000

Shock to the relative price of output due to a çontcmporaneous shock to the rclativc price of exports

0.0000

Shock to i n v e s n e n t espenditures due to a one-pend lagged shock to the real exchange rate

C 1 PYT3 Shock to the relatlvcl pricr ofoutput duc: to a conternporanmus shwk to consumption and invatment j
C 1 PYT3 Shock to die rclütivz price ofoutput due to a contrmporclneous shock to the reiative pricr of output. /
C l PYT5 Siiock to tlic relative pnce of output due to a contemporaneous shock to the real cscliange race
C 1PYT6 Shock ta the relative price ofoutput due to a contemporaneous s h o î t to the slopc of the 'rld cume.
CZPYT 1 : Shock to the relative price of output due to a one-period lagged shock to potential outpur
CZPYT2 : Shock to the relatirr price of output due to a one-@cd iagged shock to the relative price of exports
CZPYT3 j Shock to h c relative p i c e of output dus to a one-priod iaggrd shock to consumption and investment 1
C2PYT4 i Shock to the relative price of output due to a one-pend lagged rhoct 10 the relative price oioutpuL
1 C2PYTS ; Sliock to the relative pnce of output due to a one-period lagged shock to the real eschange rate 1
1

i
/

1

-

1

-

i

1 C ~ P Y T ~Shock ro the relaiir*epnce of output due to a o n e - p r i d lagged shock to the siope ofthe yield curve. /
C 1RSLT 1 Shock to the slope of the yield cuve due to a contemporaneous shock to potential output. ;
1 C 1RS LT2 Shock to the slope of the vield cume due to a conternporaneous shock to the relative price of exports
C 1RSLT3 Shock to the slopr of the yirld cunle due to a conternporaneom shock 10 consumption and invatment (
C 1RSLT4 : Shock tu the slopr of the yield c u m due COa contemporaneous shock to the mlativr pnce ofoutpurC 1RS LTS Shock io the dope of the yield curw due to a contemporancous shock IO the r d eschange rate 1
C 1 RS LT6 Slmcl. CL) tlic dupe olthe yirld cune due to a contempomncous shuck io the dope ofthe yield cunv.

1

1

-

the dope o r the +Id

-

-

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0-0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000 (
0.0000 1
0.007 1
0.0095
-0-00 18
0-00 12
0.0 154
-0.0044

-

c m e due to a one-period laggcd shock to potcntial output.

j 0.0058
1

Shock to tlw slopc of the yield curve due to a one-priod laggrd shock io h e relative pRcr of csports 1 0-0031

CI)RSLTZ
C2RS LT3
CZRS L T I
C2RSLTS
C2RS LT6

---

Shock to tlir s l o p ot-the yirld cume duc to a one-perd laggeci shock to consumption and invtstrnent

! -0.0002

Shock to the ilope of h ç yield eunvedue to a one-period laggcd shock io the relative price ot-output.

/

0.0036

/

0.0038
0.0020

-

-

-

-

Shock ta chc dope ofthe yield cunredue to a one-period l a g p d shock io the real rschangr rate
Shock to [tic slope of the +Id cumc due to a one-penod lagged shock to the slope of the yield curve.

1
C 1YPT 1 : Shock to potential output due to a contemporaneous shock to potential output.
C 1YPT2 Shock to potential output due to a contemporaneous shock to the relative price of exporis
C 1YPT3 Shock to potential output due to a contemporaneous shock to consumption and investment
C 1YPT4 Shock to potential output due to a contemporaneous shock to the rclative pprice of output.
C 1YPT5 j Shock to potential output due to a contemporaneous shock to the real exchange rate
C 1YPT6 ; Shock to potcntial output due to a contemporancous shock to the slow of the yield curveC2YPT I ' Shock to potential output due to a one-period lagged shock to potential output.
C2YPT2 : Shock to potential output due to a one-perd lagged shock to the relative pnce of exports

'

,

! -0.0027

1

i

/

0.0056
0.0056
0.0056

0.0056

1

C2YPT3 ! Shock to potential output due to a one-perïod lagged shock to consumption and investment
C2YPT4 ! Shock to potential output due to a one-perd lagged shock to the relative price of outputCî-YPTS Shock to potentid output due to a one-period lagged shock to the real exchange rate
C2YPT6 Shock to potential output due to a one-pend lagged s h a k to the dope of the yield curve.

1

l

1

0.0056
-0.0170
0-0063
0.0063
0.0063
0-0063
0.0063

--

--

-

-

- -- -

C 1ZT 1
C IZT2
C 1 ZT3
C 1ZT4
C 1ZT5

1c IZT6

0.033 1
[ Shock to the rcal eschange rate due to ri contemporaneousshock to the relatit-eprice ofrspom
0-0433
1 Shock to the real ~ ~ c h a nrate
g e dur to a contemporaneour shock to consurnption and investment
-0.0344
1 Slioch to the real eschange nie due to a conternporaneous shock to the relative price of output. ' -0.0395
/ Shock to the real eschange rate due to a contemporaneous shock to the real eschange rate -0.088 1
1 Shock to the real eschange rare due to a contempocaneou shock to the slope ofihe yirld curve. i -0-0436

C2ZT 1
C2ZT2
C2ZT3

Shock to the r e d echange rate due to a oneperiod lagged shock to potential output.
Shock to the real eschange rate due to a one-pcrid lagged shoçk to the rdative price of esports
1 Shock to the real eschange rate due to a one-perd lagged shock to consunpiion and investment

,

CZZTS
C2ZT6

1 Shock to the real exchange rate due to a one-p"od

i -0.0784

i Shock to the real eschange rate due to a contemporamaus shock to po~entialoutput.

'

lagged shock to the real exchange raie
Shock to the real eschange rate due to a one-pend lagged shock m the dope of the yield cume.

-

i

0.0406
-0.04 1O
-0.0248

-0.03 3 0

1

APPENDIX 6: DETERMINING THE FEASIBLE RANGE OF NOMINAL WACE
CUTS USED IN EQUATION (6.3)

THE RANGE OF NOMINAL WAGE CUTS USED IN EQITATION (6.3)
The relevant range of wage cuts, [m, O,] in equation (6.3) is determined outside the model using
the n o d density fùnction with standard deviation 4.35 and average percentage wage change

(mgwch) ranging f?om -20 to 20.' Fig 6.1 shows the cumulative probabilities of nominal wage
CUIS

of magnitude zero to m at each value ofavgwch. Fig 6.1 shows diat choosing m to be -30 or

lower will include ail feasible wage cuts that can r a i t fiom -ch
Fig 6-1:

as low as -20./0.

The cumulative probabilities of nominal wage cuts of magnitude m to zero at each
value of ( N ~ w c(rrvgwch
~,
ranging from -20 to 20).

